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QCI cl]nlc inally has good water supply 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE CITY, B.C. (CP) - Human and 
animal wastes intermittently polluted the water supply of a 
health clinic in this Queen Charlotte Islands community for 
several months until a new line was instsUed this week, a 
health official said Wednesday. Diane MacKenzie, ad- 
ministrator of health and human resource_~ centres on the 
islands, said the clinic now draws its water from a well at 
nearby Queen Charlotte City Regional Hospital after having 
to boil and disinfect its water for months, 
The clinic previously took its water from a nearby creek. 
At times plastic jugs were used to bring water in and 
dressings were done at the hospital instead of the clinic. 
FREE PARKING 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
Open 10 a.m.-6 p,m. dally excep, 
Frl. fill 9 p.m 
Chamber 
wants  
sales tax 
dropped 
By CHARLES LA VERTU 
VICTORIA (CP) -' Fuels 
and supplies used in 
manufacturing should be 
exempt from the four-per: 
cent sales tax, the British 
Columbia Chamber of 
Commerce told the 
provincial cabinet Thursday. 
The chamber said the tax 
exempflm would encourage 
industry to expand. 
secondary manufacturing 
and would help primary 
industries lower costs and 
,become more competitive. 
The chamber, in a brief to 
cabinet, said the 
government's failure to 
eaempt industry from the 
tax "contradicts efforts to 
encourage the development 
of secondary industry In B.C. 
and to lessen our economic 
i~rndence oo the primary 
tries of forestry and 
Also encour~ed in the 
brief was the elimination of 
the sales tax o~ heating fuels 
u,ed for residential 
cmmum~len. 
Chamber president R,A, 
Patrick of Dawson Creek 
said the brief was well 
received by cabinet but he 
could not predict what, ff any 
action, the government 
would take. 
The brief, hosed on the 
chamber's 36-page policy 
paper, urged the 
government to pay its debts 
more quickly. 
"Excessive periods of time 
have elapsed before certain 
overdue debts have been 
paid by the government," 
the chamher,eaid. Business 
and representatives of 
business cannot afford to pay 
costs of financing beyond 
those commited by 
contract." 
The chamber told the 
cabinet It is concerned that 
the government's election 
promises to remove school 
funding from property taxes 
is not in any current or 
proposed law. 
The  chamber  
recommended that the 
province pay 50 per Cent of 
approved school budgets for 
1979 and move to delete the 
property tax portion of 
school funding by cutting it 
by 10 per cent a year for five 
years starting in 1980. 
On the subject of health 
care, It called for 
construction of more 
complete care hospitals o f  
450 to 500 beds each and the 
immediate addition of as 
many more acute-care 
facilities that are needed. 
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Kitamaat 
man faces 
A report by Russ Seltearich. chief public health inspector 
• for the Skeena Region Health Unit. says the water and 
sewage system for most of Queen Charlotte City's 800 
residents is unsafe and the spread of disease is inevitable 
unless it is changed. 
The community is generally supplied by water lines with 
unprotected intakes in nearby streams but some residents 
and some public buildings, like the hospital, are supplied by 
private wells. 
Mrs. MacKenzie said problems with the health clinic's 
problem water were revealed about six months ago when 
bacteria was found in water at the community dental clinic. 
This led to tests at the medical clinic which revealed high 
coliform bacteria counts. 
She said a particularly high count was recorded two weeks 
ago when the body of a decaying animal was found in the 
stream supplying the clinic. 
Mrs. MacKenzie said the health and human resources 
centre would consider digging its own well or installin~ a
chlorinator if no change is made to the Queen Charlotte City 
water system. 
However, anew system for the city has been held back by 
financing. The tax base of the unincorporated community is
limited and although federal and provincial governments 
could pay up to 92.5 per cent of the caPital costs of a new 
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Lack of steel held. up the production of the new Skeena Health Unit buli dlng but contruction workers are busy 
trying to make up the time lost now. ~oto uv oreo M,OdJ,ton 
STAFF  SAYS:  " 
system a $]0,000 to ~0,000 engineering feasibility study 
• would have "to he paid for by local resldeWs. 
• City residents have a history of reJecUng proposals for a 
new water system and Seltenrich says there is a great dangcr 
of transmitting disease through, the current system. 
"All it takes is an organism to he present and a susceptible 
population. It's not a question of whether or not it will hap- 
pen. It'll happen; it's Just a question .of when," 
In the meantime, the Skeena Health Unit has sent notices 
to all residents recommending they boil all water for human 
consumption a d add small amounts of ] household bleach to 
other water supplies. ,
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RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVJiG| LTD. 
Seal Oove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
Volume 73 No. 173 ,~ 
THREE MISSING 
assault 
charges 
RCMP have charged a 
:.i: Kltimaat village man 
"~ with indecent assault on 
'~ an 11 year old female. 
~ Benjamin Henry Stewart 
i 40, will appear in Kitimat 
court on Sept 12 to face 
i those charges as well as 
charges of possessing an 
o f fens ive  weapon 
dangerous to the public 
safety. 
The alleged incident 
oecured Wednesday , 
when the girl was 
returning from school. 
t She was not hurt. 
Stewart was held in 
custody at first, he has 
since been released. 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, ` 
batteries, etc. Oall us - We are 
)pen Men. Ikrougk Sat., 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Seareh on. 
for p lane 
Health unit building 
Buffalo aircraft have been 
brought in for the search 
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SIX 
STILL 
HELD 
ADAMSVILLE, Que. 
(CP) -- Two armed 
robbers, holed up for 
more than 12 hours in a 
credit union, released one 
of their hostages hortly 
be fore  midn ight  
Thursday in exchange for 
food. "': 
.... ': Quebec ' provincial 
police spokesman Pierre 
Lemarbre said the 
bandits let one woman go, 
but he did net give her 
identity. It is believed the 
hostagetakers are still 
holding six other people, 
Lemarbre added. 
The hostage-taking in
this agricultural village 
90 kilometres east of 
Montreal began at 11 a.m. 
EDT when the robbers 
were Interrupted in the 
middle of a holdup by 
police. A passerby saw 
the robbery In progress 
and turned in an alarm, 
One of the two men told 
a reporter from The 
Canadian Press in a 
telephone Interview that 
he felt "like a rat who's 
caught in a corner -- and 
a rat can get pretty mad 
when he's cornered." 
He said he and his 
partner are armed with 
pistols and pockets full of 
bullets. 
"I was coming out of 
the dour when I almost 
ran into a plainclothes 
policeman," said the 
English.speaking bandit. 
He said he is 19 years old 
and was released from 
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald Staff Writer 
A search in presently beh~ conducted by CFB 
Comox search, and rescue for a light aircraft with 
three persons on board that went missing on a flight 
from Smithers to"  Victoria Wednesday. 
Headquarter for the search is being establtshed at 
the Terrace airport where Buffalo aircraft from 
Comox will be based for air search missions to be 
conducted from. 
The aircraft was reported overdue on a flight note 
when it did not arrive in Victoria at the time the pilot 
filed as his estimated time of arrival. Within 30 
minutes of being reported overdue a communication 
search is conducted, said CFB Comox. 
The pilot, indicated.on his flight plan that he did not 
have an ELT, emergency locater transmitter, but it 
has been learned by air search and rescue that the 
ovmers of the aircraft did hve one 
The pilot, indicated on his flight note that be did not 
have an ELT, emergency locater transmitter, but it 
has been lenmed by air search and rescue that the 
owners of the aircraft did have one placed on board. 
Names of the plane's Occupants 'were not released 
by Canadian offlciak but the United States Coast 
Guard in Alaska said the name of the pilot was PhllUp 
D. Hardin but no hometown was available. Canadian 
officials said one Canadian and two Americans were 
believed to be aboard. 
CFB Buffalo completed a search of all high 
probability areas along the route travelled by the 
aircraft, Thursday. 
The Cessna 206 piloted by Phillip Hardin is beieved 
to have originated in California and departed from 
Smithers airport at 1 pm Wednesday. 
Terrace pilots are volunteering their time and 
aircraft to assist in the search and a spokesman for 
the rescue team advised that these pilots will be given 
grid maps Friday to continue the search. 
The head office for the 
Skesna Health Unit will 
be moved from Prince 
Rupert to Terrace next 
year. Construction is 
underway for a new $2 
million facility on Kalum 
Street to house the local 
ministry of human 
resources, mental health 
facilities as well as the 
public health unit. 
"They are going to be 
really good facilities," 
says Ciair.e Ann Brodie, 
the nursing supervisor 
for the Skeena Health 
Unit. "It will make things 
much easier for the 
public." 
Four Prince Rupert 
positions in the Skeena 
Health Unit will be 
transfered to the new 
offices on Kalum, in- 
cluding the nursing 
supervisor. Brodie, 
however, will be 
Trawler sinks 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
(CP) -- A large steel-hullnd 
trawler capsized today in 
rough seas in Dixon 
Entrance, about 60 kilo- 
metres west of this north 
coast community. 
The seven crew members 
of the 30-metre Scotia Bay 
were picked up by a passing 
fish boat, They were to be 
transferred to a coast guard 
vessel and taken into port at. 
Prince Rupert. 
No one was seriously hurt 
when the vas~ overturned, 
although one man suffered a
broken arm. 
The pilot of n asset gusrd 
helicopter which flew over 
the site of the capsldug said 
a small oil slick was 
spreading out from the 
Scotia Bay. 
may not be completed to give details, 
though till April ac- 
cording to Brodie. i!!iiii~=:i!!!!i!!ii!iiiii!i!iiii~!iiiili~iiii!ii!i!iiiiiiiiiii!ii~ 
monkeys tried to abduct wo Incident Wednesday. 
little brothers from a Durhen 
yard and the boys had to be She told the SAPA she had 
rescued by their mother and taken her sons to visit her 
grandmother, the South mother next door when she 
heard the children 
African Press Association screaming and crying and 
reported. 
Marcelle Greyviing, 16 
months old, and his three- 
yearoid brother, Morne, 
were not injured and may 
Just have been prcapeetive 
playmates for their hairy 
kidnappers. But their 
mother, Deborah Greyvling, 
rushed outside to see what 
was the matter. 
"To my hcrrur, each of my 
sons was being drqged by a 
monkey on each arm. X 
screamed at them but they 
continued to pull the kid, 
across the verandah." 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Ocelot Industries of Calgary has still not decided 
WhethPr or not to go ahead with a proposed $140 
million methanol plant in the northwest. Ocelot 
President Roy Fisher says the choice of the plant site 
- -  Kitimat or Prince Rupert -- is still up in the air. 
No word yet on methanol plant 
"While we haven't decided to go ahead yet, we are 
quite confident it will come about. We still have to 
arrange the financing, and we can't do that until we 
have firm sales contracts with buyers "in our hands," 
be said. Ocelot is in the midst of securing those con- 
bracts, Methanol is a valuable, multi-purpose ln. 
dastrial chemical. It is used to produce MTBE, a 
gasoline additive that takes the place of lead. 
Methanol is also me oasis building block of acetic 
acid, anWreeze, and in also processed as a glue for the 
plywood industry. 
There are a number of ways to produce methanol, 
e most efficient being from natural gas. It can also 
produced from wood byproducts~ 
A d~ision.concerning the plant development should 
be formcommg sometime next month, according to 
Fisher. 
room for possible ex- 
• At present there are pansion. 
three locations for the 
unit in Terrace; the "The building will be so 
nursing and public health constructed so there'll be 
inspection on Eby,the lots of space for staff 
audiology and .speech increases and thereby 
departments on Greig, program increases",  
and the long term care noted Mary Spoke, a 
and aid to handicaped on senior nurse at the 
Imzelle. These depart- Skeena Health Unit. She 
ments will all move into said that a dental 
the new building, hygienist may be added 
While there are no in the near future. It's 
departments will be 
facilitated by the cen- 
tralization move. The 
Kitimat operation will not 
he changed. 
The Kalum facility is 
expected to be in 
operation sometime in 
the new year. Optimistic 
predictions set January 
as the opening date. It 
had just met, !~,.!ntnd a 
pistol at the police officer 
and forced him to back 
away outside the credit 
union. 
Police, settled in for a 
nightlong vigil, have been 
maintaining contact with 
the two hostage-takers by
telephone. Lemarbre said 
negotiat ions were 
continuing, but declined 
prison last week, but i l l  b h lp  declincd to give his name. w e a great  e been"Somebedymust..,n, ,  aV and Monkeys taking 
called the police." 
He saidhts partner, a children as pets By ED YUDIN resigmng from her plans to expand services expected that liaison French-speaking man of 
Herald Staff Writer position, the new facility will have between the ditterent about 28 whom he said he DURBAN, S.A. (AP) -- Six was not amused by the 
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Pipeline looking for the funds N ws BRIEFS 
By GLENN man of the .U.S. Federal , states hould still be a good 
Energy  Regu la tory  
Commission, 
Charles Curtis said 
Thursday that it will be 
much more expensive than 
the $10-billion construction 
cost estimated two years ago 
commission for the Curtis said, assuming the 
companies before they seek pipeline sponsors act quickly 
private financing, with proposals for the capital 
U . . . . . . .  nfz.,~ina tn  tho markets. Northwest Alaskan 
expects to go to the private 
markets with a financing 
package before tl)e end of 
this year. 
About 25 per cent of the 
pipeline project cost is to be 
covered through equity 
financing, or ownership. The 
remaining 75 per cent is to be 
covered by borrowing. 
Curtis, while expressing 
hope that markets will be 
able to handle the financing, 
commented it will be "the 
largest . assemblage of 
capital ever attempted for a 
pr ivate  construct ion 
project." 
It will be late 1984 at the 
earliest before natural gas 
from Alaska flows south 
through the pipeline, he said. 
It was to start delivering as 
~)y January, 1983. 
But he noted that if 
i~roposals for prebuilding 
] 
SOMMERVILLE 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
Tb~ giant Canada-U.S. 
AlaO.an natural gas pipeline 
Is ready to be tested in 
thPrivata money markets and 
e ava]labliity of financing 
for the project should be 
clear by fail, says the chair- 
buy for U.S. energy users. 
He estimated that even if 
final pipeline coats are $15 
billion, it ~hould be able to 
deliver natural gas south at a 
price equivalent to imported 
oil at $18 a barrel --  below 
by President Carter, but current imported oil prices 
Alaskan gas for the lower 46 . . . . .  
Tuna scarce  
ASTORIA, Ore. (CP) --  Hesald weather conditions 
of about $20.75 a barrel. 
The ptpeline's ponsors 
zhould file final cos t  
estimptes for the project 
with the regulatory 
commission by next June. In 
the meantime, they will go to 
State fish blol~ists say West 
Coast albacore tuna 
flaha~an are headed for 
what my be their worst 
year ever. 
Larry Hreha, biolo~int for 
the Oregon Fish and Wildlife 
Department, says the 
normal late August and 
early September ~ak of 
tuna fishing didnt ma- 
terallse ~ year. 
may have played a port. the money markets 
The normal warm-cold arrange financinR. 
water boundary, where tuna 
congregate, did not develop The U.S. spun 
off the West Coast this year Northwest Alaskan Pip 
as water emained generally Co., says it is working on 
warmer, Hreha said. cost estimates. 
He said the tuna stocks Canadian partner in 
also may have been depleted northern pipeline is Foot 
byaheavyJapanesecatchof Pipelines Ltd. of Ca]8 
fonrto-five-yoar.ofd ish in Curtis said "the last m 
1976. Tuna must be five gary regulateryhurdle" 
years old to spawn, been cleared by 
to 
o sor, 
ollne 
tg  new 
, The 
i  the 
ine hills 
gary. 
., neces- 
has 
the 
He was referring to the 
commission decision, 
announced last week and 
made formal Thursday, to 
let the pipeline sponsors earn 
a basic return of around 17.5 
por cent if they hold their 
coats in line with next June's 
estimates. Their returns can 
rise if they keep costs lower 
than estimated, but will 
shrink if coats get out of con- 
trol. 
Curtis told reporters this 
system might encourage 
companies to pad their 
estimates to 'assure 
maximum return. But if so, 
thefll damage their own 
project's marketability and 
iuight also make financiers 
doubt lie viability. 
"I think we'll know 
whether this project is going 
to go ahead by this fall," 
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SEPTEMBER 8 
. ONLY_ 
SWIFT PREMIUM 
CORNED BEEF LOAF 
All Eeef 
12 oz. tin 
Great for lunches, snacks 
and even a meal 
SATURDAY ONLY 
MONARCH 
CAKE & LOAF MIXES 
Qulc.k loaf mixes 
15 oz. added touch cake mixes 
16V~ oz. Choose 
from many assorted flavors 
SATURDAY ONLY 
997 84 
• • : : i  :.::~ili:; ~ 
SUNLIGHT 
LAUNDRY DETERGENT 
Lemon fresh 
Heavy duty cleaning 
power. 6 Iltres 
Reg. Low 
K mart Price 3.47 
ONLY 
LADLES 
O~MPUS HOSE 
Knee high. 
Assorted solid colours, 
Fits sizes 9-11 
K mart Reg. 
Low Pr.lce 1.74 
1o7 ONLY ~a,r 
i!! 
LOOSE 
FAOE OLOTHS 
100 percent cotton 
Choose from assorted 
colours with floral 
design. 
K mort Reg. Price 14c 
SATURDAY ONLY 
SANI-PAK 
GIRDIGK DIGS 
20 mid-size bags 
with twist ties 
Dispenses one-at-a- 
time 
Reg. Low K mart 
Price 1.77 
ONLY 
I of 20 
RAINBOW RUNNER 
Extra durable for 
multi#, uses. 
24x 60 
Assorted coloured stripes 
K mart Reg. Price'4.99 
SATIIRDAY ONLY 
[ ............ SKEENA .............. MAL.i .... ~- . .  ;.,co~i~~il'~ 
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~ections from Alaska could 
be connected to the prebullt 
sections, allowing as to flow 
south from Alaska through 
Canada to the lower 48 
states. 
John Adger, another 
commission official, said 
part of the reason for rising 
costs is that there.are still 
problems to be resolved with 
heaving of pipelines caused 
by froat. 
But Curtis rejected 
reporter# suggcetlods about 
efforts to get government 
guarantees for financing. 
seuthern parts of the pipeline | 
me eventunlly approved by / " .,,,,~.=,~ .-,o~ u,~* ~r 
l os  . Mta~r.,,.., t~s • ~ , ,8~.  v .  3ttawa, some surp . . . . . . . . . .  to the responsibility for ~uuertan gas coma IIOW 
*e  U.S, sooner. Prebuildl~ Q~ebe.~:nt  w~l?;rne°m talc 
:ould mean deliveries to "?Y.~"Y."" -. .  . 
,vestern states of s,~las With the punllC sector, 
n~'t rail " ~anadian gas by .~rov~"ce,;a'ec~)'non~'i'~. 
md to. some midwostero v., . . . . . . .  
Katea along a southern ~,,~vel0j)ment mmlsmr,, sam 
segment of the line by the i,;m=~7. . .~ 
fall of 1981 " • ,.anary maue me 
Later, the northern comment as he andPremter 
Rena Levesque unveiled a 
comprehensive blueprint for 
development, tiffed Building 
Quebec. • 
Landry  said Quebec's 
ipublic sector is highly 
'developed and It is not .the 
intention of the PartS. 
Quebeeois government to 
take over any more 
companies. 
The government is 
negotiating tobuy control of 
Asbestos Corp., but has 
passed expropr iat ion  
Mountbatten family 
funeral held 
end to centuries-old Irish 
hatred that led to the Aug. 27 
killings. 
TORIES 
OFFER 
BIG 
SLICE 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon 
(CP) - -  The new 
Pogressive Connervatlve 
government  hinted 
Thursday it might give l
the Yukon a larger slice i
of the revenues from the I
proposed  A laska  
Highway gas  p.ipeline 
than the $50 million 
offered by the Liberals. 
Walter Baker, head of 
the Privy Council and 
minister responsible for 
the pipeline project, said 
innn interview he was not 
in a position to set s figure 
bat the size of the Yukon 
Heritage Fundaet at $50 
million by the Liboralsis 
open to question. 
Baker said he talked 
Wednesday to Yukon 
r Excc~l i~ 'e  Comiflittee 
• member~ about !~.ir dis: 
satisfaction wl~ the 'size 
of the fund and told them 
"the new gavernn~mt will 
net be bound by the 
actions of the old govern- 
ment, especially in 
relation to the .Yukon 
Heritage Fund." 
However, he would not 
set a time limit on when a 
new figure would be 
forthcoming. 
Baker was in 
Whitehorne to sign a 
pipeline consultation 
agreement with the 
Yukon on behalf of the 
federal government. The 
agreement also guar- 
antees the Yukon will 
abide by agreements 
already made between 
Canada and the United 
States on the proposal. 
I~ERSHAM, England 
(AP) -- Two members of 
Earl Mountbatten's family 
who died beside him when 
Irish guerrillas blew up his 
yacht last month were 
buried Thursday near their 
home south of London. 
The dowager Lady Bra- 
bourne, mother-in-law of 
Mountbatten's daughter, and 
14-yearo ld  N icho las  
Knatchbull, Mountbattan's 
grandson, were laid to rest in 
a simple country church 
service. 
Mountbatten, a cousin of 
the Queen and one of 
Britain's war heroes, was 
buried Wednesday following 
a state funeral. 
Prince Philip and Prince 
Charles attended the half- 
hour funeral at the Church of 
St. John the Baptist in this 
Kent county village near the 
Branourne family home. 
Nicholas's parents, Lord 
and Lady Brabourne, and his 
twin brother Timothy, all 
wounded in the bomb blest 
off Ireland's Donegal coast, 
are still recovering in Sligo 
general hospital in the Irish 
Republic. 
The funeral address was 
given by the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Dr, 'Donald 
Coggan, who appealed fol' an 
Sov ie ts  s tay  
mum on  t roops  
HAVANA (AP) --  Soviet 
personnel in Cuba, whoever 
they are and whatever their 
mission, are keeping a low 
profile during the summit 
meeting of leaders of the 
non-aligned movement, 
many of whom frown on big- 
power alliances. 
The Cuban government 
has ridiculed U.S. assertions 
that 2,-000 to 3,000 Soviet 
combat troops are stationed 
on the Communist-governed 
Carribean island, but they 
have not denied it. 
When asked about Soviet 
troop presence, Cuban 
officials shrug: 
legislation to be used if the 
purchase bid fats. 
The 523.page document 
contained few new 
propesals, but Levesque and 
Landry said it was the first 
time the provincial 
government has laid out a 
coherent economic strategy. 
It also contains no mention of 
when the proposals could be 
in place or how much the 
plan would cast. 
Tim new propeeals include 
a call for direct participation' 
by Quebec apital, public Or ~ 
private, in new forest 
product ventures and in new 
asbestos' minl,g ventures, 
Landry said. 
But he said "Quebec is still' 
open to foreign capital and 
that foreign capital i s  
welcome as long as it~ 
respects our lngislailon." 
Inquiry into unification 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Defence 
Minister Allan McKinnon 
has named a five-man group 
to invmtlgate armed forces 
unification, an explosive 
issue that split the forces 
more than i0 years ago. 
McKinnon told a news 
conference Thursday he is 
virtually certain to support 
whatever conclusion the 
study group reaches -- 
either for or against an 
integrated military force. 
The report is to be 
submitted to McKinnon by 
Jan. St next year. The 
minister said he will then 
discuss the document with 
cabinet and table the report 
in the Commons before next 
summer. 
George Fyffe, executive 
vicepresident of Digital 
Methods Ltd. and a former 
naval officer, will head the. 
independent inq .t~'y. Other 
members incluoe Atuert 
Legault, head of the Quebec 
centre of international stud. 
ies at Lava] University; 
Harriet Critohley, a 
University of British 
Columbia professor; etiring 
MaJ..Gen, P.A. Neatby, 
deputy commander of 
Canada's mobile command 
at St. Hubert, QUe.; and 
retired Lt.-Col. Earl Olms- 
tsad of Ottawa. 
Oil find means a change 
CALGARY (CP) -- A ener~ supply, but the oil 
Beaufort Sea oil discovery discovery by Dome means 
announced this week by "We are not running out." 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. He said in an interview the 
represents a .psychological discovery could put  the 
turning point" in the poliO.ca Prndbue Bay.Beaufort Sea 
of Canadian energy, me area in the same league as 
president of Canadian southern Mexico, a 
HtmterExploration Ltd. said petroleum giant. 
Other industry observers 
Thursday. greeted the news with an- 
John Masters, a Calgary thusiasm, but Dome 
geologist whose company remained cautious, warning 
• has found large reserves of that further teats are needed 
natural gasin northwestern on the well, the M-IS 
Alberta, said gas exports Kopanoar, some 120 
have been oppoud because kilometres northwest of 
of doubts about he longterm Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T. ' 
Chrysler admits big losses 
DETROIT  (Reuter) --  
Chrysler Corp. disclosed 
Thursday that its projected 
losses for 1979 exceed ST00 
million, putting the troubled 
automuker in even worse 
financial shape than had 
been thonght. 
The admission comes only 
a few days days before 
Chrysler is due to sumhlt a 
recovery plan to the Carter 
administration in support of 
its pleas for financia. ~ 
assistance. 
Chrysler cited the high 
cost of selling off its huge 
inventory of 1979-model cars 
and trucks and a delay of 
three weeks in starting 
production of 1980 models. 
The admin is t ra t ion  
rejected an iniUal Chrysler 
request for $1 billion in cash 
aid but the treasury 
department has expressed 
tentative support for federal 
loan guarantees. Various 
federal officials have ex -  
pressed fears that a Chrysler 
bankruptcy might have a se- 
vere and wide.ranging 
impact on the ecmomy. 
Chrysler Chairman John 
Riceardo said .Wednesday 
thecompany's recovery plan 
is almost complete and 
probably will be submitted to
federal officials within a few 
days. 
Troops  s tay  
out of sight 
MOSCOW (Reuter) --  The 
Soviet Union remained ailmt 
Thursday on potentially 
serious dispute with the U.S. 
about he alleged presence d 
Soviet combat units in Cuba. 
The news media had no 
comment on a toughly- 
worded s ta tement  
Wednesday by U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance, who. 
said the issue is a serious 
matter  a f fec t ing  
Washlngtan's relations with 
Moscow. 
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Part of the fun of a fair is to try your luck at 
Heart attack I WOMAN MISSED, 
cause of  death SEARCH 
LLoyd Cadwill, who fell of 
the MK BaY Marina dock 
last week, did not die of 
drowning as was first • 
believed. An ,autolsy has 
revealed Cadwell died of a 
heart attack. 
The  60-'y ea . r -o ld  
Philadephia native"bad just 
returned with friends from a 
fishing trip. Cadwell was 
alone in the boat for about 15 
minutes on Friday evening. 
When his friends returned, 
he was missing. 
"We came back and 
started to look around for 
him," said Jim Lynch, a 
Terrace coroner and also a 
friend of Cadwell's who was 
on the fishing trip. "At first 
we thought he had drifted off 
and was talking to someone 
near the dock. We found him 
underwater about an hour UNDER IIFA Y 
later." 
Cadwell, a . retired 
electrical engineer, had a 
history of heart probelms. 
Lynch sdys the autopsy 
showed the roan'suffered a 
hdart att~qk and apparently 
fell • off ' the'b0at into the 
water. There was no water 
found in his lungs. 
Cadwell, whose body is 
being flown back to his home 
in Philadelphia, leaves a 
wife and two children. 
COALS USED AT NIGH'I 
In the 16th and 17th cen- 
turies, people put hot coals 
from the fireplace into a 
shallow plan which was then 
slipped int6bed~:'to~. ~vai, th 
them before retiring. 
A search is still 
being conducted by the 
Kitimat RCMP to 
locate Hermine Bol, 
~, who was last seen 
Aug 30by her husband 
bel[ore he left for work. 
A special dog team 
from the Terrace 
detachment  was 
brought into the area 
of the search and were 
unsuccessful in ob- 
taining any new leads, 
sa id  Sargent  
Alexander Thursday. 
~I~.the First World War, 
(~aliadiiirls made up a third 
df '{h~ R6~;M~'AiiForci~. 
, . . , .w , , ,  O,LL,,, 
ARTS It SOIENOE 0LASSES 
one of the oldest/zames ' 
FIDU|U bY Gf t :9  ~" .uU l~ lon  
Water caused 
the collapse 
A coroner's inquest was 
held in Terrace Tuesday to 
determine the cause of an 
industrial accident that 
claimed the life of a 45-year- 
old Terrace resident, 
Anthony Antonio Lorenzon. 
The jury found that 
Lorenzon was killed July 18 
when the eat he was 
operating plunged down a 
2000-foot embankment at 
Beaver, River where he was 
employed by Twinriver 
Timber Ltd. 
The jury's conclusion was 
that subterranean water 
built up in the area cnu:'ed 
the eat to give way, said Jim 
Lynch coroner for the 
Terrace area Wednesday. 
Lynch also stated that 
Lor:'~ "m had Been employed 
.~ .~ . . . .  '..~:i.~ - 
by Twinriver for 20 years 
and that they hve co- 
operated fully with regard to 
safety measures and been 
helpful with the 
investigation. 
FIItST COPYRIGHT 
The first copyright in 
Canada was issued Dec. 1, 
1811, for a spelling textbook. 
Road work continues 
BY ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Survey work on a 
proposed $10 million 
forest service road from 
Terrace to Cedarvale is 
negotiated through a lot 
of private properties." 
While the unpaved road 
would be built ostensibly 
for logging operations, it 
would be of some benifit 
to private users, Quast 
said. 
"While it's considered 
a private road, we've 
always welcomed the 
public to use our road- 
s"Quast said. 
Skeena road would be D O L L A R  1 mainly used to haul forest 
products. 
Forest Ranger Herb 
Quast says an ~'n~ineer 
has done a study ~,n the 
area. Prel iminary plans 
call for the expenditure of The Terrace Weather MONTREAL (CP) --  U.S. 
~.9 million to be spent on 
the secondary roads. 
The road will run 
parallel with the high- 
ways, except hey would 
be located on the other 
side of Skeena River. 
"It will be a while yet, 
probably a couple of 
years before the main 
road is built," according 
to Quasi. "For one thing 
the right of way has to be 
i 
I . POL ICE  NEWS 
Terrace police report 
there was a fight in front of 
the Terrace Hotel on 
Thursday. Doko Utvic 33, 
who works in a nearby camp 
was assaulted by an 
unidentified man, and 
sustained minor injuries. 
RCMP are conducting an 
investigation. 
In a separate incident wo 
Terrace men were assaulted 
in the Thornhiil 'area 
Thursday afternoon. The 
two middle-aged men 
received minor cuts, one of 
them was taken to hospital 
for treatment of a cut near 
his chin. The RCMP have a 
description of the assailant 
and the case in under in- 
vestigation. 
office predicts cloudy skies dollar tn terms of Canadian 
with sunny periods Friday. funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 
chance of isolated showers, Thursday was down 2.25 at 
Low of 7 degrees Celcius, $1.1678, Pound sterling was 
high of 17 degrees. Outlook up 3-50 at $2.6270. 
for the weekend: little lnNewYork, the Canadian 
change, dollar was up 3.50 at $0,8563 
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10! 
COURSES OFFERED IN TERRACE AT NORTHWEST COLLEGE CAMPUS 
Course No. 
Anthropology 101 
Art 101 
Art 201 
Biology 101 
Biology 205 
Chemistry 103 
Chemistry 001 
Classics 101 
English 101 
English 101 
English 109 
English 203 
French 101 or 103 
History 105 
History 131 
Math 083 
Math 101 
Math 131 
Physics 101 
Psychology 101 
Psychology 201 
Psychology 211 
Social Work 200 
SocIology 101 
SocIology 203 
Theatre 203 
Women's Studies 224 
Name 
Intro to Physical Anthropology 
Design Fundamentals 
, Painting 
Introductory Biology 
Ecology 
Principles of Chemistry 
From Molecules to Metals 
Greece and Rome 
Literature & Composition 
Literature & Composition 
Creative Writing 
Canadian L i t ; t0  World War II 
Intr~duct~ory,: F,r~J:h i~. ' ~ ~... ,. ' 
College Prep.Mw~h' I!1 ' " 4 
Calculus "'*i ' ' ' ~ ,. ' ,. 
Introductory Statistics .. 
Introductory Physics 
Introductory Psychology 
Human Development 
Experimental Psychology 
SOcial Welfare In Canada 
Intro to Sociology 
Sociology of Education 
Theatre I 
Women In Llteratur~ 
Time 
Thurs. 7-10 p.m. 
Men. 7-10 p.m. 
Tues. 7-10 p.m. 
Wed., Th. 10:30.12 a.m. & lab. 
Th. 1.4 p.m.; lab. Frl. 9-12 a.m. 
Men,, Wed. !.3 p.n~,; lab. Tues. !.4 p.m, 
Mun. 7.10 p.m.; lab. Tues. 7-!,0 p.m'. 
Wed. 7-10 p.m. ' ' L.~ ' ' '  m 
Thurs. 9-12 a.m. . :.. . ' , ' 
Men., Tues. 10:~30.12 a.m& ' ~: "/ i 
Tues. 1.4 p.m. , . ~ " ,;,' 
Mort. 7.10 p.m, '*~'.'~'; ~ / / '~ ' " "  
Thu, : 71o p.m. : . . . .  ,.i 
. ~ W,@~,!,,7.10 p.m, , ,  
:~ . ,  W., F. 9.10-30 a m."  ' : 
Tues: 7-10 p.m. . -, 
Mun. 7-1Op.m,;lab Th 7 i0 'pm, '  I~ 
Thurs. I-4 p.m. 
Mon, 7.10 p.m. 
Wed, 1.4 p.m 
Wed, 7.10 p.m 
Wed, 1.4 p.m, 
Mon. 1.4 p.rn 
~t 9.12 a m 
Wed 7 10 p.m 
Registratlonfor these courses takes placeat Noi'thwest Collegecampus, Sept 4 14 Call 635. 
6SI1 for further Information. 
COURSES OFFERED IN K IT IMAT AT  MT. EL IZABETH SENIOR SECONDARY 
Course No. 
History 10$ 
Psychology 101 
English 101 
Art 101 
Art 201 
Math 081 
Poll. $ci. 101 
Physics 081 
Math. 131 
Name 
Canada to the late 19th Cent. 
Introductory Psychology 
Literature & Composition 
Design Fundamentals 
Painting 
College Prep Mathematics 
Conadlan Politics 
College Prep Physics 
Introductory Statistics 
Time 
Mort. 7-10 p.m. 
Tues. 7-10 p.m. 
Wed. 7.10 p.m. 
Tun,  7.10 p.m., 
Wed. 7-10 p.m. 
Tues. 7.10 p.m. 
Wed. 7-10 p.m. 
Mo~., Wed. 7.10 p.m. 
Thurl. 7.10 p.m. 
Registration for these courses takes place at Northw~." Callege office, 9 Drake St., Kit imat, 
Sept. 4.14. Call L12.47~ for fulthe¢ InformlltlOlh 
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Big juicy hot dogs deep 
fried in corn meal baiter. 
Here's a deliciously different aste treat 
from the Colonel. Juicy, plump hot dogs 
dipped in a delicious corn meal batter and 
deep fried Io a golden brown. Corn Dogs 
lasle gr.eal and they're fun 
1~ cal. You don'1 have Io 
be a kid to Io~ 
Ihe Coioners 
Corn DOgs. :~ 
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QUtD 
RIDES? 
with 
Greg 
Middleton 
I I  
Camping in the F, lsplox Valley has its risks. 
Last weekend a buddy of mine and I threw a 
sleeping bug and a tent into the heel( of my truck and 
headed off into the sunset. Well, to be really accurate 
we didn't actually head off into the sunset, as we 
started out in the morning and were going ~st .  
It  was the long weekend, however, and we were 
takin8 a couple of days to explore some of the back 
roads and seek a little adventure. 
I 've done quite a bit of camping and I figured we 
were pretty well prepared for anything the wilderness 
had to offer. I know enough to keep all the food sealed 
up. I don't leave anything lying around the campsite 
that might attract bears. 
I am also very carefully to lock up the cab of the 
truck and keapthe canopy locked as well. I don't take 
any chances that a racoon or a porcupine might get in 
and do a little exploring of its own. 
I was perfectly confident we wouldn't have any 
t~oublea out there in the bush. 
It was a leisurely drive up to K'san, stopping here 
and there at the points of interest o read the historical 
notes about the native Indian history and meaning of 
the original place names. 
Thoee signs with the inform~/tion about the Gitskan- 
Carrier villages and their history are worth stopping 
to read, but they told us nothing about he things to be 
careful of it you go camping in that area. 
After a brief look at the totem poles at Kispiox, we 
beaded up the road along the Klspiox River, looking 
for a place to camp. 
Pansi~g a forest service campground because it was 
too crowded, we found that most of the land in that 
area is fenced off and there is little access to the river. 
We did meet a couple of fishermen, good hearted 
and gumbeoted fellows who had clambered own a 
bank to cast for coho. They didn't have any fish so 
there wan little point in asking them whet there was to 
catch or what to use. We stopped anyway, just to see i f  
they could offer any information aboutwbere to camp; ~ 
I don't think it was these two who said there was 
another campsite down the road. I wouldn't like to 
bold a grudge against hem unless I was sure. We Just 
wandered own on our own until we stumbled on the 
next forest service campsite. 
It Inoked pretty good at first. An Idyllic spot with 
tables and some firewood and next to the river too. 
When we pulled in to park, however, we found it was 
already occupied. Or rather, a claim had been staked 
out in the area. 
It wasn't the bear sign that bothered me about our 
campsite. The bear sign was old and there wasn't 
much of it. 
The campsite had been claimed by about two dozen 
cows. Great brown and white and black and white 
creatures they were. 
They rolled their eyes wildly at us. The cud chewing 
was constant. Every time we turned our backs they 
crept up closer. Every time we turned toward them 
they slunk back. 
You know how they had staked out their territory. It 
.. was everywhere. We couldn't find. a place to pitch a 
,. tent. ~ .  
I want to ask you, what good is it if the forest service 
• lets people cut down all the trees, if they'let cows take 
over the area. 
" , tl,..,, J -'~ o,., b~ 
'It's very nice, but do they come In pink?' 
PRIS  
r~ ., /- 
Ex-convict admits he 
wasn't ready for release 
By ROBERT WINTERS 
• MONTREAL  (CP)  - -  Andre 
Tnssler says it was not a good idea to 
release him directly on to the street 
from the ultra-tight security of a 
super-maximum prison. 
"They're supposed to give you 
time for decompression by putting 
you into a maximum, then a medium 
and a minimum like they do with 
other prisoners," the tonee-luckieg 
Teooisr said in an interview, 
" I  can't understand it, they 
oonaider that l'm too violent for a 
maximum but it's all right for me k 
walk around on the street," the 26- 
year.old former convict said in 
exasperation. 
"It's almost as if they want me to 
attack somebody so they can throw 
me back in again. 
"It's dangerous for me because I'
could lose my patience and kill 
"Some ot the prisoners, like me, 
put their sets outside the cells 
heeanae we didn't want to become 
vegetables. It's not good for your 
head to watch television 18 hours a 
day." 
Teasler, who served four years of 
a five-year sentence for armed 
robbery, stared intently as he. 
carefully looked over a reporter 
before agreeing to .talk. 
Soon he was speaking ebgerl3; 
about Ida slay in the special handiin8 
unit and his earlier imprisonment 
under maximum security at the 
nearby Lanai Institute and at Ar- 
chemhault Institute, the troubled 
penitentiary 30 kflomeiros north of 
Montreal. 
Asked whether further violence 
can be expected in Quebec 
penitentiaries, Teasler said "in- 
cldents uch as hostage.takings wW 
incident. "Since then, the guard has 
had a promotion 
for medical care, Tessier' sold 
it is difnicult to get and extremely 
flow when it is available. 
He recounted 'one innident in 
which a prisoMr cut himself in his 
onll."He was uneonsotous but I saw 
the blood coming under his door. 
"A  male nurse came and there 
was blood all over the floor. Even 
though e was.unco~cioca, they put 
chains and handcuffs on him. They 
didn't take him to the infirmary, 
they put him in the bole." 
Then Theaier shook his head as if 
he still could not helleve all the 
esperionces he l/vnd through. 
"They changed me in there, I feel 
more violent than before. I didn't 
used to hate everybody, I was 
melable. Now I detest people." 
Asked whether he is happy to be 
~:~:~::::~:~:~;:~:~;:~:;~;~:~:~.~:~:~:.~.:.:.:.~.~:::~:::~::::::::::::::~::~:::~:::~:~::::::::~:::~:~:::::~:::::::::~:::::;:;~;:::~:~;~:~:~::~;~;~:~.;;:~;;~;~;~;~;:..~:~;~ 
Fourth part of an . . . . . . . .  
l 1-part feature on prisons 
~:~::::~:~:~:::~:~:::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~*~:~:::~:~:~::~*:~:::*~*~*~:~.:~;:.:~:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*:**:.*:::::::::.*:.*::::~:~:~::*:*:*.::~.*~*~.*:..: 
somebody. But I have my girl-friend 
and she has helped me a lot. If I 
didn't have her I would have started 
stealing right away." 
Before his release in mlcUune, 
Teasier had spent more than a year 
with about 20 prisoners in Block 5 of 
the Correctional Development 
Centre in nearby Lanai. 
This cell block is one of two 
Canadian special handling units set 
up two years ago -- the other is in 
Millhaven, Ont. -- for prisoners 
coMidered too dangerous for guards 
working in maximum-security 
penitentiaries. 
Josh Zambrowsky, director of the 
John Howard Society of Quebec, 
described Tmster's release from the 
handling unit on to the street as 
"absolutely nuts," adding "this 
shows they are shirking their 
responsibility o prepare people for 
life outside." 
Each of the unit'S windowless cells 
has a black-and-white television 
because the prisoners spend so 
much time inside. They play soccer 
in a paved yard for an hour or so a 
day, as well as spending four hours 
in a common room -- although this 
often is restricted to every other 
day. 
continue as long as you don't give 
prisoners ome hope." 
He suggested p~rison authorities 
work out a ,  contract vf l~ '  
prisoner upon arrival. This would 
sot out when a prisoner would be 
re leased  if he behaved well and 
carried out work or study programs 
for a specified period of time. 
"This is very important because 
the way thin@ are now, the 
prisoners, give up because they 
never know when they'll get ont." 
for the guards, Tossier said 
they are given promotions on the 
basis of how tough they are. 
"The nastier aguard is, the faster 
he gets promotions. If a guard takes 
the side of the prlsonars too often, he 
finds that his tires are fiat when he 
leaves for the day. There was even 
one case where a guard who was too 
. friendly with the prisoners was 
beaten in the parking 10t by other 
guards." 
Teealer said he was beaten and 
free, Tossler eplied no. "They took 
away four years of my life and they.~.. 
.:~ve.me " ~th i~ in retum,~!, 
Thasier believes he would have 
been released on parole sooner if he 
had agreed to become an informer. 
"They said if I cooperated with 
them, things would go well. But I 
stood on my feat instead of kneeling 
before them. 
"When you do this, it causes 
problems because they can do things 
like cutting the quantity of food they 
• give you." 
The food he did get in the special. 
handling unit was frequently oo 
unappetizing that he counted 155 
maxis in one flve-monih period that 
he was unable to eat. 
• Gerald Marinonu, head of security 
for th~ Quebec rq~ion'a federal 
prisons, asidlt is not standard policy 
to releaN prisoners directly on to 
.~he ~trnet from a specisl-hendllng 
~ 'But this is done when it is felt 
ga.ed by the guards on,Nv~'a.l~ that  returning the prisoner to 
occasions. "Once I was' .1~bm ~ ~ ~um-secur i ty  conditions would 
because I didn't go to my eall.f~d .~.c' m(~n too much danger that he could 
enough when I c ume.~t, of. the ~ ,i.¢i|uesvlolonceto other prisoners or 
showar." ,. " ..'~',, ~ ,~ /  i"~rd.. The weU.he~g of~ per- 
He laid charges agai~u|t the .1~...., ~ l  is more important than that 
who was fined $1~0 for his part in the :-; of them individuals." 
l 
It shouldn't be allowed. ~ TALKS 
I still think those things are dangerous and would 
have anuck up on ns in the night and rolled on us if we Tough c]iolces" seen hadn't moved our tent to a safe place, the first camp- ~ ' ,  M p 
rite ~dth the people in It. 
NEW YORK tCP) -- The others, like Tito, showing countries as Cuba, Vietnam ~eatro can exercm as me 
nonaligned countries are thelr age, the more radical and Af~anlstan, which are chairman of the movement 
dealing with some tough members see an opportunity clearly cli~is of the Soviet over the next three years. 
choices at their Havana to bring more of the Unionlanotactealastellitos. The organization Is 
summit meeting. One of the movement's 93 countries into are members in good basically made up of Third 
most important is the the Soviet fold stendingofamovemantthal World coontries. Whlle it has 
Sept. I, l~S showdownbetween the rood. A proposed pro-Soviet is nstonaiblv non.all,ned, a generally leftist tone, not 
erase neutralists and the declaration for the summit, Those ~ countries are al l  the memoers are 
, What Enghshmen called 1s33 -- Elizabeth I, radicals who ws-t to tug the drafted by the Cubans, has pushing for the shift toward socialist. Many are also 
simply "The Blitz" began 39 daughter of Henry VIII and movement closer to the prompted sharp reaction Moscow members of the 
years ago today -- in 1940 -- Anne Belays, was bern. Soviet Union. from the moderate l aders, _ _" . . . . . . . .  Commonwealth and other 
firs,as Londoncon,,,,ntra ,,,~underwent,,',,k. the,,,. ISle--The Frontanac, the The geopolltical Imzards in including J 'lius Nyerere of .. vrewous co~uorencm ox international organizations. 
rsi(l in ~e Seo~,~'~w,,~ "~'  fimtCanedlansteamshlpon mch a move are apparent to Tanzania me group, n~a~every.m..r~e. In recent years, many 
War Intheflretth~,~,.,ia~ -,'-" the Great Lakes, was most of the participants and ,.,~_~ ' . . . . . .  years, sznce .i~,.x., 'third world countries have 
tha mninrltv nnnPnlP to waere fflOel t;astro conuemnl f lg ,  Data  taken on anti-American • "~ "~"--'  launched 1,000 were kl]led and another ' ~,',~;,~o'~"';~,~ "~,,"~'~'~,~,~ claimed in his opening "imperialism," the code n~sitlon at the UN. but in the 
~~. . l l~ Jg [e~,~j~t  183Z--Brazil declared its mo,,,,,~o address that the Soviet word for the U.S., and rant General Assembly 
was the destruction of -~'-" . . . .  T h e n o n - a I i g n e d Union is the natural ally of foreign domination, the soeal,,- ,h, V0t~nu ,,~,,,,~*,, 
thousands of acres of docks ]MZ-- The Canadian liner movement was founded in the Third World and the non- phrase deemed to mean the show that many are 
and warehouses in the city's Princess Kathleen ran the 19~0s by such leaders as, aligned movement, Nyerore Soviet Union. amenable toe less rigid, less 
Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia, countered by emphasizing 
Jawaherlal Nehru of India the neutralism that has been 
and Gamal Abdel Nasser of the mainstay of the 
east end. The vastly out- 
mmbered Royal Air Force 
warded off a planned in- 
vasion in 1940, but the 
civilian population had to 
undergo years of bombinj 
before the tide turned. 
aground and sank off Lena 
Point, Alaska, but her S00 
pessengers and crew M 115 
were rescued. 
l~e -- Premier Maurict 
Duplesels of Quebec died• 
Egypt, as a tightrope bal- organl~tion. The movement 
anced carofnily between the has no natural allies, the 
eastern And western blocs. African leader said. 
Now, however, with many One of the lronie~ of the 
The Havana draft 
declaration omitted the 
latter phrase and the 
mederetu are flghUnB to put 
it back. 
The moderatce, with Tito 
at their bead, ere eke trying 
doctrinaire position. 
This may bode well for the 
moderates at the Havana 
meeting. The Yugoslave, for 
imteuce, with the largest 
delegation at the conference, 
are. ~vorki~ feverishly 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa,- The Liberals, so long perceived as elillil 
are going back to their roots. 
So says former Liberal Treasury Board Pruldent,~ 
cabinet trouble-shooter and emerging pary 
strongman, Robert Andrea. 
We,r-,,^~-,- back he says, to the people in anorch of 
new ideaS/an~ free'faces and a whole renewal of what 
Liberalism means-or used to mean-and mus t mun 
again. / 
To hear the Liberals talk as they debate over what 
went wrong in the last election, the general agreement 
seems to be a recognition at last that Ottawa is not tim 
centre of the Canadian universe, 
Nor is Parliament Hill the fountain of wisdom. 
So while the newly.elected Conasrvativu, .driven by 
the pressures of the very.in, exporlence ~a me...DU~...~ 
of their responsibilities, mveup on yaruamenl tim m 
their cabinet and special committees, the Libarak are 
talking about getting out into the country again, 
There'll be regional conferences. 
Not Just economic brain-storm%llbi~nat down.to~. 
earth discussion of what they're __ __ "people 
issues." 
The Liberals are convinced that they let apondiNj 
get out of hand. 
But as Robert Andrea has explained, they were 
acting in the best of faith in expect,ion of what the. 
economists and their ever~xpanamg epparawa o~ 
business and industrial consultants assured them 
would be continuing growth of production and wealth, 
It Just didn't materialize as promised by the ex- 
ports, and so the Liberals found tbun~..~ves wtth.a 
grossly overexpanded pub~c.servic.e ancl aang~..oully 
inflated budget, all so catemuy put mm place yam me 
best of intentions to handle a loug.drawn and 
exhilarating boom so suddenly punctured by the, .off 
sheiks of the Persian Gulf and the suppesea in- 
ternational mendicants of the Third World, Libya, 
Venezuela nd Nigeria. 
The Liberals were so naive as to continue ~th  
foreign aid for these greedy Third World ripoff artkte; 
And so are the Conservatives. 
Just more of the same nonsense of the bureaucracy 
believing(a) as guilty exploiters and colonizers 
through the British connection we owe the Third World 
a living, and (b) we can afford to pay bff even when 
they-re robbing us. 
But back to the revitalized "new" liberalism. 
Proud of their leadership in soctal-Trudeau called 
them"wealth redistribution"--programs, the Lthcralf 
are determined to remain in the van of what govern- 
ments like to call "people things" 
(Actually, they've, got not real boast in being 
leaders, because if they hadn't aken the lead in the 
scores of years they held power, how else could they 
have attempted to justify themselves as a gavE! 
natant, much less rationalize their frequent ovi~': 
spending.) 
But now it's going to be a bit different. 
They're determined to keep the lead in "social" 
policy, but this new kind of liberalism will be "lean". 
No more waste. 
No more going too far too" fast. 
No more" wild schemes like former Manpower 
Minister Bry Mackeaey's profligate spondi~ un 
usemployment insurance that made.indolenea p y, 
penalized individual effort and so d~y damaged 
work ethic. 
No more political yawing from right to' left and 
back. 
Instead, what the Libe ds are going to be be busy 
selling is "a  sound midd~ of the read posltlon as the 
party of free enterprise with a social conscience." 
Basically the Liberals are changing peslflun from 
running practically the whole show to one of "par- 
ticipation without domination." 
I I 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers commantL 
All letters to the editor of general public intermt 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
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"Are they playing overtime? You must be 
absolutely exhausted. 
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" 'Peter Smidt  and  Sandra  Hatch  are Mr.  and  Mrs .  now 
Photo by Grog Mldclletc~ 
RCMP provided the color 
for this autumn wedding 
Christ Church Anglican in 
Kltlmat was the scene of a 
lilts s um~ne~w~. ~ ~'wlten 
M/~dra l.;@,~tch;uaughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. William R. 
Hatch was married to Cst. 
Peter Gunnar Smidt of the 
RCMP, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Smidt of Montreal, P.Q. 
The couple were united in 
matrimony by Reverend 
AK. Young in an afternoon 
ceremony on the 22rid an- 
niversary of the bride's 
arch for the couple leaving 
the church. Karen Watt O)[ 
Kitimat read "the ' Epls'fie 
;:'while Cst. Joh'n"Nyi~ifo~/k 
read the Gospel during the 
service. 
The bride wore an ivory 
satin, high-waisted long 
gown with flared skirt cut 
with a long train, Her dress 
also had a lace yolk with 
trimmed neck frill and long 
sleeves pointed at wrist, The 
parents. An RCMP Honour ,veil worn by the bride was 
Gnardwl~!anc~.~edan. ,  p~lde, by her gre, at-gr~.t~t 
Forest taxation 
hikes the prices 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- wages at the expense of 
BHtinh Columbia's taxation government revenues. 
of the forest industry 
produces high wages and 
pricns but low tax returns, 
an Ottawa economist said 
today, 
Lawrence Copithorne, a 
staff economist with the 
Economic Council of 
Copithorne studied 
stumpage fees, a form of 
ta.~ation applied to holders of 
forest land. The province, 
which owns the timber, 
charges a fee against the 
value of the resource. 
grandmother for her own 
wedding. She carried a 
bouquet of scarlet roses with 
ivy, fern and babies breath, 
The bride's attendants, 
Joanne Koot of Richmond; 
Susan Smidt, sister of groom 
of Montreal; Sheila Hatch, 
sister of the bride and Kim 
McKee of Kitimat were all 
attired in blue satin gowns 
with lowered lace-trimmed 
neckline, short gathered 
sleeves and a full anide. 
len~h=skirt. Their bouquets 
Were of v~hlle daisies with 
ivy, fern and babies breath. 
Attendants for the groom 
were Cst. Larry Savinkoff of 
Richmond and Cst, Bill 
Scherff and Cst. Ron Black- 
man, both of Kitimat, 
Music for the ceremony 
was by Mrs, J, Hammerquist 
withSteffan Wagner playing 
a piano solo. 
B.J. Taylor of Kitimat was 
the master of ceremonies for 
a buffet supper with tea 
dance which took place at 
theKitlmat Rod and Gun 
Club. 
The mother of the bride 
wore a hand-knitted beige 
and white coat dress for the 
ceremony and'  reception 
while the mother of the 
groom was dressed in a 
waltz length beige silk dress 
for the ceremony and 
reception. 
Out-of-town guesis in- 
cluded Mr. and Mrs. John 
Smidt; Susan Smidt, sister of 
the groom, Mrs, E. Blachins, 
material grandmother of the 
groo~llof ¥ontr~l;#ln. 
K.M: M~acKe~zied,bride, s. 
maternal grandmother from 
Edmonton, Alberta; Mr. 
John Riehardean of Maple 
Ridge, B.C. and Cst. and 
Mrs. Larry Savinkoff of 
Richmond, B.C. Telegrams 
were received from family 
and friends in Denmark, 
ltolland, Australia, Alberta 
md British Columbia, 
The bride wore a three 
~iece blue pinpstriped suit 
!or her going-away costume. 
rhe couple will honeymoon 
m a camping trip through. 
he Jhwkies and Edmonton, 
Canada, laid in an interview . . . . . . .  
~t  the ~ ,tructure ,~o ~ 
means B.C. secondary in- ' . 
dustries ere Incapable of " '  
'competing In foreign REGUL/ IONS " : markets, A V A I L A B ~  ;, ,, : .: . ,. .... 
In a paper that was to have 
been published this 'month 
but was held up by a federal 
government restraint  
o~'ogrreatam, he concludes hithsh, t 
companies pay 
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Gov't recognizes women 
By DON CAYO 
ST. ANDREW'S, N.B. 
(CP) -- Federal 
employment minister Ron 
Atkey says the new Con- 
servatlve government will 
recognize in a soon-to be-an. 
nounced employment  
~tratogy that women are a 
permanent part of the 
Canadian work force, and 
that they deserve op. 
porturdtlos equal to those 
available to men, 
Atkey, speaking Thursday 
to the ninth loint meeting of 
federal and provincial 
advbory councils on the 
status of women, said many 
problems raised by the 
councils are being 
women as a group In any new 
legislation," he said. 
"It is important to 
recognize that most women 
at some time experience 
labor market inequities," 
A current review of unem- 
ployment insurance is aimed 
at removing disincentives to 
work, he said, but it will also 
have to deal with problems 
of special concern to women. 
• "I realize,..that there is a 
real danger that, , in 
penalizing'those that leave 
voluntarily, we could in 
effect be discriminating 
against women who.,.leave 
their Jobs because of sexual 
harassment or to move 
elsewhere to be with their 
problems alone, Delegates ako said they 
"Thereiscertalnlya great were concerned about the 
deal of scope for the difficulties faced by women 
provinces to rise to the who go back to work after 
challenge in the fields of several years out of the labor 
education, training, onc~ force. Their problems 
apprenticeship programs included the lack of 
and, labor standards, to knowledge about their 
name but a few." ' problems and abilities that l~ 
Several delegates aid too often displayed by 
there were serious Canada Manpower coun- 
inadeqnaclea in training ond . sellors. 
apprenticeship programs in 
their provinces for trades The conference i I  to 
cont inue  today with 
that are still dominated by resolutions, 
men.  
What's different 
l considered in the husbands." a b o u t  o u r D a i l y  development of the stra egy htkey said day care was 
which will probably go'te another issue being 
cabinet late this year, considered, but added that 
"I can assure you that, at cost will be an important Interest Sav[ll s • the very least, there will be factor in deciding new 
no discrlmlnatery Impact on policies. 
Some changes will FiIn di °ertalnlybemadeln Acc0u [t? ve  ~ maternity benefits paid by crash unemployment insurance. 
But cost etndlee that were 
not yet complete might have 
CAMPBELL RIVER, B,C, some effect on the degree of 
(CP) - -  Five people were change, 
killedThursdaywhenaligbt The mlnlsteraaidthenew ~ I  With "The 
plane crashed and burned government has already 
naar Sh°alHarb°r on Gllford pledged t° restere funds cut ~ t  C | i  
Island north of this city on fr0mOutrea0h, aprogramof alculator 
the east coast of Vancouver counselling for women. 
A spokesman for Gulf Air The government was a= OU get da,  
,:, ...... Services said five w0rkingwlththeprovincea ~ ~  i tp  id  
• passengers and the pilot to develop a policy on nteres  a 
were aboard the company's household service workers 
s ing le-engine Beaver that should be ready for I ~ ' ]  V 
alrcroft when it went down. imp lementat ion  by ever month 
Police said the survivor November. Orientation and 
suffered severe burns and language training programs 
was transferred by air for immigrant women were For persor,al use, 
ambulance to hospital in also being considered, 
Vancouver. 
TransportCanadeofficiala Atkeychallengedtheprev- -, . at the eoyal Bank were calledthtoinveatigate inces towork  with the nnh, 
the crash. Names of those federalgoverment tn several 
aboard the aircraft were areas where Ottawa lacks 
withheld, the jurisdiction to solve 
25% Off Vancouver Weekends 
~lJter ..., :.;,~ M,t,h') "~a,k, the 
viem Jrom J, ',,.:,, .So morn; ~astorm, 
.~ar~tmte tsc.m, m...f .;ll those 
gor, W,..s stores, this ~t'.;'::.' is a 
~, ally t.,mtiJui si,tt,t." 
i 
'" "t 
. . . . .  i i ~' . . . .  : : '% ' i.:: i; i! ~ 71,: ": 
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The revised First Aid Regulatzo~ axe available now ,.f~,~ an~,'~b'tkers ::?:~ ............................ ~':~:~"~:"":~:~+~:'~*'=:~~ 
Compensation Board office. YOu may obtain copies o~ese ~t i0n I  i. ... 
. which became effective September 1, 1979, by.visiting~my offfte'Offl~eg' '"i - , " 
,~sted below or by sending m the coupon to: Films & .~i~ers,;,'~9}/~ll~':,.;,, .... ~ e o f  Vancouver's most pleasing attrac ons 
Compensation Board, 52~5 Heather Street, van couver:',~/sz3.'~f' :'..~::;:'.~'.':):,'.~':..i:i '.  s the low weekend ra te  a t  Holiday Inn. 
WCB offices are located in: 
~'MCOUVER FORT ST. JOHN PENTICTON 
5255 Heather Street 9S12-100th Street 486 Main Street 
VaZ 3L8 VIJ 3X6 V2A 5C8 
CULLIWACK KAMLOOPS PRINCE GEORGE 
Ste.21.8836 YoungRd,S. 627 Victoria Street 299 Victoria Street 
V2P 4P3 V2C 5'I'4 V2L SB8 
~OURTENAY NANAIMO PRINCE RUPERT 
~4~ -sth Street #1-321 Wallace St, 222 -3rd Avenue W. 
VgN INS, VgR SB6 V8J ILl 
CRANBROOK NELSON TEIU~CE 
100-7th Avenue S. 327 Baker Street 3227 Kalum Sgeet 
VIG 2J4 VIL 4H6 VSG 2N2 
r -  
VERNON.- ; "~:, ' ~,l.~ ~imcc)| iver'st.h)l i ( lav Iml 
VIq~JLUJKdUflL . ' ,~ ~ f • • 
le8l Hillside Avenue . ()f~ t lk.rt  gular r()om ratt f(. 
VaT 4X8 I ;I tlUlIIIltLIIII stay of two nights.* 
WILLIAMS ~ TheVancouver  th)liday 
83D-2nd Avenue S. huiWeekeJtd Sl)ecial. I .ux l .  x 
V2O 3W3 aCCl)lnlli()datioll ill it reduccd 
Please do not order 
by telephone. 
r¢,du('ti,,t in the standards for entertainment facilities. It's one 
~ Ifich ! Ioliday Inn is world- of Vancouver's most pleasing 
fm re)us. Like big, bright attractions. 
rt), .us, c¢)l()ur TV, extra- long . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
(k ruble beds, free guest parking, ]1~'~ or reservations, call toll free: 
pools and saunas, baby-sitting g "In B.C., 1-(800)-268-8811; " 
servk'e,"Teens Free" family your nearest Holiday Inn or 
plan, coffee shops, fee restau- travel agenL 
Please send me copies of the new First Aid Reg~atbm;. 
Name 
'Po=.'~de: ................ I 
II ~0~~ I WORKERS' CO, mPENSATION ~ D  I 
1 o--.COLUm,.  I 
L. - - - - . . .1  
, price. With al)sohflely n,) rants and a wide range of .................... 
in Vancouver, Holiday Inn is close to where you want to be. 
BROADWAY: 
711W. I]roadway Ave. ( near City Hall) 
(604) 879-0511 
, (1'13' CI'IN'I'RE ( I iarl)t)ur Side): 
!. 1133 W. I lastings St. 
: (604) (18!;-!t211 
Organization 
City or Town 
I Number one in people pleasing 
DOWNTOWN: 
Howe St. at Helmoken 
(604) 684-2151 
*Prior reserwttions rt~mired Weekend SI)ec al must lye requested, 
Subjt~.'t to awdlabilily. Available Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays until June 15/8 Incl, 
Excludes pecial events, groups and conventions. 
v . 
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1st Annual 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
NOW IN FULL SWING 
THIS WEEKS 
HIDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE 
Fish Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters  Jewel lers  
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Gift Cert i f icate - 
Courtesy Saan Store 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs - Norse 
Smoker 
Courtesy 0verwaitea 
Tackle Box & Kit  - | 
Courtesy K mar t  
Smoker  ., 
Courtesy Luhr  Jensen 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered 
During the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL,~i/..-.,.',. ~! 
Courtesy 
Dalwa - Algonquin 
'~ , ,~ .  
Largest Cohoe Entered 
During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation included• 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 
COURTESY 
CP Air  
Haida Trn,'~l 
Skeena Mal l  
Merchants  Assoc ia t ion  
To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries elig '~ :e 
J 
NULE$ 
- Any salmon caught in fresh - All entries must be ac- 
:water within a 50 mile radius ...... companied by a valid anglers 
'of Terrace is eligible, l icence and an official entry 
. Only fish weighed in at the 
0verwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week ~ ~ 
close at 5 p.,,.  Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are: 
ineligible. , : .  
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daily Herald, 
:Dt l lskee"~/mau . " "  - ' oanv, 
_._ . j  ......... _ ....... " t / I  r /- ",,~ " 
' - . . . . . .  by de*t 
~Address . -k~ . . . . . . .  I 
f~/  I Fish: Coh'~'~ 
i~*  Date Caught' 
Postal Code. - -  • . .d  
Phone,__ 
\ . 
ring 
Place Caught . . . . . . . . . .  
Official Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• rl,:l{ I{ ~( :E.K i rl M ~ I 
daily herald 
, .  SPORTS 
Reitz double doubled 
runK:nw~itZa ddr;u~e i:n~W: DJ~nenn,Y DB:n~oh~cel~tonn D~nnn~ eMAOm~iriecantosL~agt~ ~°rinmg n b0t~htin~nina~,i~isa~A:~ 
sacrifice fly and Keith and George Foster homered five-hitter while ending a New York Yankees to a 3-1 
five-week victory drought, decision Detroit Tigers. Hernandez had two hits and 
scored two runs, leading St. 
Louis Cardinals to an 8-6 
victory over Pittsburgh 
Pirates Thursday night. 
The triumph by the 
Card ina ls  t . r immed 
Pittsburgh's lead in the 
National League East to a 
single game over Montreal 
Expos. It was only the third 
Pirote setback in 13 games. 
Ed Ott's RBI single off 
wiimer Silvio Martinez, 13-7, 
keyed a three-run uprising 
for Pittsburgh in the second 
inning as Martinez helped 
the Pirates with a walk and a 
balk. 
Reitz then drilled his 
double to highlight a two-run 
• St. Louis rally in the bottom 
ot the inning. In the'third, the 
Cardinois moved ahead for 
good at4-S on three singles, a
walk and Reltz' sacrifice fly 
off loser Jim Bibby, I0-4. 
In other National League 
sctlun, J.R. Richard hurled a 
three-hitter as Houston 
Astrou clung to their half- 
game lead in  the West 
Division with a 2-0 victory 
over San Diego Padres. 
in the first two innings to 
start Cincinnati Reds to a 12- 
3 rout over San Francisco, 
spoiling Dave Brtstol's first 
game as Giants manager. 
Dave Palmer and Woudie 
Frymon combined to toss a 
sixhitter and Gary Carter 
slugged a solo home run with 
one out in the ninth inning to 
give the Expos their 10th 
straight triumph, a 1-0 
victory over Chicago Cubs, 
Eddie Miller hit three 
singles, followed each with a 
stolen base and scored all 
three times and Bob Horner 
batted in three runs, 
spurring Atlanta Braves to a 
6-2 victory over Los Angeles 
Dodgers. 
Doug Flyan hit a two-run 
homer in the seventh inning 
to break a 1-1 tie and help 
New York Mets beat 
Philadelphia Phillies 5-3 in 
the first game of a twi.night 
doubleheader. 
Randy Lerch and two 
relief pitchers combined on a 
four-hitter and Garry 
Maddox drove In both runs 
as the Phillies defeated the 
Mets 2-1 in the second game. 
pitching BaltimoreOrioleeto In a West Coast game, 
a 5-0 decision over Toronto Ca l i fo rn ia  Ange ls  
Blue Joys. entertained Chicago White 
Willie Rando!ph's run- Sex. 
• ' • • . . . . . . . . . . . .  o.r  . .¢  , . , -¢  , .¢  ,'°','.*,'* 
i 
MINOR SOCCER 
TO URNE Y HERE 
The Terrace Minor Soccer Association isholding its 
Division 5 Playoff tournament his weekend at 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School. 
The tournament s arts Friday at 6 pm and continues 
all day Saturday. The final game wfl] be played at 
5:30 P.M. Saturday at Skeena Jr. Secondary School. 
Eight teams of five to nine-year.01ds will be com- 
peting , and cheerleaders will be at the games. 
Anyone i s  welcome to come out and cheer, and to 
support he district's minor soccer program. 
. o .  o .  o o . .  o o o o H ,  H , , , ,  , , ,  ~ ,  H , ,  oo o . ,o .  o .  H o ,  o o .  o oo • • • o o.o,.,.,.o...,-,*,.. , , , o  
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Badminton club 
starts season 
The Ter race .  Bad- 
minton Club is starting its 
new season Tuesday; 
September 11 at 7:00 ~ l~ 
the Thar~thill J ~ior H~ 
Seh*0ol ~mna's~imi. 
For the coming season, 
NATIONA L I.MAGUI~ NATIONAL I.aAOUIS 
east AB R H Pct. 
W L Pd .GBL  Hernondez, StL 533 100 186 .349 
Pittsburah 83 56 .S97 ~ Templeton, StL $77 93 187 .324 
,~ontreal 79 54 .594 1 Hornet, Atl 399 S2 127 .310 
St. Louis 75 62 .547 7 Grlffey, Cln 380 61 120 .316 
Chicago 71 66 .5t8 11 Psrrish, N, tl 443 67 139 .314 
Philadelphia 70 69  .504 13 Matthews, Atl 550 U 175 .313 
New York 54 83 .394 38 Knight, CIn 480 .57 150 .313 
West Oarvey, LA 571 82 178 .313 
Houston S0 6a .571 ~ Rose, Pha .532 74  163.31a 
cincinnati so 61 .567  ' /=  Winfield, SD139 520 S0 159 .306 
Los Angolee d6 74 .471 14 
San Francisco 61 8a .433 19v= Doub les :  Hefnsndoz, St 
San Diego 58 03 .411 22'/~ LOUIS, 45; 'Y0ungbl00d,*" NI~W' 
Atlanta 55 94 .396 24,/~ York, 39. . • " ..'. '. ," 
Tflurldoy neeultl Triples: Templeton, St. Louis, 
Mofltreal I Chicago 0 17; Dawson, Montreal, 12, 
Atlanta 6 Lot AngeJeo 2 Home runs: Kingmsn, Chl. 
Cincinnati 12 San Francisco 3 cego, 43; Schmldt, Philadelphia, 
Houston 2 Son Diego 0 42.  
St. Louis O Pltteburgh 6 Runs hefted In: Klngman, 
New York 5.1 Philadelphia 3.2 Chicago, 99; Winfield, San 
Today 's  Games  D iego ,  9S ;  Schmldt ,  Ph i lo .  
Philadelphia at  Chicago delphic, 97. 
Sln Diego at Atlanto N 
LOS Angeles st Cincinnati N Stolen boles: ~oreno, Pltte. 
Pittsburgh at New York N burgh, 62; North, San Fran- 
San Francisco at Houston N cisco, 51. 
Montreal i t  St. Loull N 
Saturday Games P I t c h I n g (13 declllone): 
Plttlburoh at New York Tldrow, Chlcego, 10.3, .769,.~:~;.~ 
Phllldolplfla at.Chlcego Blbby, Pittsburgh,:,r10.4, .714, 
'~ not Angal0tJet Clnclnnltl 2.96; Rome, Pfftsl:lurgh, 10.4, 
5an Diego ut Atlanta N .714, 3.68. 
Montreal at St. Louis N Strlkeoute: Richard, Houston, 
5on Frencleco at Houston N 258; Nlekro, Atlanta, 174. 
Roughriders to 
keep struggling 
REGINA (CP) --  
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
are "cornered and 
bleeding," on and off the 
field, but that won't kill the 
franchise that has always 
had to struggle to survive, 
Gord Staaseon, team 
president, said Thursday. 
The team, stricken by in- 
jurieai has yet to win a game 
~is season and will end the 
~ear witli an empty bank ac- 
count. 
'.', " I f '  the i,R ~L~ent trend 
continues" h~ wins and a 
keri~s~;lfiJury~:0 problem -- 
~expenditurse mill exceed 
eevehi~s 'Sy"  $~50,00o," 
:i Stueuoo said~ '
. .  That. Will clean out the 
,~50,-000 remeining in the 
;IMk~m'a hank account~ 
~ RonLancaster, the former 
" star quarterback who now is 
' head coach of the team, 
said: "I can't see the 
Roughriders ever ceselng 
oporatton i  the CFL. 
"But who am I to say? 
Around here we've always 
just taken for granted that 
somehow, some way, there 
will be football in Regina." 
Staseson said the fortunes 
of the Canadian Football 
League team during the last 
two seasons have included 
all the tragic scen~ from a 
soap opera. 
He says the bad luck that 
has ~vlpud out the team's 
f #,,J0 nest egg in two 
seasons can't last forever. 
Last season, the eflocts of 
a cenntructiun strike when 
Taylor Field wae being 
expended and the hl~heet 
number of injuries in the 
CFL drained t300,000 out of 
the team's bank account. 
The team fell short by 3,000 
tickets of its sales goal of 
110,000 season tickets. 
Calgary Stampeders,  
eno~hor team wlth a rookie. 
. , .  studded lineup, but fewer 
injuries, had a payroll that 
was $300,000 lower, Stasesen 
said, 
This year," the black cloud 
continued to hang over our 
heads." The string of 
injuries neve~ stopped an~ 
attendance dropped as the 
team lost its first eight 
games. 
The largest crowd this 
year has been 22,190, which 
leaves more than 5,000 
empty seats In Taylor Field', 
expanded to hold 27,606. 
Staseson said that while 
the football club is not in a 
"gloom and doom" 
atmosphere, turning the 
situation around will not he 
easy: "We'll have to work 
our asses off." 
Staseson said there are 
three elements which will 
turn the situation around --  
winning games to attract 
fans, increasing revenue 
from off-field enterprises 
and a revised CFL gate 
equalization formula. 
Teams with large 
stadiums uch as Montreal, 
Toronto and Edmonton will 
have to share revenues on a 
"realistic and reasonable" 
basis, he said. Edmonton 
supports changes in the 
equalization formula. 
Stsseson said the situation 
the team faces is not the 
worst it has ever faced. The 
es Roughrkl~rs will have to 
borrow money from the 
hanks in the off.season, a 
measure last taken about 20 
years ago. 
The team's hare of the 
cost of expansion was to be 
about $1 million. Last week, 
the city presented the team 
with abill for 1800,000, about 
1500,000 more than the club 
has ovaitoble. 
LIFESPAN VARIES 
Old age in a fly depends on 
its species. 
Should you wish further 
in fo rmat ion ,  p lease  
phone any  ~f the mem- 
bers 0~i, the,lexeeutive. 
The~' . J~ l~ are Dave 
Langton, president, 635- 
there will be three play 4642:Irma Brewer, vice - 
nights a week; Tuesdays president, 635-3744; Fran 
and Thursdays from 7:00 Power, secretary, 635- 
to 10:30 pm and Sundays 5214; Sherry Anderson, 
from 7:30 to 10:30 pm. treasurer, 635-3052; Doul 
Many exciting events Jen ion,  tournament  
have been planned for the chairman, '638-1678; er 
coming year ,  start ing Vivian Roy, 635-7510 and 
with a clinic to be held in Liz ManSe, 635-9472, social 
Octob, er . convenors. 
'Real rodeo' 
show today 
CALGARY (CP) - -  Gone 
McMahon turns his track 
over to horses today for a 
rodeo that top Canadian 
cowboys ay will shake up 
di~ctor~s of the,~algaXlr 
Stampede and return "real" 
rodeo to its Canadian 
heartland. , 
McMahon, the czar of local 
motor racing, has pu 
together what he calla the 
tint International Raceway 
Stampede, a three-day show 
running thro.ngh Sunday. 
It's significant because it 
has been accredited by the 
Canadian Rodeo Cowboys 
Association and the 
Pro fess iona l  Rodeo 
Cowboys' Association. 
As a sanctioned event it 
will attract top cowboys uch 
as  two-time world saddio 
bruno chemplon Mel Hyland, 
e ight t ime Canad ian  
bareback champion Dale 
Trottier and Dung Void, 
current Canadian leader in 
saddle bronce standings. 
They and highly-rated col- 
leagues passed uP the 
Stampede this summer when 
Stam~de.dii'ecl°rs rel~sed Gold 
to increase prize money as 
much as the CRCA wanted. J _ *  J _ _  L 
CRCA then refused to {~!~[19[  
sanction the event, although 
it's the bi~ost rndeo In tho help 
country and one of the big- 
nest on the continent. 
"We're going to really 
pack them in and open the 
eyes of the Stampede 
board," Vold said in an 
interview, "I predict you'll 
see anywhere up to 8,000 
people packing the raceway 
every night. 
'WANT GOOD RODEO 
"The people are crying for 
good rodeo again. They're 
tired of the garbage they saw 
i l l  ~ "  at the last Sta pose. 
MeMahon has put.up 18,000 
in prize money. The total 
purse will he $12,000 thanks 
to fees paid by tbo 175 
entrants, The drawing card 
is the money, the points and 
MeMahon's willingnus to' 
live by the traditional rules 
of individual eompotition. 
The Calgary Exhibition 
and Stampede board broke 
~ith the past this summer 
when it had non-association 
cowboys perform in teams. 
Officials said the team 
concept would bring in new 
fans; CRCA said it would 
limit the number ~ entries, 
Hyiand said: "Team rodeo 
defeats the whole purpou of 
this sport. It takes away the 
MEXICO CITY (AP) - -  
Betsy Rapp won her third 
gold .rondel in awimn~na 
• tnuronay, but generally It 
was a day of disappointment 
for the once-hopefUl nited 
States as the Soviet Union 
continuod its strong per- 
formance at the 10th World 
University Games. 
Three more American 
tennis entries wont out, 
leaving alive only the top- 
seeded men's doublm team 
e/ Disk Metz and Blaine 
Wlllenborg in a aport in 
which the Americans 
expected to do well - -  
certainly better than the 
single modal powdblllty that 
now exists. 
The Americans, who 
brought a full delngation 
tothese gamm for only the 
second time in hops of 
breaking the Soviet 
dominance, also were 
blanked formodsk for a 
mooed time in s divlM event 
and were shut out of medak 
in a wumen's awimmlng 
final --  In which t i~  had 
been dominant. 
entire basis of the 
competition: man versus 
animal." 
McMahon admitted the 
rodeo this weekend is an 
~eal~erim~end may see 
mistakes in organization. 
"But it's a totally legitimate 
show and if it works I may 
take on two rodew a year, 
me in the spring and one in 
September." 
The Stampede board has 
made plans to continue team 
rodeo with non-association 
cowboys. 
Marshall Copithorne, 
Stampede director, said 
Tuesday the board has 
ratified a proposed two-year 
contract with the North 
American Finals Rodeo 
Commission, based In 
Billinp, Mont., to continue 
supplying cowboys for 
next two years. 
Some fans and local sports 
writers expressed dis' 
appointment with them team 
concept used at the 
Stampede this summer, 
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Valve ,wins bet Cosmos sell the tickets B R I S T O L  , ,=  Their goalie, Phil Parkes, featuring Alan Ball, Trover loail~I to the Costa. last 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  termcontraetThursdeywith The six-foot-one, 190- . N.J. (AP) Tony Waiters allowed Just '29 goals in 29 Why•ark, Parkas and John yeer.TheRowdios, however, -- have never won a game in 
PdekVaivehoseonverteda V ncouver  Canucks  
l~0.aweek Job playing major followlnga brief--one year-- 
Junior hockey into a multi- stretch with Birmingham 
year National Hockey Bulk of the former World 
League contract with Hockey Asioelation. The 
Vancouver Canucks because ~ folded last sprin~ and 
he was ~ to take a four teams were absorbed by 
calculated risk. the NHL, but not 
Valve, 20, signed a long- Birmingham. 
SKI  HILL MEET 
TO TALK RATES • 
BY DON SCIIIAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
There will be a meeting Tuesday of the Kit- 
sumkalum Ski Hill Development committee at 
the Kitimat-Stikine Regional District office, . 
This meeting will be dosed to the public, and will 
deal with next year's operation of the hill. 
The mfeting is being held to discuss operating 
hours, new rates and special events to b e 
scheduled next ski season . . .  
According to Jm Konst, ski hill manager ,  new 
facilities induding a T-bar lift and lights for 
night skiing are expected to be ready for the 
opening of the hill at the end of Novemeer. 
Improved intermediate and beginer's facilities 
are also being prepared. 
According to Koust, a rate increase can be 
expected, bu the exact amount of the increase 
will be determined at next Tuesday's meeting. 
Konst said that the increases would be small, 
and that siding on the hill would be much better 
this year than last as a result of the new in- 
stailation~. 
I l lness doesn't 
stop this one 
SAN DIEGO (AP) --  P.olf from 173, he connected on 18 
Benirschke, Qn~ehrink of a 
National Football I ,~t~e 
record despite an' incurable 
ailment, cald be'¢ke~n't give 
any thought Q.hlll j~tre~k of 
13 comecutl~e'"fleld goals. 
It is understandable, 
considering he has more 
important things on hie 
| l l J Lk~l~.  
"I'm really struggling," 
said the 24-ycar.old Idckin~ 
star with San Diego 
Chargers. "It's difficult. It's 
a mi W~ exwisnca ~ 
plays, heavy in my mind. 
:Son of a prominent 
Get•suborn professor who 
has been hailed for his 
zoological contributions, 
Benireehke is battling 
Crohn's disease, a rare 
ailment that attacks the 
digestive system. 
A year ago, when hiI 
weight plunged to t50 pounds 
of 33 field goal attempts 
second best in the NFL to 
Miami's Gate Yepremlan. 
Benirsehke has made a 
remarkable 39of 49 attempts 
in hla two-yeer career, a 
s~cnss rate of 80 per cent. 
In last week's season 
opener at Seattle, 
Benirschke tied a club 
record with four field geala 
and moved to within three of 
the NFL mark that is held by 
Kansas City's Jan Stenerud 
and Don Cockreft of 
Cleveland. 
Sunday, he takes his 
streak against Oakland 
Ra iders -  the team that 
waived him two years ago. 
"I hold no grudge against 
them," he said. "In fact, I'm 
looking forward to ageing a 
lot of old friends after the 
pme."  
Banirechke was the last 
player taken in the 1977 draft 
and the last Oakland player 
cut. She sees 
"The Raiders won the ld ahead "; .ow, year and g O ~ YWSa a story that Al 
EDMONTON (CP)--The Davis (the club's general 
itinerary is set: Diane Jones man•sins partner) doubted 
Konihewaid has pencilled in whether a rookie could 
the gold-medal stand at the handle the pressure." 
Five weeks later, his two 
Moscow Olympics next field goals helped San Diego 
summer as the last stop. defeat he Raiders for the 
She hits the mad next 
Thursday, beginning a first time in nine years, 12-7. 
This is the •scrod streak ef 
schedule that includes three 13 in his brief NFL career. 
stops in Europe sad a four- •'The other one ended 
month stay in New Zealand. ap imt  Oakland last year." 
She aLso takes on a new 
training partner soon in the He talks of the illness, but 
person ef younger sister reluctantly, saying: "I don't 
Jnanne Jones/mdersen -- wantlttobeanexcuse.Butlt 
"her name is hyph,e~,,tod, has reversed my lifestyle 100 
mine is not hyphenated - -  per cent." 
who has followed Diane into Because he has no 
the world of pentathlon and appetite, he must 
is currently competing at the supplement his dally diet 
World Student Games in with mllhnbukea nd other 
Mexico. nutrients to keep his weight 
Fimt atope will be P~and from dropping. 
and West Germany, where Even with that, "l have ne 
she intends to work on energy," add the 6-foot-t 
hnrdlos, She admits it's her kicker. 
weakest event. While scientists know little 
'Tm going to Poland for gl about Crohn's disease, Ben- 
days and then l'm going to imchke said it can be' con- 
Munich to meet with my trolled, "but because they 
don't know what cansen it, coach, Lyle Sanderson" 
Jones Koninowski said in an they don't knew how to cure 
interview and she and it.' . . . .  
husband John relaxed in He said there is only a re- 
their apartment, mote chance that he eoald 
She will train with polish have contracted the virus 
through his work with hurdle,- and pentathlon 
coach Stawomir Now•k, an animals. '
c~ir~nity  for which she Meantime, he attributes 
is her husband. He his success to an 
arranged the meeting in exaUerated follow.throu~h 
Ukrainian. Nowak can't and the fact that his kicks 
speak ENillah except for.two rarely hook, a problem for 
important words: "eprmt" most soccer style booters. 
and "relax." 
"He has six of the top hur- 
dlers in the world, including 
the world record-holder 
(Grazyn Rabntyn)," Jones 
Koninoweld said. 
She said Nowak has 
followed her progress for 
some time, since the Poles 
have no worldclass 
pentathiate and would llke to 
m semecue challenge the 
Western European stars in 
that event. /rod she was 
looking forward to working 
with him, 
"What yes learn from Eu- 
ro~n ecaohes you can't 
md in bnek~," 
He helped her two ysars 
qO when she we| at r~ in I  
in tl~ hurdieI, tskinl off on 
the wreng leg during a race in s~in . . . . .  
HpOglunder who patrols the F I N D S  A 
tt wing, said it was worth 
taking the ramble a year NEW JOB ago, when he turned pro- 
fnselonel with Birmingham, 
rather than another year of CINCINNATI (bPl -- 
Junior hockey with Dave Bristol probably was 
Sherbrooke Beavers of the 
Quebec Junior League. 
"'I was ready for a change, I 
had nothing more to prove in 
junior," said the curly- 
haired native of Ottawa who 
nowrealdeain 
Cburinttetown. "I didn't 
think i could learn anything 
mere in" junior and the 
money, of course, was 
pretty tired for his coming- 
out party as the Interim 
manager of San Francisco 
Giants on Thursday night. 
"I found a country atation 
last night," Bristol said 
Thursday, "and I stayed up 
all night. Listened to the 
words in every song." 
That's because hours 
earlier, in the city where 
Bristol got his major league 
i n v i t i n g . ,  manager's tart, he got 
"When you're earning $20 another job as a big league 
a week, anything looks good haseballbess. San Franeisco 
after that. I wanted a more owner Bob Lurie named 
comfortable ifestyle, and I Bristol to replace Joe 
found that in the WHA." Altobelli, last year's 
• The Canucks made Valve National League manager of 
their first-round draft the year. 
chnice-- fifth over-all--in the Br i s to l .  managed 
NHL's entry draft last Cincinnati Reds for 3~/~ 
month, the third time 
they've chnsen aplayer from 
the Quebec Junior league in 
their 10-year NHL history. 
The others were defenceman 
Jocelyn Guevremont of Mon- 
treal in 1971 and left winger 
Jere Gillie of Sherbrooke two 
years ago. 
"There's no doubt that 
we're counting on Valve to 
help our goal production in 
the coming season," sald 
coach Harry Neale of the 
Canucks. "All reports we 
have on Valve say he can 
score goals and he'a willing 
to pay the price in the car. 
ears . "  
Valve said i t  wasn't a 
tough decision to turn pro a 
year early last season 
because the WHA "offered a
lot more then major junior," 
"it waa tough for a few 
weeks, even a few months, 
getting uaed to the travel, the 
lifestyle and the 
competiveness," Valve said 
in an interview. "I had some 
doubts about my decision 
early in the season, but after 
• a few times around the 
league, I gained a little 
onfidenee and before Ion8 I 
liked the kind o/way I was 
living. 
"I don't think the 
transition to the NHL will he 
that difficult because there 
shouldn't be that much 
difference between the WHA 
and the NHL. I got used to. 
the travelling last year and I
certainly like the way the 
pros live." 
Vancouver has a definite 
weakness on right wing, 
where only Stan Smyl and 
Rick Blight seem to have 
NHL credentials. And, 
Blight is coming off a poor 
season, after averaging 
better than 25 goals a year in 
his first three seasons in the 
NHL. , ~ '~ , , 
' Tm ~an. up.and.down 
winger, a guy who tries to do 
his job," Valve said. "I don't 
mind going into the corners 
or mixing It up." 
That should be good news 
for the Canucks, who have 
had more than their share of 
timid wingers in their first 
nine years in the NHL. 
McEnroe 
akes 
Dibbs 
NEW YORK (AP)'-- 
Eddie Dibbs played three 
games Thursday against 
third.seeded John McEnroe, 
then retired from their 
quarter.flnsi match in the 
United States Open tennis 
tournament. 
The start of the match was 
delayed twiee by rain and  
was Just barely under way 
when the umpire announced 
• Dibbs could not continue. 
Moments later it was 
announced that he had pain 
in his back. 
Serving at 1-2, Dibba was 
down 0-30 when he retired. 
It was the second walkover 
for McEnree. John Lloyd de. 
faulted from their third. 
round match with a stomach 
disorder, 
MeEnroe advanced the 
semifinals against defending 
champion Jimmy Conners. 
years .  
He also directed Atlanta 
Bravek to two consecutive 
laatplaee finishes in the 
National League West in 1976 
and 1977, losing 101 games 
the second year. 
In his two-pins years 
managing Milwaukee, the 
"Brewers were in sixth twiee 
and fifth once. 
But Bristol knows that 
sometimes losing isn't the 
manager's fault. That's what 
John Curtis, a San Francisco 
pitcher, said about Altobelli. 
The ax that fell on Altobelli's 
head could just as quickly 
fall on Bristol's. 
"Any manager always 
lives with that," Bristol said, 
"I lived with it here. I know 
some guys who can't put it 
out of their mind. I do. You 
have to." 
Altohelliwas let out after a 
225-239 major league 
managing record. The 
Giants, after Wednesday's 
Ices to the Reds, were 61.89, 
or 18½ games behind the 
division-leading Aalros. The 
team was 4-17 in the last 
three weeks and 16-32 since 
the all.star break. 
He managed Baltimore 
Orioles' Rochester farm 
TER RA CE CLASSICAL 
BALLET SCHOOL 
(Director BARBARA NUNN, A.I.S,T,D., I.S,B,) 
RECOGNISED BY:. 
THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF DANCING 
and the 
IMPERIAL  SOCl ETY  OF 
TEACHERS OF DANCING 
Graded classes for  Examinations and Festival 
REGISTER AFTER 7th s ,~PTEMBER,  
63S.3467 (Studio) d3S4440 (Residence) 
or by mall to Box 914, Terrace, VOG 4R2 
knows it, Vancouver 
Whitecaps know it and the 
North American Soccer 
League coffers will soon.find 
out-- a Soccer Bowt witnout 
New York Cosmos means 
lees fans in thestands. 
T~ Whitecaps eliminated 
the Cosmos last week in 
semi-final action, putting 
ticket sales for Saturday's 
Soccer Bowl against Tampa 
Bay Rowdies at Giants 
Stadium in a atate of limbo. 
The revenue from the. 
60,000 seats sold before the 
Cosmos lost is money in the 
bank, but a box office survey 
showed that not many tickets 
were being purchased this 
week. There are likely to be 
plenty of no.shaws Saturday. 
"There'a  strong rumor 
going around the NASL, ABC 
and . Warner 
Communications that they 
all failed to send us the script 
to lose ao the Cosmos could 
he in the Soccer Bowl," said 
Waiters, the Vancouver 
coach. 
"The attraction of the 
Cesmns is good to sell the 
@me. But they have an 
ambition to become the best 
club in {he world and they 
need competition from 
within the league. This also 
shows that a chequebook 
doesn't answer all prayers. 
It's definitely a team game." 
Which ia Just how "the 
Whitecaps piny the game. 
team to five first-place 
finishes in six yearL The 
Giants, after finishing fourth 
in Altebelli's first year, were 
in first place for three 
months in 1978 before 
slumping inAuaust. ~ . - ,  ~,. 
Memor ia l  
Donat ions  
f.'r 
l'iw RE. Hen. 
,I,,h. (; I)ielt.nbaker 
( ~,,lltre 
,st I|W 
(),,,~,.,~,,~. , ,1%~,katchewan 
- I '  ,,,, I~,,, ,,,,,h' I),~yable to: 
I 1i1:'. ,'t' :". ' ,I %,t~k,ltchewc3n 
,,11=] ~t ' l t I  t() 
I ' rank I . .ve l l  
I ) irecl(,r  e l  Deve lopment  
University of Saskatchewan 
Saskatoon. Seek. 
S7N 0W0 
('l~,trtt,thJe ¢].n,,ti,)n receipts 
will be issued (,n request. 
regular-season games and 
atymied the Cosmos in the 
~inal shootout hat doomed 
the two.time defending 
champions. 
"it proved that a very good 
team is better ~an the 5urn 
of the individual parts," 
Waiters ~aid. "That's the 
way we go with our limited 
budget," 
Vancouver starts a 
'basically English team, 
Craven. They are solid, but 
net spectacular, aa their 30- 
tO regular season mark and 
4-1 playoff record indinatea. 
Tampa Bay and 
Vancouver didn't meet this 
Y)thear and have Hen each 
er only on televbdon and 
films. 
The Rowdies are familiar 
with the prmsurm et playing 
in a Soccer Bowl, winning 
the 1975 championship and 
Giants Stadium in five trlea, 
"I felt we were the beet 
two team in the league this 
year," said Tampa Raf t  
retiring star, Rodney Marsh. 
"I really thought 
Vancouver would beat the 
C4zmol. I think we'll win 3- 
I." 
The key foe Vancouver will 
be stopping forward Oscar 
Fabblani, 
IO AIOPDOGR,,. 
YOU COM[ 
gUT OH 
TOP! 
1979 FORD FIIIRilONT aeons 
St. Wagon, 6 cyl. auto trans., only SO00 kin. ~ ~ 
1977 DATSUN 300 SX 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  4895 
, = • , ,  ~ , ,  •~ • ,•  •~• •0 ,  •so•  •e  •as  ••••eooeo•e•••ooo~eeoee $ 
1919 gMo ½ TON 4x4  'ma- 
.Sierra Gronde bucket seat, air condltlmer, roll bar, O I U U U  
tow mileage . . . - . . . . . . ' - ' " ' " " " ' " " " ' " ' ' " "  . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' " ' "1"  
Otle[n . . . . i  1917 8'6" WESTERH 
Loaded with extras. Very cleon • . . . . . . . . .  ,.. S ~ O U O  N 
• see•  • t • eoee~ • e ~ eot  e •*  ee  * t  • a t  m~ ¢ ,  • e~ e••*  *•eee  at  • o•  " 
1911 FORD F1N PIOKIP 
~O..a.u.t.o. !ra. n.s:,, ra.d~.o: e/c: ....................................... $6896 
1978 OAMARO ....... v,. ,::i:: ............................................. $6896 
T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU - . - .  
~ a H  l ,  a r t . s  ~ . . . . . .  ........................................ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sa J i Ig  
[1 1977 DODGE 1 TON ,,,nan=, ~ed~d,.,ars~truck,~~ig.e__BCAA affiliatelJrtces ~~ ve . . . . . . . . . . .  auto trans : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  with flat deck, radio ' " "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~pUO.~iU  ~ 
24 HOUR TOWlHG M 19 8 FORD Vi I.= aa=  
_635"6837~ 41.29  _Substati°n~ ,~ Road635.9383 ,>~ ~ ~, Se.c.u.rl.t.y.,.f.r.ldO.?:.f.u.r.n.?.c?://c: ........... ................... .~i  dSIggV t 
1977 FORD F360 OREWOI 
Torr|c,  Mili0r d0ck0y Xssociat'00 TuTone pain,, VO autos 8' box $8496 see  t tee  • e emcee so@eeoc•see  • a t•see  o oat•see  • • ••so•  • • ••o  ease  o•e  ease  
invites applications for 
MANAGERS, OOdGUtS 1977 OOUGAR XR7 $6305 
,:.,, &TBA!HERS ...................................... 
/,,., .|dr..!taL Rdp .Teams 
, .= :.t to 1977 FORD BRONO0 4x4 30"""" d m 
, . v,.o,o,..o.,.,.,o UWO .,..Dmrnno,.~oldo f, Past Pros ............................................................... 
I . . . .  " "" ( 1 /e,o. , To .o,i] e I 
Coaches ar,'i]";i:~ ,r Sllme house league 1
[ teams. Apply,LH'.~A., D ~, Terrace, B.C. 1979 20 FT, OKANAGAN 
Mahe olt~'~b ~siness :yours . . .  : 
AT ONLY  . 
I 
Be a 
Sa/e Pak Mobile/irst aid . . . . . . . . . .  I 
sere/CO Indepepldent dealer, 
Safe.P,~k ,s inviting suitable applicants iv jam US m 
owning their own rpobile f~st,sid and safety s~,rvlt'e uflltb. 
We provide comp,ete pro|essional asststallcqln securing Ter raoe  Totem Ford  
qualified personal, administration and training ~kill~, 
as well as catalogues and continuous J°int ""t 't 'mt'" Sales Ltd 
For more irt(ormation on the fastest growing ..bile lir~t g 
atcl dealership Contact: 
S~fe.P,k 4011 leltk 
P.O. Bo~ 261 
P,,rl Moody, B.C., V3H 3V5 I l l 4 l I~  
(Pleuse include persona/resw,e/ 
I 1~ 0, The Herald, Friday, September 7, 1979 
Stewart turns his search to golden record 
By YARDENA AltAR 
MALIBU, Calif. (/@) -- 
"It's a tough trick to get up 
on those charts, it ain't 
,,Ae~," says John Stewart, 
of people are lryin8 to 
do it," 
The pursuit of the hit 
Martial 
masters 
ho ld  meet 
By GRAHAM EARN- 
9HAW 
PEKING (Reuter) - -  
Chinese martial arts 
masters recently held their 
first national meeting in 
more than 30 years, putting 
the official stamp of ap- 
proval on the recent 
resurgence of Kung Fu 
around the country. 
Experts in the ancient art 
of Kung Fu from every 
corner of China gathered in 
the southern city of Nanning 
to display their skills, which 
had been under a cloud for 
many years because of in- 
terferance from the "Gang 
of Four" radicals purged in 
17/¢ 
Chinese martial arts 
emmist c~ a large range of 
different st~lca of armed and 
unarmed combat 
~stP~ arized worldwide in the few years by such film 
stars as the late Bruce Lee 
and the ou6-arm~ sword- 
~aW~'out  on the 
Ktmg Fu film craze, but one 
of the dassica of the genre, 
"A Touch of Zen" directed 
~ o ~  Hu, recently was 
Rkin~. 
The film, maae in Taiwan, 
won an award at the Cannes 
Film Festival a few years 
ago for the technical 
brilliance of the fl~,J~ting 
sce~s, and Peking 
andlences, unused to such 
entertainment, were held 
spellbound as swords flashed 
and blood spilled across the 
wide screen. 
record has been on Stewart's But it is no~lng short of 
mind a lot in the last few wovidenttal for Stewart that 
years, and it's not surprising the duet with Fi~twood Mac 
that he finally wrote a song super.songstress Stevie 
on the matter. "There's Nicks looks likely to match 
people out there turning its title in sales. 
music into gold," goes the For Stewart's 20.year 
refrain of Gold. career as a musician was on 
the line when he went into 
the studio last year to record 
the song and the rest of the 
Bombs Away Dream Babies 
album. 
"RSO" bad given me an 
edict, saying, 'If you don't 
get a hit record, you are M 
the label'-- and beL~ off the 
label meant being out of the 
record" busbms," he says 
bluntly. 
• The Aquarlum'k staff were saddened to discover th~ their ne.wi~ .ac.qulred Me~. 
mofa had died. The Giant Suafiah which had been caught oy mnerman m 
Bowker off tbe coast of Vancouver Island on August 2~-d and tempe~irliy cared 
for at the BumfleM Marine Station had been closely wat~bed and tended at the 
Aquarium since Friday. Had it l ived, it would have been the first Mofa mola on 
display in North America The fish will now be passed on for further study to the 
Ichthyology collection of the Fisheries Institute at U.B.C. or n ~.. 'B Provinelld 
Mnsonum. 
The ultimatum wasn't 
delivered out of any par- 
Ucular animosity; wh~ it 
came, the lanky, ruBBed Buffy Fad  Stewart, who 
~aced Californian still was also i~  outhe album. 
Ix~t known to the ge l~ l  "But ~ the alham we 
public for a Job he Md~ ate yo~rt for three montha, 
yearg ago - -  salaried hocked Jewelry, drove a 
replacement for Dave Guard Buire~l~, nov~ went out, It was 
in the Kh~ton THo. Armaaeddon." 
As a solo artist after that 
grandaddy of foltsinging 
groups dtobsadod in 10¢/, 
Stewart always wu well 
respected. One of his first 
a lbums,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
Bloudllnen, was aaa~ed Mth 
of a llat of tbu lop S00 alb0ms 
of all time In a survey of M 
mmie critics worm wide. 
He ~t inued to 6rlud out 
; Idlxu~, collect gond mvtews. 
and fill clubs with devoted 
followers. But there simply 
~m'on't ~nough OF them to 
make b~ p0otic, country. 
t l~ed b,l~ds fm~hl~ 
to eommm~Aul m~eesses. 
Dropped by three different 
labels, he Sot the ~O 
~eonlract anly after some 800 
clubgdng fans - -  at hb 
m~ta8 - -  wroto letiem to 
RSO Records President A! 
Coury, another longtime 
Mdm~l~.  
But Stewari'a first RaO a~. 
bum soffored the same fat~ 
as his previous e~mls, not a 
i Pxxl thing at a eomFa~ that 
sets aslae etando.,'da with the 
.llkoa of a bl0ckbuter 
,Saturday Night Fever 
soundlrack. It was indeed 
Bom~ Away D1'oam Bablas 
- -  a fareweU phtano Stewart 
,burrewed h~xa Ma dd M 
G.m'd, who helped m the 
album. 
As if to double the odds 
against Stewart, RSO abo 
set a spartan NO,000 .m|ten 
recording expenditures, 
forcin~ him to eerambb for 
credit and delve ~to bb 
thinly linod pecbeta f~ 8ome 
$10,000 as bills approached 
the $110,000 mark - -  about 
average for an album these guitar work that Stewart 
de,,y~ didn't do. 
• werm't living in a And If the album's 
trench," he says, gesturing FIeetwood Mac.like over- 
at the duttm~, but easy, tones are earning as•oat as 
Hying lo0m of the modest much attention for Miss 
bomb he aharca with wife •dB and Buckingham as 
for Stewart, he doesn't be~'- 
udse it. 
"Tbe~ ccatribl,tions was 
Just immensurable," he 
lays. "I'd love to work with 
Llnd~y, anytime." 
Now that the bllk ~e 
being paid off,. Stewart faces 
It waB the first t ime a now but co,,.idorably more 
Stewart had ever produced e~oyable set d problems. 
m, album, but he bad some "Before, the pressure was 
topflight help from Miss can I Just get a record on the 
Nldm and ha' Maemato, radio. And now it's the 
Undeey BuekllqMm, who inesore of paeple will be 
had admired 8towert ~ce  keki~tosoewlmtl'mgoing 
i, i,~uth, and who did all the tado, and what do I want to 
do, and can I do a l~ttar 
album ... I lov,~ that kind d 
challenge." 
But, with an eye to his 
uanuncessful Fast, StewL~ 
says that he won't 
reeorcl~g again unless hto 
contract with RSO is 
rens~otiated. 
"My situation at I~O now 
b designed so I cannot mira 
any money," explains tbe~- 
yearold performer. "It's g~ 
to be changed. It's like 
savinS a drowning man. I 
mean, how long can you be 
grateful? 
"You have a very sherl~ 
span as a pop star, ankmu 
ye.'re ~r~t lb~ lucky and 
incredibly talented like Paul 
Simon and Dylan and n~ 
like thaL 
i 
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Musha demonstrates his broad jump as mistress Cross looks on 
Photo  bY  Don Schaf fe r  
FOR THE DOGS 
School opens here 
BY DON SCHAFFER Centre. All proceeds for 
Herald Staff Writer the school will go to the 
Dog owners in Terrace area Girl Guides and 
wtll have the opl)ortanity 'Brownies. 
Cross emphasisos that 
they training she is of- 
fering is obedience 
training, not training for 
"show". 
to train their pets, as of 
Sunday; no matter what 
age the dog might be. 
Chr ist ineCross and 
Naida Stainton are of- 
fering obedience classes, Most people imagine 
and say that they can shows as dogs walking 
disprove the old saw"you around looking good, 
can't teach an old dog ~owing .off their looks. 
new tricks." ....... tmt, o~ence trainingis ah¢o 
an important part of 
showing your dog." 
Cross ' s  own 
dog,champion Daiken's 
No Kuro Musha, CD(she 
calls him 'Musha fo r  
short), is an Akita, a. 
Japanese breed. Akitas 
are hard dogs to train, 
being very stubborn and 
very large. "They can't 
be forced to do tricks 
because they are too b ig  
and strong," says Cross, 
"so. in order .to teach 
them more difficult 
activities you have to 
trick them." 
Musha is unique among 
this breed as he is easily 
" I t  doesn't really 
matter how old the dog 
is," said Cross. "We will 
take dogs from six 
months old or older." 
She said that puppies 
are more receptive to 
instruction because they 
are eager to please their 
owner at any cost, but 
older dogs can be taught 
as well. Stainton's 
siberian husky Nihina of 
Chilco, CD, is nine years 
old, and Stainton says sbe 
is still improving his 
training without problem. 
The school begins 
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the 
Thornhill Community 
DREE looking.at 
funding requests 
FREDERICTON (CP) -- Burnswlck that could I 
important to individual 
provinces, and in New 
Brunswick that could mean 
, shipbuilding or the pulp and 
paper industry, while in  
Nova Scotia, the Sydney 
Steel plant is an enormous 
drain and badly needs 
modernization." 
MacKay, one of three 
federal ministers to meet 
with New Brunswick 
Premier Richard Haffield 
end other provincial 
ministers, said he will he 
meeting with' Sydney civic 
ropresentativea and labor 
and steel-plant officials 
today to discuss the future of 
the troubled steel mill. 
The Sydney Steel Corp. has 
announced a ~6-to 30*per- 
cent cut in production and 
will lay off 800 of Its 3,200 
workers as a result of heavy 
financial loaea. 
"We Just can't afford to let 
that plant go down," 
MacKay said. 
Elmer MacKay, mlnieter of 
reg iona l  economic  
expansion, says he is 
considering asking the 
,provinces to state their 
"bottom line" needs for 
ssslstasee from DREE to 
help the federal department 
footm on projects in acute 
need of aid. 
"We don't'want tosaerifce 
national support for DREE 
by tilting it exclusively tothe 
poorer provinces, but I think 
the best way to go is to 
search out from the 
provinces their bottom line 
needs end the projects they 
feel must have attention 
first," MacKay said. , 
He was speaking Thursday 
at the first of a three-week 
series of talks between 
federal and provincial 
government ministers on the 
state of the economy. 
"This would mean backing 
specific projects that are 
very important to indlvidual 
provinces, and in New 
)" 1' 
11 
L ~, .~o. :o~: ,  624-2621 or 62s:3359 & ORtVE.IN 1,t ~ve, W. #t 61h St , .  
trainable. He is the first At the present time, 
Akitain Canada to get his Crose's Musha is almost 
CD rating and the first ready for his CDX, while 
Champion to Akita to 
recieve this rating. 
A ehampion rating is 
obtained in the "beauty 
contest" segment of the 
dog shows, while a CD is 
an obedience rating. CD 
stand for Cmpanion Dog, 
and is roughly equivalent 
to an elementary school 
degroo'for dogs. 
The next level up is 
Companion Dog Ex- 
cellent, or CDX, a 'high 
school' diploma, and the 
last level is the Utility 
Dog , a level which 
demands high levels of 
in te l l igence  and  
obedience in a dog. 
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SECOND SECT ION 
I 
KITIMA T SCHOOL BOARD 
Stainton's Nikina is being 
. prepared for the same 
level. Bothdogs ,  
Babys i t t ing costs 
said not eligible. 
• BY ANN DUNSMUIR 
Herald Staff Writer 
Kitimat School Board 
has passed a regulation 
stating that trustees 
babysitting expenses are 
not eligible for reim- 
bursement despite a 
vigorous protest• by 
member Marg Gibson. 
Gibson, the mother of 
young children, said the 
exclusion of baby sitting 
fees as an allowable 
expense will discriminate 
against a large propor- 
tion of the population. 
She said many women 
who would like to fun for 
school board could not 
afford the expense of 
babysit,ors if they were 
not reimbursed. 
Gibson said board 
members must be "living 
in the dark ages" to adopt 
such a regulation. 
"The majority of school 
boards allow additional 
expenses," Gibson said. 
"I think we are being just 
too chintzy about it." 
The majority of board 
members, however, are 
middle-aged and weil-off 
financially. They voted 
however, are proficient to a man to disallow 
at some of the skflld babysitting as a refun- 
which are not required dable expense. 
un,'il the animals are in later, Gibson asked to 
the Utility Dog Class. be informed as soon as 
assangements are pilot projects in selected construction of the 
confirmed for the schools throughout the theatre at Mount 
meeting of the North province. E l i zabeth  Sen ior  
Coast Branch of the B.C. MESS principal George Secondary for an 
S c h o o I T r u s t e e s Neumann said the school iestimated $I,~9,000. 
Association in Prince had applled for an enrich- • Board members also 
Rupert. ment program at the authorized the purchase 
" I  need to know grade -8 level to as- of a 23 passenger bus 
because I have many commodate students from surpl~ shar~ble 
expensive babysitting entering highehoul from capital funds .and ap- 
arrangements to make," the enrichment program proved an agreement 
Gibson said. at Nechako Elementary. with the district and the 
The new requlatiun also The ministry , Urban Transit Authority 
disallows travel wx- however, authorized an for the bussing of 
penses within the enrichment program at students ~rem the Kfldala 
municipality and en- thegrade-121evel, area to ME~S and 
tertainment expenses Neumann said word Alexander Elementary. 
incurred within the form the ministry was The bussing contract 
municipal boundaries received in June , toolate will cost 131,700 from 
unless authorized by the to prepare a program for September to l~¢eml~, 
board. th i s  year. . 1979. January to June 
Members, however He said the school had 1980, however, will co@t 
m'- r e s p o n d e d s y made preparations for a ~1,700 plus an increase 
pathetically to a Rotary grade-8 program but had equal to the im'c~tqe  
Club request for use of a neither the time nor the increase charged the 
school board teacherage staff to prepare a grade - municipality by 
to house Vietnamese 12 level program during Bus Lines. 
refugees, the summer ho~days. " Board • Secretary-  
The board had planned "It would have been treasurer Bryan Graydun 
told members the sea- to sell two surplus ludicrous to accept a 
teaeherages but will grade-l~, program on tract is expected to sect 
defer the sale of one such short notice." approximately 5 per cent 
house and rent it to the Neumann said. more in 1980. 
Rotary Club for $200 per In other business, the Norman Thlsmen ,.the 
month plus taxes and board approved the new district superln- 
utilities, awarding of a contract to tendent was appointed an 
Mount Elizabeth Senior Key Construction Ven- executive officer o/ the 
Secondary School will not tures of Vancouver for board. 
take part this year in tl 
enrichment progra~r 
authorized by , tt 
These are not the ministry of education 
ladies'flrstdogs, byany Teachers wantOn means .  * ~Both have 
trained dogs before, and 
 voth. o..,,o..oo.o 12 per cent hike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  teach all levels of at ENGLISH BAY meat STANLEY PARK 
obedience. So , if yOU inbe~utifuldowntownVaNCOUFER 
want a better'behav~l VANCOUVER (CP) -- parties go to binding 
pet, the Thornhill British Columbia teachers arbitration. TOLL-FREE 800-268-8993 
Community Centre is the said Thursday they plan to Binkey said each of the 79 1755 OAVIE STREET VANCOUVER B.C. V~G 1W5 
place to go Sunday at 2 ask for salary increases of 12 locals bargains on its own, TELEPHONE (~4) {182.11131 
PM. per cent when bargaining but the federation has 
begins later this month, recommended they ask for a 
AI Blakey, president of the 12-percent ra ;~e.  "4dr~~'A'~k~r~'k~k'k'A'~kA-k~k'brd~, 
B.C. Teachers Federation, He said he thinks school 
told a news conference boards can afford the 
teachers plan to follow the increase, despite budget IP, THUTRE_...._ 
provincial government's queezes by the provincial 
advice and seek increases in--government.. - 
in the private sector, -- one that is expanding - -  ~ ~-~ Hidden somewhere in the 
Blakey said teachers have which means the provincial ) I~.AI fallen behind other groups in government gets increased recent years. Last year the revenue," he said. ~ paper are  two Torraoe , 
average wage increase for "There was an increase in . . I t  
the 28,000 teachers was 7.e the homeowner grant this ~ [-~ .phone numbers, 
per cent, he said. year of $100 which means the 
Under the Public Schools school boards, in effect, get ! Act, federaUonlocaisand an extra $,oo." ~ .  Finndthem, und i fone iSa :~:H: : :  
school boards must begin ~ ~ Pick up your tickets 
bargaining by Sept. 20 each 
year. If an agreement is not USE IS LIMITED ~ ,, office m 3212 Kalum St. 
reached by Oct. 14, the TheU.S.hasa$100,000bill, 
provincial government which only is used in tran- 
appoints a conciliator, sacuons between the federal 
If an agreement is not reserve system and the 
reached by Nov. 15 the treasury department. 
J r  
Musha and Nikina sit { ~ ' ~  "/~¢~'~ "~/~ S 
pretty for the camera : ",~, : 
• PhotO by  Don Schof fe r  : , ) 
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Wood windows and panel doors 
are elegant home accessories 
With the right clothes, 
people with moderate in- 
comes can look prosperous. 
Likewise, moderately priced 
homes can look more ele- 
gant with the proper choice 
of attractively styled acces- 
sories, such as windows and 
doors. 
"Quality craftsmanship" 
and "distinctive styl ing" 
have always b'een key 
phrases in the selection of. 
building materials for a 
house. For years, however, 
"quality" and "style" have 
meant "expensive" or 
"custom-made." 
That's no longer the case. 
With today's precisi'on- 
engineered, wood windows 
and panel doors, the "cus- 
tom" look is obtainable at a 
moderate price. Wood win- 
dows and decorative panel 
doors, which can add 
beauty and richness to any 
home, are available in a 
variety of styles and sizes at 
local building supply 
outlets. " 
Where something corn- 
MORTGAGE MON EY  
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVORABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY  LTD.  4624A GREIG AVENU E 
PHONE 635.6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTER,  MANAGER 
monigla~:e is expected, 
something out of the ordi- 
nary, such as wood panel 
doors with fan or cathedral 
lights, adds interest and 
character to a home. Wood 
panel doors usually have 
four, six or eight panels 
topped by a series of tan- 
shaped glass panels or 
round-topped, small win- 
dows. 
Variety in window styles 
also adds to the elegance of 
a home's apl~earancc. The 
attractiveness of a particular 
window style can enhance 
both the interior and exter- 
ior of your home. Bow win- 
dows, for example, have an 
elegant, outward cur~e, 
providing an expansive 
view. Bay windows, which 
offer you the same advan- 
tages, are straight ia the 
center and angled at each 
end. 
Although obvious deco- 
rative assets, wood windows 
also help to conserve ner- 
gy. Obtainable with either 
insulating lass or separate 
storm sash, wood windows 
can reduce heat loss con- 
siderably. And, factory- 
~pplied weatherstripping 
keeps heat-r.obbing air in- 
Hltration to a minimum. 
Wood windows are also 
available with a low-main- 
tenance exterior cladding 
which reduces the need for 
periodic painting. 
Kurt Waldheim's 
predecessors as Secretary- 
General of the United 
Nations are Trygve Lie of 
Norway, Dag Ham-. 
marskjold of Sweden and U 
Thant of Burma. 
[ PRUDEN & t)URRIE,,,,,,LTI). 
11[RRAOE'S GOMPLHE REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
4648 Lakebe Ivenue 
i lmmmmmm~mmmm~mmm~ 
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ONVENIENT TO 
DOWNTOWN 
Good home, 3 Ixlrm., full 
bemt. with In.law suite. V= 
acre of land and won. 
derful garden. An ex. 
gallant building tot could, 
~1~ t:~lul~ll~lda(E~ ,off,, ;:.flllt, 
'property. Give Bob 
Sheridan a cell for all the 
details on thl| Invutmont 
~pportunlty. 
t tramlng wnn maximum 
. Insulation f~r economic 
beating. Large lot, close 
& ¢onvanlent to oil school 
; levels. Give Bob Sheridan 
I call • priced realonably. 
CENTENNIAL DRIVE 
ACREAGE 
Fou¢ ecru of treed aloplng 
land with power available. 
Contact Rusty or Bert 
CAPTIVATING V IEW-  
TERRACE • VALLEY 
4609 Wesfulew Dr. - cuttom 
built homo. 3 bdrm., full 
b~mt., 2 full bathrooms, 2 
fireplaces. A kitchen with 
cabinets galore, family 
room, hot water beating, 
attached garage, sundeck, 
large private lot. Can't be 
reproduced for the asking 
price of S79,0~0. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
THIRTY.SIX ACRES 
Choice rural acreage close 
to town. Good road access 
m school bus route. This 
could be developed Into a 
beautiful rural homute~l 
Or farm and Is priced to 
tell. Call Denny Sheridan 
for details. 
NEW LISTINQ 
Realo~ably priced two 
bedroom home, rental 
su i te ,  basement ,  
fireplace. Selling with 
,furniture end appliances, 
this Is a good starter 
home within walking 
distance of downtown. 
Drive by 330e Sparks St. 
and call Denny Sheridan 
fer further detalla. 
|V |N IN¢ 
PHONES 
WESTVIEW 
Comfortable 4bdrm. home 
located In a quiet 
residential area. This home 
features a breakfast nook 
In the kitchen, living room 
. t ragic ,  large rec room, 
sauna, laundry room and 
workshop. For more 
details call Dick Evans. 
REVENUE PRODUCING 
QUALITY BUILT - -  NO. 1 
LOCATION 
Energy uvlng Insulation, 
heatalator fireplace, gas 
heat and hot water, twin 
seal windows, over 1200 sq. 
ft. of living space, car. 
paring, enaulte plumbing 
and many more features to 
make living easy. To view 
phone Ruaty or Bert 
Llungh. 
3313 Thomae St. 1130 sq. ff.i 
full blmt. comprising 3 
bdrm. sulfa. Main floor Is. 
spacious, large living room 
with fireplace. 2 large 
bedrooms, large kitchen 
with laundry. Range, 
frldga, wa|ber, dryer In- 
¢lucled. 9rill,000. Call Bob 
;herldan. 
REVENUE 
Three bedroom home 
across from school in 
Horseshoe area. Nicely 
decorated with laundry 
area and back I~orch 
leading to garden. Natural 
gas fwnace and hot water 
tank. As a bonus a 2 bdrm. 
basement suite with out. 
|Ida ~trance. Call Danny 
Sheridan for en ap. 
po lntmmt to view. 
CORNER PROPERTY-  
LAZELLE • SPARKS 
STREET 
Older home with full 
basement In downtown 
Iocatton with pehmtlal for 
~ommsrclal development. 
Contact Rusty LJungh. 
MLS. 
JOHN CURRIE - 7952251 
lOB SHERIDAN . ~lS.21~l 
DICK EVANS • l~LS.70~l 
635-6142 
TWO RENTAL HOUSES 
Situated on a dead end 
street on 2 lots 33x100 ft. 
These two older homes 
have 2 bedrooms and each 
rents for $200 per month. 
Total price $30,000. To view 
phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
WITH A VIEW 
:ated at 4401 Birch Ave., 
h view of the Skeena 
lay. Contact Rusty or 
~t. M.L.S. 
._. Ave. - -  1971 Diplomat 
mobile home. 2 bdrm.. & 
furnished. Exce l lent  
condition. 75'x200' lot. 
Year round creek. 
$25,000. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
AN D AVA!LABLE NOW I 
Nkxlern 3 bdrm. home with I 
2 fireplaces, carpeting, I
family size kitchen, full I 
basement with 2 finished I 
bedrooms and 4 pce. bath. I 
For viewing contact Rusty I 
3 bedroom ful ! basementJ 
home~ocated close to[ 
school. Large S0x200 lot. 3[ 
bdrm. on main floor. 2[ 
fireplaces. For details call s 
EXCELLENT BUY 
A starter home on good 
sized lot. Three bedrooms, 
bathroom, large kitchen, 
laundry area with some 
renovations. This could 
make an excellent com. 
fortsble home. Priced to 
sell et $35,000. Call Danny 
Sheridan for more details. 
JUST LISTED 
Centrally located on Scott 
Ave. Newly decorated 4 
bdrm. home. Acorn 
fireplace In living room, 3 
good size bdrms, on main 
floor. 4th In basement. Rec 
room, laundry room, work 
shop. To view this home 
give Dick Evans a call. 
. ~ ,~; :,,. 
JUST OUT OF TOWN 
A large home on paved 
rd. V= acre. of land, $ 
bdrms, or 4 and a den, 
fireplace In L.R. Ensulte 
plumbing off mstr. bdrm. 
Roomy kitchen, affached 
garage, twin seal win. 
dows, low taxes. A lot of 
house for $51,500. Give 
Bob Sheridan a call. 
8 ACRES OFF QUEEN.' 
SWAY 
Modern modular home In 
quiet secluded area plusi", 
cleared land and double 
g&rage. Phone Rusty 
Llungh. 
HILLTOP VIEW HOME 
Located on 2V= acres of 
land with .5 bedrooms, 
fireplace, earth stove on 
lower level, house corn-. 
pletely finished, 2Va baths, 
large kitchen, patio doors 
to covered sundeck and 
many more features that 
must be viewed to be ap- 
preciated, Phone Rusty or 
Bert Llungh. 
NEW LISTING --  CLOSE 
TO SCHOOLS 
Attractive 4 bdrm. home on 
Scott Ave. Brick fireplace 
In living room, Frenklln 
stove In rec room. Full 
basement with entrance off. 
double carport. Nicely 
landscaped, garden & 
fenced back yard. For 
appointment o view call 
Dick Evans. 
SHOP ON 21/= ACRES 
Located on Kenworth Road 
this 2 bay shop has a large 3 
bedroom suite on upper 
floor and gravelled yard. 
Phone Bert Liungh to view. 
NEW AND QUALITY 
CONSTRUCTED 
Many extras have been 
Installed In this attractive 3
bedroom home with 
heata lator  f i rep lace ,  
quality carpeting, Iouvered 
closet doors, 2)/~ baths, 
family room plus laundry 
room and storage. To view 
phone Rusty Llungh. 
m 
BERT LJUNGH - 63S-$/S4 
RUSTY LJUNGH - ~35.5754 
DANNY SHERIDAN - 635-S327 
BUY FIRST? 
Homeowners may face the question of whether to 
'buy first' when they have found exactly the property 
they want to buy when they have not sold their pres- 
ent property. 
If you 'buy first' what might be your situation? 
You will know what tl~e actual costs of your 
purchase will be, on what date you will require the 
purchase money, and when you can take posses- 
sion or occupy-it. 
If the equity in your present propertyis not Ilkelyto 
provide all the financing necessary, you may have 
the time to make arrangements for additional 
financing. 
At the same time youshould give some thought o 
providing temporary financing in case your present 
property has not been sold by the time you complete 
the purchase of your new property.. 
You could conside rmaking your offer to purchase 
the new property "conditional upon the sale of your 
present property". This means that you have time to 
sell your property before buying the other. However 
under the "conditional" circumstance, the seller 
usually insists that he can continue to offer the 
property for sale• You should consider the possibil- 
ity that if the seller received another offer to pur- 
chase, you might be asked to remove the "condi- 
tion" and therefore purchase before your property is 
sold. 
The question has no absolute answer, the indi- 
vidual and their circumstance will vary. If in doubt, 
or if you feet you need more information, discuss it 
with a real estate broker or agent with respect to the 
prevailing market conditions. There are cycles of 
buyers and sellers markets which should be consid- 
' ered along with your individual circumstance. 
ReOttOR 
Published in the interest of the oon~unity 
by your local Real Estate Boa/d in co. 
operation with the Canadian Real Estate 
Association. 
Smoke detector is 
investment for family 
How much is the safety of 
your family worth? 
Most folks would say you 
cannot put a price on it. 
~/hich makes the few 
dollars spent on a pair or" 
General Electric smoke de- 
tectors one of the best in- 
vestments in home security 
you can make this year, or 
any other. 
Smoke detectors signal a 
warning of a fire which can 
provide the pi'ecious extra 
• minutes or seconds needed 
for your family to flee to 
safety if suddenly awakened 
in the middle of the night. 
• There are some 1,500 
home fires every day in the 
United States - -  one e~,ery 
57 seconds. And, the total is 
costly, not just in property, 
but also in life. More than 
6,000 people die each year in 
home fires, and another 
300,000 are injured. 
Currently, some 30 states 
require smoke detectors in • 
new home construction, but 
it is estimated that only 
about one of three existing 
'residential dwellings are, 
now protected by these dee- 
tronic guardians. 
While two smoke deles-' 
tors are normally adequate 
for most home situations, 
you may want to consider 
more, depending on the 
style of your home. In gen- 
eral, smoke detectors 
should be installed on every 
level of the house,' so a tri- 
level, for example, could 
easily use three. 
In multi-story homes, one. 
detector should always be: 
positioned at the top of the 
stairs, where it can detect 
smoke rising from the lower 
level. You'll also want one 
close enough to the bed- 
rooms so you'll be able to 
hear it, should it alarm at 
night. 
General Electric's Home 
Sentry smoke alarms have a:  
high-pitched, 85-decibel • 
horn that is very difficult to 
sleep th~:ough. It is powered 
by a 9-volt battery which 
generally lasts up to a year. 
When the battery needs re- 
placing, it beeps at regular 
intervals. 
The GE Home Sentry 
smoke detector also is 
simple to install. It mounts 
with two screws and the job 
can be completed i n just a 
few minutes. 
If you!7~ n!aking only 
one h6me'i~lp~ment this
fall, make sure it is the in- 
stallation of smoke 
detectors. 
Restoring a chair to attractive life 
Remember that beauti- • bably didn't buy it because 
ful, but battered chair you you had no idea as to how to 
saw/f{ h: flea rba~ket'ibr." restore itto.serviceable and 
garage sdl~"~f tha~'i;idP'" '"attracting life, W~ell,, it's 
lously [ow price. ~Young ...... easier than you think. 
tl! ..... 
I , . . . .  
• ,< . 
What's" required is some 
time, a little know-how, and 
the right materials, includ- 
ing some wood glue, wood 
filler and a bright coating or 
' .  i~ ..... ~-~." : , ; : : : , : , i : , i : . . ° - , :~;  . ; • ~. 
. " ), (,: . : ') ,7: ;" ~=!~-  ' %: ~ , 
• ii: "~ . . . .  .=..~ - 
.... "~ ~.~ ~, 
REJUVENATE THAT OLb C[IAiR. Start with a thorough cleaning, then reglue loose parts and till In nicks and" 
cracks with'El~F~:~.fe~.,.io~ wood tiller. Sand lhe entire chair thoroughly before spraying with Krylon 
Enam~l ip , the~,~.~l~.  Recover the seat in a gay fabnc and that old reject suddenly has new life. 
,DO'n't mov@ up to costlier home 
:i :Wit'il. tke.cost~o~-4~o~ adds greatly tO family pri- much a problem as tlie 
eider, and new.homcae~ead- 
.. ily dsh~g,.'th~e[~nd.ti0~- 
•, i, Hon~zo,w~L's,.mindful of 
-+H h flea ti 9 u:,,,a te',',t ak i n g a 
' ~ sac(~d;l'o6)~.at l~eir homes 
and,. dis~vering ways to 
.... makes.them ore comfor- 
i table an d capacious. 
• i ~ Many a home, for in- 
stance, can benefit greatly 
from the addition of an 
racy. / ,  
One of the most pressing 
home needs' is for extra 
room to accommodate a 
growing family. One popu- 
lar solution is to turn that 
attic into a youngster's bed- 
room. . ,  garages are also 
becoming successful room 
add-ons for many crowded 
families, as basements have 
been for some time, 
Where spaciousness i  
entry way where there is desired, two small rooms 
none. Having a vestibule to. can become one large area, 
welcome guestp and to act as providing a more expan- 
a buffer for outside ele- 
ments makes any home 
seem more gracious and 
Let each child go 
through his or  her school 
wardrobe from last year 
and make up three groups 
of clothing. Everything 
that can be worn just as it 
is goes into the first group. 
The items that simply must 
be discarded make up the 
second group. And the 
third group is for all the 
clothing th'at can be worn 
with some attention right 
now• 
sire look: a e'ramped 
kitchen, for instance, 
might incorporate an 
• adjoining service porch 
, . .  a small living room 
and even smaller dining 
room might benefit from 
the'removal of a wall to 
create one large living- 
dining area . . .  or, two 
tiny bedrooms can become 
a spacious master suite, 
Eliminating walls in this 
way may solve space 
problems in some homes, 
for considerably ess than 
the cost of adding on. 
,Often, spa(:e is not so 
home that is showing its 
age. Here's where moder- 
nizing can work wonders. 
The antiquated bathroom 
or kitchen can get a new 
lease on life with the addi- 
tion of new fixtures or 
built-ins. With the trend to 
luxuriousness in bath- 
rooms, the modernizing 
possibilities are countless. 
In today's kitchens the 
stress is on family togeth- 
erness and casual enter- 
taining, making the addi- 
tion of island areas espe- 
cially desirable. 
No feature dates a home• 
so much as woodwork. If 
the woodwork in your  
home is not compatible 
with your taste or furni- 
ture, ypu can either dis- 
guise it or remove it--  
conversely, an uninterest- 
ing home can benefit 
greatly from the addition 
of woodwork to create a 
period look. 
Sometimes, a home can 
get a whole new look with 
just carpeting: small 
rooms can be unified and 
,.made !o look larger. 
two of spray paint. 
First, check what has to'~: 
be done, so you can gather, 
the right tools and ~ahte.~. 
rials. Chances are the chair 
has a loose rung or leg and 
some nicks and cracks. For 
these, products like Elmer's 
professional carpenter's 
wood filler and wood glue 
are ideal. If the seat is re- 
movable, buy a half yard of 
fabric or vinyl to blend with 
'the spray paint color you'vd 
chosen. 
Remove the old finish 
simply by using an electric 
sander. If the finish is stub- 
born, apply paint and var- 
nish stripper. When surface 
begins to have a gummy 
consistency, (wearing 
ernbber gloves) use a paint 
scraper to scrape verything 
off. Repeat several times if 
necessary. 
Allow to dry thorougllly. 
Now, reglue any loose 
joints. If possible,' don't 
remove them. Scrape off the 
old glue around the holes 
carefully, then apply wood 
glue generously, allowing it 
to run into the hole. Wipe 
off excess. 
Next, fill all nicks, chips 
and hairline cracks with the 
wood filler, molding with 
fingers as you work. Scrape 
off excess and sand smooth 
when dry. 
Before refinishing, the 
entire chair should be 
sanded thoroughly several 
times, wiping dust with rags 
and a soft, moistened: 
sponge ach time. 
Finally, working out- 
doors on a windless day or 
in a well-ventilated area, 
carefully and slowly spray 
paint the chair with Kryion 
Enamel. It's a good idea to 
test color and your motion 
on a scrap of wood or the 
underside of the chair, Hold 
can 10 to 12 inches from sur. 
face and use a stroking 
motion while keeping finger 
pressed firmly and steadily 
on the nozzle. Two light 
coats are recommended. 
Recover seat and replace, 
using fresh screws or small, 
tack nails and glue as 
needed. If screws don't hold 
in holes, fill holes with ~/ood 
filler, Allow to dry 24 hours. 
.~nd then screw seat in 
place. 
• . -=  
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Winter weather can turn 
harsh with surprising swift- 
nest. With a little advance 
planning, you and your' 
family will be able to survive 
the elements without hreat 
to health and without hard- 
ship. 
Experts recommend that 
families stockpile food, 
fuel, a battery-powered 
radio,  and al ternat ive 
sources of light. Listen to" 
weather reports and stay off 
the road when a winter. 
storm is brewing. 
If you must go outdoors, 
wear several layers of pro- 
' tact'ire clothing rather than 
one thick covering: extra in- 
sulation is provided through 
the air spaces between the 
layers. Rubberized fabrics, 
effective in keeping out 
wind, at the same time pre- 
vent he skin from breathing 
and are best avoided. 
A high-protein, high-fat 
diet will give you the energy: 
you need, and aid in main- 
talning the amount of heat, 
your body needs, You'll.. 
Here's how to get set 
for long, herd winter 
want to include red meats, 
eggs, cheese, milk, butter, 
and candy in your cold- 
weather diet. 
In addition to proper 
diet, regular exercise is im- 
portant. The better your 
physical shape, the easier it 
will be for you to survive x- 
treme temperatures. Aero- 
bic (or oxygen-producing) 
exercises are especially re- 
commended for year-round 
practice. During the severe 
cold season, be sure to 
warm up at least five 
minutes with indoor exer- 
cise before performing 
more strenuous outdoor 
activities. 
.Winter is an excellent 
time to curb smoking and 
drinking habits.' Tests indi- 
cate nicotine constricts cir- 
culation, • eking it harder 
for blood and oxygen to 
reach extremities. Alcohol 
also hastens the departure 
of body heat by opening up 
peripheral blood vessels. In 
spite of a warm, temporary 
flush as blood speeds to the 
skin's surface, alcohol will, 
in the long run, make you 
colder. 
To prevent overheating 
and dehydration, place 
humidifiers in rooms or a. 
central heating system. I't is 
not necessary to invest in  
costly devices; boiling water 
on a stove, pans on a 
radiator, and decorative 
houseplants are all inexpen: 
siva, humidifying aids. 
Both men and women 
should protect skin l~rom 
drying with creams and 
moisturizers. If symptoms 
of chapped skin, frostbite, 
high blood pressure, or joint 
pains are present, consult a 
physician. These are signs of 
vasoconstriction, a severe 
constriction of the blood 
vessels, often occurring in 
cold weather. 
Hands are best shielded 
from cold weather with 
lined gloves, and feet with 
protective, waterproof foot- 
wear. In extreme cold, 
you'll want to wear a knit 
ski-mask to guard against 
painful, facial frostbite. 
Let Mother Nature:do decorating 
Some of the loveliest just a corner of a mantel is bottom with a knife for 
decorations a homemaker 
and hostess can have in her 
home for fall come from 
nature. 
In various parts of the 
country leaves and berries, 
for example, delight he eye 
what you have in mind. 
Whatever the choice, 
don't over-fill the container. 
Give the leaves room to 
breathe. A few branches are 
often more effec.tive, any- 
way, thau a large group. 
about three inches or so, 
then lay the end across a 
cheese board or such, and 
with a hammer or similar 
object 'bruise' the stalks 
around alittle above it. You 
want a softened and sepa- 
Put fireplace toefficient use 
One of the season's best 
ideas for conserving energy 
beautifully - -  is through 
the use of a glass door fire- 
screen and a heat ex- 
changer. 
Laboratory tests at sears, 
Roebuck and Co. on simu- 
lated f i replace fronts 
showed that, depending on 
fireplace construction, its 
uniquely designed Heat- 
screen glass door fireScreen 
can reduce air flow through 
a' fireplace opening by up to 
90 percent. You can keep 
the glass doors open and 
enjoy thi~ fire, or close the 
doors, allowing the embers 
~o die whil e keeping most of 
the warm air in the room. 
/'The exclusively designed, 
interlocking closures and 
overlapping seals of the 
Heatscreen restr ict air 
• movement and heat oss. 
An automattc laermostat 
in the door gradually closes 
the firescreen damper as the 
fire subsides, restricting the 
heat loss through the chim- 
ney. An extra-sturdy frame 
is backed with I~A to 3 
inches of insulation for 
tighter fit against irregular 
surfaces. The sliding doors • 
have 3/16-inch-thick, tem- 
pered glass; Ih.e frame has a 
buffed, antique brass finish. 
It comes completely assam-' 
bled and is priced at about 
$180. 
Used in tandem wnth the 
Sears heat exchanger: you 
can convert an ordinary 
fireplace into an efficient 
heating system. A two- 
speed blower placed beside 
the fireplace draws cool air 
into the heat exchanger. Th.e 
air passes through the 
grating tubes and .is then 
heated by flames and 
embers. Warm air is forced 
out directly into the room 
through vents at the base of 
the fireplace. So, heat from 
the fire that would normally 
be lost up the chimney is 
drawn into the room to 
heat it. 
The heat exchanger is 
made of black, enameled 
steel. • A steel support  
attached to the exchanger 
crate forms a basket to hold 
logs. 
,! 
HEARTH-WARMING IDEAS: Sears Best glass door firescreen can reduce air flow through fireplace opening by ,: 
up to go percent (depending on design of fireplace), thus saving energy; automatic thermostat In door 
gradually closes the damper as the fire subsides, restricting heat loss through chimney. Two-speed blower ,¢ 
draws cool air into heat exchanger, turning fireplace into efficient heating system; air passes through grating 
tubes and is heated by flames and embers; warmed air is then forced out directly into the room through vents at 
base of fireplace. Firescreen ar, d heal exchanger available at most larger Sears stores and In company s Fall 
General catalog. 
Soft water  enables you to save money 
Soft water enables you to 
relax, enjoy the niceties of 
life, and save money. The 
reason? It contains none of 
the harsh minerals that 
make wate.r hard--and un- 
desirable. They are all re- 
moved by a home appli- 
ance--a water softener. 
last significantly onger. Be- 
cause it cleans better, soft 
water brings back the gleam 
and sparkle to crystal and 
silver. 
Soft water is also kinder 
to you, personally. With 
soft water, you'll find your 
hair more lustrous and you 
• unity. Restaurants,  
motels, beauty salons, laun- 
dries, hospitals, nursing 
homes, and car washes--all 
use money-and-energy- 
saving soft water. 
Not all water-softening 
equipment is alike. There 
have been advances in tech- 
Processor home water 
softener operates with 
computer efficiency at the 
touch of a button. Its new 
space-age t chnology makes 
it possible to customize all 
functions of  the water 
softener and accurately 
program it to meet a 
An energy-ef f ic ient  
Aqua-Sensor /M ic ro -  
Processor softener can save 
the average family as much 
as 6,000 gallons at water a 
year. In addition, it can 
reduce salt usage by as much 
as 47 percent and cut the 
amount  of electr icity 
during the autumn season 
and many a home can be 
decorated with these be~u- 
ffes for: Weeks and'~'ve~ :
months, by following sim- 
ple methods. 
There is a glycerin treat- 
ment for these bounties 
which can preserve the fall 
spender of these leaves al- 
most indefinitely. 
Be sure you select sprays 
and leaves which are noUo 0. . 
Mix glycerin in a solution 
of t)Y9 spirits :~a.Ler :to: on% 
par, t,,. o L ;~ :~ ~.r,.i n~,~.h.~,; 
amount neecled epends on 
the size of container and~of 
the branches. The stems 
should stand in the liquid to 
a depth of three to four 
inches. 
Take care that the solu- 
tion doesn't get roa~sticky. ~ to the tip of every leaf. 
Tip the botile of gl'ycerig,~\~.Meanwhile the tinting 
int~ t.he.~ase angle:then re f i~ inuc  as if the leaves 
th I~f~te~:~re .~ j~ on the tree! When 
rated end through which the Hard, untreated water 
liquid can be absorbed. " cnntain~ calcium nnd rnno 
Arrange the leaves m the • . . . . .  n¢sium which combine with 
vase~,.t~.~ing'.sure :that...every:. soap and detergents to form 
erancn ts we, s(eepeu m me insoluble lime curds, pro. 
solution. Then put it aside venting cleaning agents 
for a week or so in a cool 
room. The liquid will rise 
through the veins of the 
stems and leaves until they 
are soaked with the solution 
from r'operly doing their 
job .  
• With soft water, laundry 
comes out brighter, whiter, 
fluffier, with much less 
detergent needed. Clothes 
'ffhe autumnal .equinox 
will use much less shampoo 
and conditioners. Skin is 
smoother, with no chapping 
or dryness, in the bath, 
you'll no longer have to bat- 
tle scum and curd. Soap will 
produce luxurious uds. 
Soft water saves house- 
.work, too. There's less hard 
scrubbing and rinsing. Most 
of all, soft water saves 
money. There are no hard- 
ness minerals to slow down 
or cripplewashing machines, 
nology. Cul l igan's new family's individual water- required for softener 
Aqua-Sensor /M ic ro -  hardness and usage needs:' " ' pP~[~iol~,, ~,~,u~ ~,s,*a.~ 
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1' smemAnia,g, awa l l  O oun ,a ,u  , :!  
i wuun mn = am. . , .  
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ON THE BENCH • • SPLIT LEVEL .... ' . . . .  
TERRIFIC VALUE This spacious home offers I . :  
brittle nor at the height of 
their beauty. Generally 
__~h,  oak, wild apple and overdo the proportion of 
mountazn asn, among u w glycerin. Too m ch ill 
water and mix the two the leaves are fully turned occurs around September clog hot water pipes and • Located lust outside town 
together, lie careful not to and the glycerin has pene- 22 and 23 when the sun plumbing. And, soft water 1 boundary on Kalum Lake Thls 3 bedroom full 2140 14. ft. of living space • ;  
trated, the color is 'set'. For is directly in line with the means energy savings. Did Dr. Is this 1542 sq. ft. split basement home Is located ~ 2 floors. ~ny  extras _li 
example, beeches turngold, equator. As a result, day you know that l/8-inch of : level home. Three large In the Horseshoe area and such ae bay window, i |  
bedrooms. Spacious kit- offers 1006 sq. ft. of living fireplace, ensulte• Set on a i cause the tips oftheleaves to while wild apple turns a and night are of equal scale in a water heater can 1 chen. Attached garage, space. F-A oll heat, very corner lot 70x132 ft. •~, 
seep sticky drops onto the dark red and mountain ash, length everywhere in the boost heating (energy) bills 
furniture, etc. . a deep matte brown, world. At this time, the sun as much as 16 cents out of : Fenced 100xlS0 lot. Garden nice lot with 20x30 ft. wired Natural gas heat and hot I 
--- area. Greenhouse, A workshop. Only $54,500. water. $~,S00 Includel : [  
NOw, see to the branches. When the shine is evident is moving toward theTropic each dollar and reduce heat- : properly worth viewing at Excl. 988. range, frldge, washer & 
Trim off any twigs at bet- at theendofeachleaf(from of Capr icorn in the' ing (energy) efficiency by theasklng price of $51,000. dryer. Excl. 994. ~ 
tom to ensure a length at theglycerin) you can be sure southern halfoftheglobe as more than 20 percent? Take ~ • : 
• • h  bare stalk to work with. Sill preservation is complete, the earth rotates on its axis. a tip from the business cam- ~ ~.~.~! : .~ e; ~;~a :::!~" . ~  ~ • ,| 
m ~--- ~ ~n,- .~ .  ~ ' ~ "  . . . . . . . .  J i l l  • ~, 
: iii . m : !  : 
~ .  " ~ ~ ~  . I~",~ • 
2 adlecont lots, each in- lbedronmbemeontacree 1130sq. fl. lbedroomhome : ! : I 
- - ,n , ,  . .  , .  . . .  . - -  - -  .o  . Av - -  : I  
water, power, and septic flnllhlng work - -  l ek lq  fireplaces, 1~ befits, rec : " ~ ~ ' ~ - ' ~  • ; 
system. Phone Murlol for SSI,NO. Call Judy for mere room and suudeck are only • 
information on these details, a few of the exceptloonl LOG HOME ON 16 ACRES • I 
~" " ' features at this home. : : [  " set behind fhe pines and must trailer sites. Each lot a Economically heated by : Thlsbeaut i fu l  chalet style hornets 
priced to sell i t  $10,NO. Come into our africa end natural gas. COIl Chrlstel be seen to be appreciated. Unfinished double garage, also log • 
vie•our ReslKOpe hoards, or Horst Gudllnskl for : AskingC°nstructi°npriceand al 18x1568,0001 log storagels firm.bUilding'Listed75 ft. drilledexclusively.Well. .a~ 
List your homo with Park You will be convinced that viewing. 
Avenu~ Realty World and Realty World, Park . • • ' 
take advantage of 'Avenue cain do an efficient Your own rural acreage110 • : I 
"ROnlKopo" - -  a dlsflnc- ~i!obof onlllnoYour property acres. Asking only $9,500. • : I 
five Realty World drawing for you. Call Joy for more details. : I M M E D I A T E O C - SPACIOUS HORSESHOE 
card, -~W, Owner transferring. Three : CUPANCY This 3 bedroom double RESIDENCE • 
Forriteman whohas IN~- bedrooms, full basement Quick occupancy could be wide home offers 1152 sq. This 4 bedroom, 3' : ! 
Wellkept, gyeeroldhome blessed with a large and centrally located. • arranged on thls T year old ft. of spacious living, bathroom home has 1300 : '~  
with groomed lawn and family. 1100 sq. ft. ng offers to ,3,500, a most • 3 bedroom home. It Is Dining room has built.in Iq. ft. of living SlOKe on a 
shrubs. Living loom with bunplow on tellBI braced on your home viewing list, : located on landscaped and chine cabinet. Large living 1903(122 ft. COl'net lot at~ : ! 
Call Kelly for further fenced 75x100 lot. Franklin room. Master bedroom has tractlvely landscaped 
flloplsca,3bedreamssnda lot. Features large living details. : fireplace Installed In living 3 piece enslJIte. 9.5x19.5 offering lots of privacy • 
and downtown, four spacious kitchen. Features and recreation rooms. A • room. Frldge and stove patio. Set up on fenced within walking dlstonca to : I 
adoublagaregeonablglot well melntalmd homo In -Hillside lot lust north of 
others, take to the treatment 
well, with lasting results. 
Keep in mind the size of 
container you will put your 
treasures in . . .  or perhaps 
Walls do a marvelo.us job 
of "dressing" a room and 
creating a backdrop for 
living. But, since they are 
not only the first thing peo- 
ple notice, but also cover the 
greatest amount of surface 
in any room, they can pre- 
sent some decorating prob- 
lems. Fortunately,  the 
choice of ideas for walls is a 
wide one - -  paint, wail- 
'covering, paneling, acces- 
• series, mirror and even car- 
peting, are just some of 
them. 
The idea of wallcoverings 
has come down to us over 
the centuries, but they can 
give special decorating 
impact these days because 
of the variety of eye- 
catching patterns and colors 
available. The advances in 
recent years have made 
many walicoverings easy to 
put up on your own, and 
very practical because of 
their durability and wash- 
ability. 
Last but not least, the tre- 
mendous expansion of col- 
ors and patterns that have 
become available to suit 
every individual preference 
and every conceivable type 
of  decor, have made 
wallcoverings a lot of fun to 
choose and use. For in- 
Stance, if you find your.self 
with an "odd wall," why 
got give it a treatment all its 
~wn? A distinctive pattern 
that is different from the 
rest of the room will quickly 
create a separate reading 
nook, or a dining corner. 
1486 sq. ft. "persOnality 
plus" home.• on large 
secluded Io#. Close to 
schools and downtown 
area. Large recently 
redecorated ' master 
bedroom, veranda off 2rid 
bedroom. Fireplace, 
carport and covered patio• 
Asking SAs,NO. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. Call 
Joy. 
Exceptionally attractive 3 
bedroom home on Yea St. 
Features many extf'as. 
Completely finished up and 
downsfalrs. New clrpoh. 
For details call Horst or 
Christel GodllnskL MLS. 
Just minutes from schools 
bedrooms, two fireplaces 
anddouble carport. Asking close to town. Asking the Queenswey area. town. 5.21 acres, in. 
$69,000 end considering LS3,000. Call Chrlstel or Asking price US,NO. To teresting building site. 
offers. Call Kelly for your Horst Gudllnskl for mare view call Chrlotel or Hoist Make en offer ... Phone 
home needs, deteils. Gedllnskl. Muriei. 
- ~ I I  i 
HORST .GO r 
MURIE I  ! 
JUDIT I :  
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD - THE BUYER FINDERS 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
'~KI  -'635-5397 KELLY  Squ l , , - -S -  635-7616 
.655-2944 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  - 635-5397 
', ~1 - 638-1, ~=" JOY  "DOVER - 635-7070 
T~: 'b  A ~ ~ (=l id r I h Jb .~ l l~ lO ~ _ / ,~- IK_AAO1 ' 
Ig Included. Attached car- landscaped 75x100 lot. The shopping and lchooll. 
port. Garden shed. View asking price on fhll  Ready for Immediate : 
this property listed at properly Is $42,000. occupancy at $79,900. 
$41,000. Listed MLS. • 
| A.E. LePage Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service •
: 635-6361 ..rker •" 
: BENINGS ~5.2626Harry Smith 
• i 
I • " Jim Dully i • 4611  KELSE AVE. 
• . . . . . . .  ~,, I Bob Rlpmmter • 
: TERHAU~, U.U, ~=m .|  I 
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HOROSCOPE 
(Mar. 31 to Apr. 
Romant ic  in teres t  
stimulated on the Job, but It 
may be Just an exercise in, 
_ ,fantasy, Don't be Imponed 
upon, Excitement in the p,m,, 
TAURUS k.J , , - - '~  
(Apr. =0 to May 20) U#~y~ 
A new attraction is ap- 
pealing, but don't go over. 
board. Disillusionment 
possible. Spend some time on 
creative projects and hobbies. 
(May 91 to June 20,H 
An exciting idea. about a 
change at heine-may be 
vetoed by other family 
members. An unexpected_ 
work aaslgnment may In. 
terfere with plans. 
(June 21 to 
Ideas for a new creative 
project are good, Don't be 
discouraged if the project 
requires more work than 
anticipated. Veto business 
lunches, 
(July-20 to Aug. 
Home improvement  
projects go well, but don't be 
talked into buying something 
you don't need. A hmdly' 
member Is erratic In 
dL:peaitlon. 
FOR FRIDAY, 8E~TEMB~J~ 7,19~9 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 23) 
You're charming and 
convlncin& but don't arouse 
fake hopes. Curb flirtations. 
Judgment about Joint finances 
.!~_Y be off, 
(Sept, 23 to Oct, 
Inner worrias could make it 
difficult to attend to work, yet 
for those who do concentrate, 
progress i  indicated by day's 
end. 
 OimlO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 31) 
You're in the mood for 
• ~excliing good times. As a 
result, you may be restless at 
work. A friend may request a
loan from you. 
.SAGrrr  
(Nov. 2~ to Dec. 21) 
A t rued  confidante gives 
you a career tip, but keep 
expectat ions  wi th in  
reasonable imiis. A possthle 
clmnge of plans in the p,m,. 
CAPRICORN 't ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19) vd ~"  
Don't expect too much 
romantically from a visit afar, 
You could be swept off your 
feet - -  only to be disillusioned 
later. Friends and family 
don't mix now, 
AQUARIUS 18) ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb, 
A friend could let you down 
in some way. Edginess affects 
dealinss with superiors, 
Remain cool. Seek advice 
about h.slmms mattern. 
,o)X  (Feb..19 to Mar. 
Partners are in the mood fez 
good times and may show 
dislntereet in a pet project 
yours. Watch spendln~ if 
trsvelin& 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
an analytical mentality and 
sometimes are inclined to 
fussiness.' You're naturally 
attracted to law, education, 
' science, research, and 
teaching. You may he 
especially gifted as a writer.; 
In business, you'd succeed as, 
a banker, broker, or head of a 
corporation. You do not 
function at your best in part. 
nembll~ and should learn to 
soR-pedal your critical 
disposition. Mile, film, as. 
tlng, architecture, and 
philosophy are other flblds in 
which you'd find happinase. 
Blrthdate of: Taylor Caldweli, 
novelist; Peter Lawford, 
actor; and Ella Kazan, 
theatrical dlr~,vn~ 
• FOR 
(Mar. 31 to Apr, 
You may not be feeling up to 
par and could expect too much 
from others. Music and 
cultural pursuits Will sweeten 
your disposition. 
TAURUS 20) t~:~Y 
(Apr. 20 to May 
You may not be the best of 
'company now and thk could 
affect the enjoyment of good 
times. Don't let moods of with- 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,1979 
VIRC~'  I 1 ~  AQUARIUS 18)~ ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) (Jan. 90 to Feb. 
You could try too hard in an 
affectionate r lationship. For 
beat results, don't be so in-. 
tense or persistent, Curb 
anger in the p,m. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to oct. ~) - ' -~  = 
A clese ally may be in a 
frivolous mood, You may go 
along to a point and then tire 
of it. Dkcues the matter 
• There's a tendenq" ' .  talk 
too much now. Not the best 
time for finalizing 
a~reements, e p about money 
-- though a friend has a good 
tip. 
.. (Feb. 19 to Mar, 20) 
You could spend too much In 
the pursuit of romance or seed 
times. Don't count on funds 
drawal keep you.  from .,..... • before problems arise, 
relatin~ . ~ . .~  SCORPIO 
(May 21 to, June 30)m'~'/"' Too much social life could 
Don't go overboard in get on your nerves or affect 
planning a home en- 
tertainment. Either a friend 
or family member may be out 
of sorts. Partners are helpful. 
CANCER 
(June 31 to July ~.)~q~ 
You'll have an lnaptrational 
your health. Work projects are 
subject to constant ln- 
.terruptlona from others, 
SAGITrARIU8 3~(~"  
• (Nov. ~ to Dee, 21) 
You'll have a good time if 
you avoid the temptation of 
that haven't been e ..arn~ 7_~: ... 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
stronger drive than many of 
your a~n and are highly 
ambitious, attrseted to large 
ventures, you have a flair for 
money.makins. Banking, 
investments, and executive 
work for corporations would 
appeal to you. Don't let a 
desire for material access 
keep you from developing 
your individuality. You have ' hunch about work, but it will 
be difficult o get ideas across 
now. Don't overburden. 
yourself with work. 
(July 23 to Au& 
The temptation tospend too 
much keeps cropping up now. 
If traveling, don't overdo. 
Periods of quiet work won. 
dera. 
combining business with 
• p!eaeure,~jn ~,~,party~0o~,. -.talent for the theater and can 
your' Id i 'c0uld~'0ffbeSe, also succeed as a public 
CAPRICORN ~ servant, musician, art dealer, 
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19) '~  ~ lawyer, researcher, orwriter. 
Visitors could upset the. You have leadership ability 
domestic routine. Find a quiet and do not take kindly to a 
spot at home away from the subordinate position, Bit. 
buatliz~ of others. Friction thdate of: Sid Caesar, TV 
possible in the p.m, .personality; Peter Sellers. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
night's revelers may be 
feeling under par in the a,m, 
Don't let health complaints 
make you stin~, with flnan. 
css. Romance possible in the 
p,m,  
TAURUS ~y,  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Don't be inhibited -- express 
your feelings and romantic 
doubts are happily relieved.: 
Local visits and children 
joy. 
(May 21 to June 
Instead of being vexed about 
what's wrong with living 
arrangements, pend some 
money on decorative touches. 
Let a loved one help out. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July n) ~ 
Communications with a 
friend may be strained or 
soclal llfe fails to meet ex-- 
pectationa. Still, romance 
possible nearby. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
Career plans perhaps 
unrealistic due to limits on 
cash supply. Still, that should 
give you impetus to increase 
revenues. 
FOR SUNDAY, SEPTF, MBF, R 9,11~ 
(An& 38.to Sept. ~.) 
Look your best for a social 
ge~ethar  -- romance a 
po~fbility. Travel or distant 
concerns may not work out to 
~our Uking. 
sr, oy 
(sept. 23 to c~. ~).n .~ ~ 
'A private meeting has 
romantfc overtones and 
career potential. Plans re 
Joint investments need furthur 
thought. Travel expenses 
excessive. 
sCO lO 
(oct. 23 to ~ov. sl) 
There may be some tension 
between close ones and' 
acqua intances ,  Those 
traveling meet with~mntie 
opportunity. Contact those 
• afar. 
sAorrr~-us ~ y  
(Nov. ~S t~ Dee.~l) 
A work project may be 
unrealistic or not meet 
standards of higher.ups, 
Possible psychosomatic 
complaints. Socinlizin~ abets 
career ,  
(Doe. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You may be concerned 
about children afar. Romantic 
opportunities in connection 
with travel. Go ahead, despite 
your innate cautiousness. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Agitation possible in con. 
nection with home expenses. 
Work on a hobby may prove 
remunerative. A friend seems 
vague or indecisive. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Not the boet ime to put forth 
ideas. A communications gap 
exists. However leisure 
moments spent with loved 
ones are romantic and special. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
literary, artistic, and inclined 
to public service. You have 
leadership capability, esp 
when espousing a cause. 
Naturally interested in world 
problems, you'd like to be in a 
position to help mankind. 
Your universal outlook at- 
tracts you to art and you can 
succeed as a teacher, writer, 
," .-tor, painter, and critic. Law 
polities, religion, and social 
work are other fields in whieh 
you'll find happiness. -'ou 
function best when you get out 
of your self and lose yourself 
in service. Birthdate of: Paul 
Goodman, social critic; Alf 
Landon, COP pres. nominee; 
and Cliff Robertson, actor. 
Frances Drake , , 
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, CRYPTOQUIP .7-20 
,CKKPLM FPL JPL  PB CLLHBPCJ  KCE 
I, HEMKEMM LHFMEB 
. Yelterdsy's Cryptoquip: TREE SURGEON GOOFS: 
FALLING BOUGH HITS BALD HEAD. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: F equals P 
Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in wni~ ea.~ 
letter used stands for another. H you think that X equa~ u, it 
will equal O thrsu~ut he puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words nain8 an apostrophe can give you clues to loeathlg 
vowel& Solution is accomP~hed by. ~.tr~ - and error; 
the AMAZING SPIDER,MAN 
' . 
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She's Dumb-- 
But No Dummy 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~' 1979 by Chi¢cgo Tribune, N,Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 17.year-old girl who needs some ad- 
vice on several things having to do with sex and pregnancy. 
My mother has never told me anything. Of course I know 
WHAT is done, but I would like to know if there is any way a 
girl can go all the way without getting pregnant. 
I have heard about he Pill, but I don't know where to get 
any or how they are used. If I walk into a drugstore, will 
they sell me some? Are there instructions on the bottle? 
I have also heard that there is a certain time of the month 
when a girl is "safe." When is that time? We studied it in 
biology class, but were told we shouldn't depend on it 
because it is not 100 percent safe. I am really confused. 
I have been told that some boys use something. The guy 
doesn't have to worry about getting pregnant, so what are 
they for? I. hate to sound dumb, but I would like to know the 
answers to these questions and I don't know who else to ask. 
A POORLY INFORMED GIRL 
DEAR GIRL: Your questions are good and you deserve 
straight answers. Phone your loud PLANNED PARENT- 
HOOD office and ask for •n nppointment to sea • "teen 
counselor" about birth control information, i l  you're old 
enough to ask, you're old enough to know. 
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the young author whose 
20-month-old child screamed and trembled every time • 
vacuum cleaner was turned on brought back memories. 
I went through the same thing with my son, John, now 21. 
When Jbhn was an infant he not o,iy screamed whenever I 
used the vacuum cleaner, he would double up in pain. He 
reacted the same way to power tools and other high pitched 
noises. 
The doctor said he probably would outgrow it and I should 
try to get him used to it. It didn't work. Sometimes the noise 
would make Johnny physically sick and the poor kid would 
throw up. I finally put away the vacuum cleaner and used a 
carpet sweeper instead. 
I raised four kids, and Johnny was the only one with this 
problem. 
E.T. IN N.J. 
DEAR E.T.: I heard from several ear opedallsts that 
some children are born with an extremely 518h sensitivity 
to loud noises. They suffer severe pain when subjected to 
them and should not be forced to "get used to it," (Some 
outgrow this sensitivity and some do not,) 
A child who reacts violently to loud noises should be ex- 
amined by an ear specialist. 
' 99 DEAR ABBY: Out of the blue, my smter husband (I'll call 
him Neville) has asked her for a divorce. They're both 50 
and have three married children. • 
Neville teaches English to foreigners, and it seems he has 
fallen in love with a 28-year-old pupil. 
I have always gotten on quite well with Neville, so he 
keeps ringing me up to ask when he can bring his girlfriend 
over to meet me. I always give him some kind of excuse: 
"Sorry, not tonight, I have another engagement," etc, Soon 
rll run out of excuses. 
My sister is very upset over what her husband has done, 
and so am I. Furthermore, I am not the least bit interested 
in meeting his young girlfriend. 
How can I handle this without hurting his feelings? 
CANADIAN READER 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
al~4~ NO" WF- A4UhT WAIT.; 
~#'~ HE ~qZL APPEAR: T. 
| ~, /(NOW #'r/ Z CAN. 
~' I WILL NEVER 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
~ I ~ I L L  ALL  Be Y O ( J ~ . / ~  __  
Nun ~ ./IIINtWO~0oTdblx~eN,Y.Ne~Syn4,Mc, __  
"~e l~ Friday, Sepf lF l~7,  1979, Islllae !1 
CHEVY SUBURBAN seats up to nine people in comfort, or totes 144 cu. ft. 
of cargo. And with special trailering equipment, Suburban moves up to 
15,000 Ibs. of trailer carqn .nassenqers and tself. 
1919 BUICK CENTURY 
2 or. coupe, V.6 231 cu. In., auto. tran- 
smlsslon, AM radio. 
NEW sTocx.o. -22 $6643 
1919 PONTIAD 
LAURENTIAN 
2 dr. coupe, 5.0 Lltre V.8 engine, auto. 
transmission, AM radio, steel belted 
radials. 
NEW s~OC~ .o. ,., $7807 
................ ~';.7.'.~ 
!9.79 Clio V, TOll 
SHORT BOX PICKUP 
Wldeslde pickup box, 250 6 ¢yl., 3 speed 
std. trans., rear step humper, side 
mounted spare tire. 
NEW .OCx .o.,,. $6644 
1979 OHEVETIrE 
2 dr. Hatchback, bucket seats, steel belted 
radials, AM radio. 
• "~" "~" :!i:' (i~'--'~:;"'~' NEW STOCK NO. 9124 $4843 
1979 CHEVROLET IMPALA 
2 dr. Landau-cou~, S.7 L i t re  (350) V.n 
engine, auto. tr•ns., ti lt wheel, AM radio. 
1919 NONZA 
2 D0OR OOUPE 
2 door coupe, custom Interior, radio, V6 
engine, automatic trans., floor console, tilt 
wheel & power steering, bumper guards.• 
NEWsTocX .o..,o $6845 
"O I ;NO$TOCK NO. F/go $9090 
1910 OLDSMOBILE 
DELTA 88 
2 dr. coupe, 5.7 Lltre (350) V.8 engine, tilt 
wheel, AM radio, Steel belted radials. 
NEW SToc~.o.,,. $8754 
1 " " ' i '~  , i  ............................................. ~ , ,~  
6 cyl., 3 speed aid. trans., aux. front seat, ~ ~ ~ , , : :  
H.D. fro~t springs. .~,; . ,,~ ..... , , ~ i  - . . . . . , , ~ /  ,~.~ 
NEW-oc.,o.,,,, $6885 ~ ; . ~ ~  
1919 OADILLAO 
1979 ,IIMMT 4x4 OOUPE DeVILLE 
H.D. front springs, tow hooks, radio, ~ LOADED--auto door lock, c. ulse control, 
Vg, automatic transmission, cold tilt telescopic steering wheel g automatic 
climate package headlamp control, burglar a~arm system, 
wire wheel discs., etc., etc., etc. 
NJ~W STOCK NO. . I$  $11 ,151  NEW STOC, .o. ,,, $18,601 
.~'~;i: ' ' . . .. " ' " " "  . . . . .  
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By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
By Johnny Hart 
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By Garry Trudeau 
PRICES SLASHED BY $2,000 
GIIC FRONTIER 
VAil CONVERSION 
Convertible dinette sleeps 2, 2 burner.  
range top, 20 gal. water tank, city water 
connection, fire extinguisher, 110V-15A 
service, frldge, 14,500 BTU furnace, 
luggage reck, AM.FM radio & 8 track 
player with 4 speakers. $ ~  
$17,583 
FORD,FROHTIrdl 
VAN OONVIglSlON 
.Long wheel ba~e~ 2burner range top, c0r/ 
water co~rtectlon, fire extinguisher, 110V. 
16A sbrvJ~, ';refrigerator, 1,1,500 BTU 
furnace, f r~h ,water toilet with holding 
tank, I t~g~ack ,  AM.FM e-track. 
.... :$17 ,684  
SNOW US THIS AD FOR ~i'~ ~~%..,;,,,:.,. 
60% Off Re|ular i ~ ~  
WHEEL ALIGNMENT ONARGE ' 
Sept, 11-14 
GM Produolo Oat! K,~ e,o,,, Alignment Specialist 
McEwan 
: 
. . , J .  
141, ~ lletakl, Friday, September 7, 1979 
• Services held 
for Quanstrom 
Am~morisl Service for ,as~masaistantranger and 
W.R. (Bill quanstrom for the past two years had 
was held on Wednesday, beenworklngSmithersas 
~_eh  ~,  in the United a zone management 
• in Smlthers. technician. At the time of 
om d/d in the the accident he had been 
ry  Footh i l l s  working as a bird dog 
ital from injuries officer. He wan a 
s t ~  In an aircraft member of the fire 
enu~ while fighting a overhead.team from the 
feN~t fire in the Nelson Prince Rupert Forest 
f~'mt region. Region with members 
Born in Queannl on from Smithers, Kittmat' 
Au l i t  e, 1~,  Bfllmoved and Prince Rupert 
with his family to 
. ~  ~ where he 
his ~ .  
It blul bern Bill s curly 
ambition to Join the 
Fwmt Service and the 
flrlt summer out of 
~eh~l I~ w~rked with Abe 
fire ~uppre.ion crew 
;Im Pemfleten area. ]He 
meval with the Mb~try 
d l~emts for 14 years, 
h~ many of the 
amq~'n  areas. 
He w~ star/shed in 
Tmsatee b'am 19'~ to lm7 
I 
CHUR CH SHO ff/S 
FILM HERE 
The Alliance Church in Terrace is inviting the 
Imblie to attend aonce only screening of the film 
"Out There". The merle, to be shown at 7:15, 
P.M. on Sunday Sept. 9, captures the beauty of 
the Alaekun wilderness on film. 
Glean MeLaln made the movie after personal 
/ragedy in his life, drove him to leave for Alaska 
accompanied only by a young Eskimo boy. The 
fllmis the result of that odyssey. The Alliance 
Church is located at 4923 Agar Avenue. 
I 
Inherited business 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Clyde the building by September." 
Hall went into b~inms as a Higher postal rates also 
In lieu of flowers, be~sellerontheotrensthof 
donation have been ac- 300 volumes be inherited unexpectedly. 
eepted for a memorial Twentyysars tater,100,000 
fund to the Burns Unit at assorted books line the walls 
the Calgary Foothills of his Portage Avenue shop. 
.Hoepltal, ill care of Mrs. And he's looking for 
Glen Carter, 909 Be~bie someone to take them over. 
Crescent, Williams-Lake Hall was at the age when 
,B.C. most men start thinking 
He leaves to mourn ~ about retirement when he 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. gotintotbebeoklmsineesln 
Harry quanstrom of Saskatoon. 
Now 80, he says he in too 
Summerland aud h iSo l  d to lift boxes of books 
sister ,Mrs. Karen Carte anymore. 
Williams Lake. "And I've got to get out of 
Ex.  for 
P.O. BOX 113 
ISSAQUAH, 
WA 98027 
. /  
are having an effect on his 
business, 
Hall' has customers 
throughout Canada, in the 
United States, Australia 
New Zealand, South 
America and the West In- 
dies. 
Before his unexpected 
windfall, Hall says he had 
been a failure in other 
careers. 
"I tried farming and all 
'the farms dried up. I went 
into business, always at the, 
wrong time, llke just before' 
the Crash of '29. 
IF YOU ARE INVESTIGATING THE 
MORMON CHURCH 
ASK US WHY WE ARE EX-MORMONS! 
SEND FOR OURFREE INFORMATION PACKAGE 
MORMONISM -CHRISTIAN OR CULT? 
i 
~.!~. ,,:~, ~. 
Zion Baptist Chu] 
Corner Sparks and Keith 
Pastor Paul iohnin|er 
Home, 631~6~01 ...... ....., 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Finding book changed life 
vacationing in London a 
couple of years ago... 
"I was staying with • 
friends," he recalls, "and I. 
Just happen to mentiou the 
book. And my friend smirks 
and ge~ up and walks. ' over 
By TOM JORY 
NEW YORK (AP) "-Mark 
Levine had all but ahan- 
dened his search for Picture 
Stories from the Bible, the 
book he remembered so well 
from childhood. Then, while 
Doug. Clifton, a technician with the Western Institute for the Deaf and CP Air 
flight attendant Alison McPhale, co-chairman ofthe CP Air employees charitable 
donation fund display a new breakthrough for the deaf- a Porte-tel. Vancouver 
based CP Air employees have pledged a $10,000 revolving fund to purchase 40 
units for use by those with impaired hearing. Rental received by the institute will 
return to the fund and be used for additional purchases. Two people having these 
sets communicate when one dials a number, places the headset on a cradle and 
types a message on the printer. The message then appears on the recipients 
machine. In eases of calling a person with normal hearing and only one set is 
available, the message then appears on the recipients machine. In eases of 
calling a person with normal hearing and only one set is available, the owner.calls 
the Western Institute for the Blind who pass on the message throngh 'normal 
telephone conversation. Emergency service is also available with the parts-tel, 
24 hours a day, through crisis centres. (CP AIR PHOTO) 
Uplands Baptist Church 
Pastor Bob Lesyk 
635-2807 
] 
Oorne~r of Halliwell and N. Thomas 
9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies 
"You Are Welcome at Uplands" 
I 
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sparks Street and Straume Avenue 
Reverend S. Van Daalen 
.~::~= Sunday School • "l:~rraci~ 10:00 a.m. " 
" " '~ '~unday School - Remo 1:00 p.m. 
to the bookcase and pulls out It wan a chance occurence 
this book I had been looking that would change Mark Le- 
for everywhere, ,for more vine's life. In the subsequent 
than five years, two years, Levine loft Ida Job 
"And I Just ant there in corporate and ~enrities 
mesmerized. It waa Just like law for what may become a
I knew it would be." career in book publishing. 
......... His Scarf Press is soon to 
publish Picture Stories from 
the Bible, a faithfully 
reproduced edition of the 
1943 velumedescrihed onthe 
new dust Jacket as "The Old 
Testament inhdlcolor comic 
' ~ ~  aX~ / e ~ ,  ~ ( ~ f ~  ~' ~ ~ ' ( ' ~ " ~ ~  5:00p.m. Worship Service 
Morning Worship 11:00 . • 11:00a.m. Worship Service 
strip form." 
"I lsamed my Bible from 
it," says Le¥ine, 34, "and I 
had great memories of It. 
"I'd become obsessed with 
finding the book, at first for 
my nephew and niece. And in 
my search, I'd seen others.an 
the market, but nommg uxe 
Picture Stories from the' 
Bible. They're all text,' 
they're bering, they force 
kids to approach the Bible aa 
school work." 
Levine located the woman 
iwho owned the active 
~eopyri~ht, the daughter of 
the hook's author, M.C. 
Gaines, at her home in 
Cannect~cut. ,"She said it 
had been her father's pet 
project," Levine recounts, 
"and that she would love to 
see It out in print again. We 
ncgotinted a good agree- 
merit, and she gave me the 
rights to bring It Oat." 
Levine admits that he 
knows nothing of the 
publishing business -- 
though he did arrange a 
schedule that would have 
Picture Stories from the 
Bible in bookstores for 
Christmas. And he had the 
feresight to emblazon the 
upper leflhand corner of his 
new volume with the legend: 
"Endorsed by Clergy of AU 
Faiths." 
" It 's without, any 
theological slant and It's 
been endorsed by 
Protestant, Catttolr and 
Jewish clergy, an well as 
fundamentalists." 
' Gettk8 the book into print 
was more difficult than 
"obtaining 'the religious 
leaders' support for the 
velmne. The original plates 
were 8one, so Levine had to 
have them reproduced, = 
compicated and costly 
process. In fact, major 
rel~om publishers had told 
him the Job -- for them -- 
would not be profitable. 
--Picture stories from~.~the 
Bible, in hardcever, will coot 
about $I0 a copy, and Levine 
calculates that he must sell 
40,-000 to break even. An 
American edition of the 
criminal, in paperback sold 
500,000 copies, Levine says. 
"I want to make sure I 
don't get in over my head," 
he adds. "One thing I 
,Jsareed as a business lawyer 
is that over-extending 
yournell is too caay." 
Levine's background in 
law can't hurt, but he con- 
cedes that "it's a huge. 
career shift." 
'Td  decided to Icave the 
law before 1 got into this -- 
. j~  corpe~to and securities law 
• is not the moot fascinating 
I thing -- and I've since had a 
year at the Columbia 
~ 4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 : jo~nm school "I'd intended to get into 
the news field in some way, 
and I still might. But I'm no 
,..' ' | Sunday Services - 10:00 a.m. ' longer planning my life I0 
~ ~ "  ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. ~ - . " ~  years in advance." 
: . ~ -  "~ i 11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion for the family . ~ "  ~ Levine plans to publinh a 
• ~ ~ M,nister: Reverend Lance Sfephens-635-5855 f , . ~ similar volume of New 
House  of Pra, se  'i~stament s ories next year, 
" / "  . . . . . .  636"=312 > " ' 3"6 Eby Street 636 3015. ~,~ LOVE TIIO~ I~T~,  ~ 4610 Str sumo Avenue, Terrace ~ :~ ~;~ . . . . . . .  
/SALVAT ION ARMY I" - =" SATURDAY E N!I'N~/ 7:'30p.m '~ ' , ,~  secandmcat.prolific writers 
• " ~ "  SUNDAYMA~'SI~' 9 : 0 0 a . m . ~  4637 Walsh AvenUe ~ ~ ' " '  ]0:00a_.m.S.und, aySchool , / dlovelettersinthewodd, 
1 1 : 1 5 a . r n . ~  SUNDAY ' '~.~I~_~ L' " " :~H:00a .m.  r-amily worsn ip :~erv lce /  acoording to a survey by the 
. ~ rt,, ",, " 7' 30 P m ~ . ~  ~.~ ~ ~" . Munich lmUtute for Social 
• ~ . . . . . .  " "' " " '~  9:30a.m. Christian Education H0ur~ . .. , ,  , ~ ~ Statistics. The French top 
. . , t : ;% • i-,.. ~ ' I 11:00a m. Fam,lyWorsh,pService':,,:~ .__ ~ \1%, J thelint. 
I ,:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation M ~ '  We~00~es I ~ 
The Golden Gate Bridge in 
| 7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer~M'~,~l l 'OU. .  |o  I . San Francisco opened in 
:'" ' 7:30 p.m. Lad e Fel Worship ..~, : 
• i ,.o ,o ,oouo r 
• / KNOX UNITED OHUROH Christian Counselling ~ l ~ ~  
,.:. / "  .I, '" ~ .  EmergencyWeltare / / -~Ul l~ lO ' r  . , , - rucn^,u  CHURCH  
" /  4907 L|zelle Avenue ~ SpirituaI Resources -. / , , .n .o .  =v. . ,=- , , . ,  
/ minister . . . . . .  Reverene''uave ms" nn ~'~y 635-5446 or635.]626 Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue ~ "jl q~e~,~.~i_- 
. ~  . ,lyn Reverend Rolf Nosterud 635-5882 / 
~ 636 6014 / ~ Morning Service]]'.00a.m. 
. ' ~ .~"  ' ~ Church Schoo19:45 a.m. 
. ~  Worship serv,ce~,:o~,.m. / P/ - / I  l~H t"}~" ('4~(3/') ~ Sunday School, Confirmafion / 
:i , 3341 River Drive Terrace, B.C. 638-1561 I 
Reverend R.L. White | 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m ~I  
Reverend R.L. White . / "  .~ 
~ .  Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. . /  - J It's time to call your 
~ =  Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
~ '~yer  Service Wednesday 7:30 p ~  i LWelc°meWag°nh°stess' 
|Lots Mohnlnger -,535-S307,! 
IEvlllyn Anweller ,635.55111 
A TERCHARGES 
Police hold back 
Metropolitan' Tot.onto 
P oUce - -  shaken b~'..cl'hr~on 
of racism aBsmat them-  
ore backing away from 
coufrontotlonJ with black 
lawbreakers, senior police 
officials ay. 
Police are lgnsrlng such 
things as minor traffic viola: 
tiGriS and some offlcors are 
udking about refusing to ah. 
ewer gun calls or are 
walking away frmn violent 
situations, the officials 
added. 
The uneasiness stems 
from the seed of doubt hat 
was planted in the minds of 
Toronto residents, by the 
recent death c~ a Jamaican 
Imml~ant who was shot by 
police in his home, 
Albert Johnson had a Ion8 
history Of involvement with 
police that. ended Aug. 
. when an cutter shot him as 
he came downsiatrs at his 
home swinging what 
appeared to be an axe, 
It turned out to be a lawn 
edger with a ourv~ 15-centl. 
metre blade but thqjvicilm of 
the thh'd police sl~dotlng in
Toronto this yealand the 
llthin the last 12 mentha has 
been turned into a martyr 
among minorities in the city, 
Protest ~oupo, Including 
about 1,500 who 
demonstrated in front of the 
division police station near, 
Johnson's home, have been 
outtpoken in their 
complaints a~ainat police. 
A Cross.Canada Survey by 
The Canadian Press shows 
that shootinp by police are 
more common in Toronto --  
the country's i rgust city -- 
than in other cities that keep 
track. 
A spokesman for Montreal 
police said no record Is kept 
of the" number of shOOtingS 
by police but a veteran police 
reporter said he couldn't 
recall any In the last:. 13 
months in the count~,'a 
second isr~est metropoll~n 
centre. 
Vancouver police said one. 40 penons were XUled anti 60 
person has been shot by were wounded by peUce in 
police in the past year -- a 1978, 
man wounded In the arm ~,,a ~ ,t, ,h, hv = ¢~'mer 
when he attacked an officer. ~",'~.'^"-~'~Ic;%;n'i'h-o~l 
The last reported police ;~,="; ~"  ,~"~t~,~'-'~ ~..~, 
fatality was recorded in1963, ~.;72~,,,~"t=.'~"~,~'; t "~n 
Last~wintar in Edmonton, . "~. ;~. . ' . -~o~'~ , -~"  
lice killed a man who was . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . .  , ~=kl .~ ,,,,, o - , . . * , - -  however, Involved shots 
. . . .  o ~, ,v  . 8, . . . .  w ,v .  ¢h, aA , ,n,~MIm~tal lu ""d to 
Calgary reported ' no "~',°'~'~,,"~,~=';~ ' '~' -"
incidents of that nature nor "~.~.,"~^'~,...~,,,~,,,o. 
did the province of t~ .... ,~.~..,~ ,t ,~. ~ lm~ 
°-sk-'-~'ewa- -- "!1 t s'" At . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i~  ilM1,~;il 11 M~- ~ lillO " en  , . . . . . , . _~. . , . .  policy Imposed by. th - 
.~.,.~. v : , , ,~- - : .  . pollcecomm/lonerPa~ck winnipeg po.ce report .~.~,, . . . . .  , . .~. . . .  ,. , Murphy that included a. 
=,wm,p ,,_,,,~,,.w ~=, ,  ,~, provision "to preserve am 
uecemourout mat gorce ,me . . , , ,=~ life wherever 
does notkenp afile on police ~,~'~:  ,, 
. i , vw=~*~,  . .  
shootings, A police New York police were also 
spokesman said he could instructed to use minimum 
recall no woundlnss by force to accomplish a 
pence. . . . . . . .  mission, and prohibited 
An utmwa policeman mat. dill=re from flrina s ~un 
'year killed a burglary ,,-w~re lives of ~ulooe'nt 
suspect who came at him -ersone may be 
with an iron bar. ~ndanaered," " 
MORALE LOW _ The;tudy by Jim Fyfe, the 
quebec Cit~ polioo ~.l.d a former pollceman~ showed 
person cangnt' commnnng that in the 13 monmJ before 
an armed holdup was killed the new nolioy 1,051 Now 
..by police ~ a chase in York offlc~ were involved 
me last 1~ monuu. . in 803 shootin~ incidents 
Mni Counolly, presddent o . ' 
the Metro Toronto Police In Philadelphia, the first 
association, and Sups, Ken U.S, city to be token to cot~, 
Scbults, whoheads the police by the federal government 
division that patrols the area over allegatiow of police 
where Johnson was killed, brutality, police i about 
said morale among the 75 clvilkns every year, 
Torunto force's S,000 officers The Chicago police depart. 
is at its lowest ebb in ~ meat reports that 1~ 
yenre. Justifiable homicides were 
" Of- the  It shootings committed by on.duty 
involving police in the last 13 policemen during the last 13 
months, eight men were months. 
killed and a Toronto nollce 
cenmblo died in the ~e of .The U,S. ~ust!co, 
dh,~. nM man and a n~llce ooparunenc is col~ucung 
~un~ta'bl'ew'~rew'~unded'. investigations of police 
~,- , -  -, , ,-~-', =~ =mall brutality in HouSton, Ten,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Memphis, Tenn,,' and Me- competed with major ckisa td , .  Al l  
in the United States but It .m, . . . . .  
must be remembered that Despite the Toronto 
the three U,8, cries listed shootings, Ontario Attorney. 
below are larger than General RoyMcMurtry has 
Torento, Just an Toronto Is rejected a call by Toronto 
18rgar llum the Canadian, aldermen for an independent 
~lflen listed In the survey, civilian review to invaJtlpto 
New York City nollce said complaints ngainst police. 
'Natives sMd ignored 
WINNIPEG (~:') -- & 367 drag end aicoholinm anlo.ng I~tiv~ aredue ,~, 
university rofessor says agencies with programs a~conoz.remtea promemJ, 
funding ~r  alcoholic catering primarily to whites He .said i t~n ' !  toke.."a 
treatment programs in was about $156,000, sreatleapmzaim wren~ze 
Canada may discriminate Programs catering to . that Cana~ls. deei.h~ with.a 
against native people . . . .  natives had a~n ~yerage ma.~or social proolom In 
"We seem to have some., annual budget Of'MT,000:. .. ... nauve slc~ullJm,..~ .. 
kind of a two-class ystem He said the c(kni)/i'is0n'is All one nas to ao is wa~ 
operating en some sort of an indictment of the attitude around the centre of msst 
raelnl aro~ds and it's lust of orovinelai governments Cauaclisn cities and you 
~t'~-l~t," said Dr, An'.~. tower." d nat!v-e, people, .rsa.l~e !t. ~ ~an we find 
Reid, a professor of soc|sl espeelally.m .me West: . . .  l evelsotfunam.8, tor.NrvlcoS 
and preventive medicine at Reid cala ne z ouna mat ~or m~e peop!e.wmcn. ~ e 
University of Manitoba. most of the treatment not ny tar what may memo 
% . . , ,  ..,,v. 
Jl~dy he made of alcoholism provinces and more than organizations are at l in t  
and drug treatment facilities one-third of the penplo using partly blame for the 
in the various provinces, them are natives, situation. Those that started 
,,~ . . . .  , .He  said the findinp fly In. to  push for. treatment 
• "With respect o naUvas, the face of the principle o[ pro~ramswere .oo~ntoany 
the key finding is that t.he equal access to health care governments wmcn prom- 
level of funding IS for all Canadians. lsed a trmtment program 
~substenfislly ower on a per  Reid said rmearch his ,'and then come a c~ with 
capita, per client buds.than shown that me.third of all any,..~0,.000, t l~nkln~ .~s  
it is for whites, by a factor m deaths among native poople wonts agave me WaGeS 
sbout one-half, That's the are due to accidents and' thing," ' . 
on~,flndi~ I'm goi~ to be violence, a far higher Hesaidd.e,v~oI~mento.ftha 
.1~,"  percentage than for whites, ~o.arams man t nave a 
~ d  that the average "It is estimated that snout of keeping pace warn wmm 
level of funding In 1976 for 78par.centofallthoH deaths programs, 
• ' Others asked for food too 
By ALBX BINKLE¥ change of heart ~ .said.he But "the developed 
O'PI'AWA (CP) --  The Eu- hapes it is an mtmnpio f r tne countrlas want a grentor i~lo 
r o p e a n E c o n o m i c rest of the world, for private companies. 
Community and A~tralla 
were uked Thursday to: 
follow the lead of Canada 
i and the United States in 
agreeing to negotiate a new 
internat ional  food-ass 
' ,  convention with developing 
1 countries. 
! The request came from 
i Arturo Tanco, Phillppin~ 
agriculture minister ana 
president of the World Food 
Council which is meeting 
here this week, 
Agriculture Minister John 
Wke announced earlier in 
the week that Canada is 
prepared to negotiate a new 
food-ald convent ion.  
Previously the Canadiar. 
ovemment insisted that a 
d convention be worked 
outinconJanctien with .a new 
in ternat iona l  wneat  
agreement. 
Talks for e new wheat 
agreement ended in 
stalemate last February and 
there is little prospect of a 
resumption of those 
negotiations. That agree- 
ment is to enpire in 19e1 and 
with it a food.aid accord that' 
ensures grain supplies 
during worldwide shertoges, 
Developing countries have 
asked for a separate food.eta 
accord but grain exporting 
i Sonnies hadopponedsuch a 
move. 
But the U.S, agreed earlier 
to a soparut ~. rood.aid accord 
end, '7~tJ ", C&t'mt~/~'a change, 
',':,too said he hopes the 
D, uropeans a~ Australians 
a l ln  .w i l l  .Bgree. 
uurfn8 the morning 
sessions of the council's 
annual meeting, Tanco 
praised Wise for. Canada's 
There is general They also say their 
agreement among the 36 crippled economies cannot 
members of the United afford a much greater 
Nation's agency that food mount of assistance and 
production has to be in- that the wealthy memhan of 
creased in developing; the Organization of the 
co/retries so there is less Petroleum Exporting Court- 
reliance on food from tries (OPEC)shouldplaya 
developed countries, • larger ole. 
But there is a wide diver- The disagreements will 
genceofoplniousonhowthat likely surface again today 
should be accomplished, when the delegates meet for 
Many developing countries the final session. 
want assistance plans 
worked out between TOBACCO SPENDING 
governments or in- BIG 
ternational gencies to keep In 19/7, U.S. consumers 
out mul t inat iona l  spent $1e.s bfllton on tobacce 
companies, products. _ 
GORREGTION 
• In the Tuesday, September 4 edit ion of the 
Dal ly  Herald the Regular List Price of the 
R,.~I Mechanic 's  Chest and Drawers in the K 
mart  ~ . ' "  " ; :ys ad on page 9 is Incorrect. 
It  reads $1.27 and should read $94.77 
The Da l ly  Hei'ald regrets any In. 
convenience this may have caused to K 
mart  and its customers. 
*1 
Herald, Friday, September 7, lYRP, II~le..11 
I 
FOR NEWS 
HOT OFF 
THE 
PRESS. 
/ '  
o~1 " 
~',iG 
3 ~ 4 
Get it ,n.allt "'" 'he 
8 i'i*y hz, old 
News of your community...your country...domestic 
and foreign affairs. Everybody"fr()'m-}he housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial .world. Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
ffntertainment in special features, comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
I tail 635-6357L. 
daily herald 
P=~e 1~, Tho Huvold, Friday, September 7, 1979 
"ff  . - -1  
m 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words Or less $2.00 per In. 
Sertlon. Over 20 words S cents 
per word. 
3 or mere consecutive InSertions 
SI.S0 per Inser tlon. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged tar 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Mint be made before second 
[mlertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
Sl.7S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents pur agute line. 
Minimum charge ~.00 per In. 
Sertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTiSiNG: 
$3.~0 per column Inch. 
BU51NESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per llne per month. 
O~ a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY. 
4:(:0 p.m. ~ days prior to 
publlcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
at publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other thin 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
5orvlce charge of $5.00 an ell 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
fin charge provided news sub. 
mltted wlthln one month. 15,00 
production charge for weddlng 
and.or en0agement plctures. 
News of waddings (write.ups) 
received and month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sub act to 
condensation. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births S.00 
Engagements S.50 
&~lrriages 5,50 
Deaths 5.00 
Funerals S.00 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices S.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertlslng Dept. 
[ . . . .  ' " ' '  ........... ............. ' . .. .. .! ii i i ............................. i .. .. .. iiiii! ' . .. ... .   !ii iii! i i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  . . .  , i iii i i! iiii  l  ' .. . .. ..... i ..................................................... 'iii! i iiii!ii, .. .. .. .. .. . ..... i iiiil  iiii ! iiiiiiiiii , , ................................................. .   ii!iiiiiiii i il 0 . . . . .  . . i i; ili  i,  .. ............... 
SKEENA HEALTHUNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.4307 
CHILD HEALTH CON• 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:38.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held et Thornhlll E!em., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1230 . 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslfters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By eppolntment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details end 
roglstreflon. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
end RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
• 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: st Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 42/~ - 5 yrs. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Elf active 
October I, !t7| 
Slngle Copy 20(: 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
6y Carder year 33.00 
BY Mall 3 me. 15.o0 
BY Mall 6mth 25.00 
BY Mail year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
Be'Irish Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55,00 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & Dis~rlct 
Phone 635.63S7 
Klflmet ~- Dlstrlct 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under approprlato 
headings end to set rates 
therefore and to det~mlne page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, atilt, classify or relect 
any advertisement snd to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum psld 
for the advertisement end box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
structlons notplcked up wlthln 10 
days at expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless malllng Instructions are 
received. ThoSe answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send orlulnels of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertiSements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of tallure to pul~lsh an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the sd. 
vertisement ss published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertlssr for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the pertlon 
of the advertlslng space occupied 
by the Incorrect or Deified Item 
only, and that there shell be no 
lab lily to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
AdvertiSements must comply 
with the British Columbla 
Human Rights Act which 
Cl~lOhlblts any advertising that 
scrlmlnates against any 
person becsuse of his .race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place of orIotn, or 
because his age is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
is justified by a bone fide 
requirement for the work In. 
valved. 
13. ' 
PERSONAL 
OVEREATERS Do you feel you have e 
ANONYMOUS drlnklng problem? There Is 
m~ts  Wednesday at 8 p.m. help 
at St. Matthew's Anglican Avallablal 
Church basement. Phone Phone635.5636 
435,-442}' after 6:30 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymoog 
MEETINGS: 
'PREGNANT?' Man. 8:3 R B~m ~9/ t~ 
N E E D H E L P? Church. " . ' '  *'" :~:~!::,~ ';: ".;:;~i~ '
Call Birthr ight for an Man. 8 p.m. - Alanon . 
.a l ternat ive to abortion. Skeena Health Unit. 635.9196. 
Phone 632-4t02 anytime. Thurs. or set. 8:3Op.m. MIIIs Assessment and guidance 
Room 233, Hechako Centre. Memorial Hospltah fo r  vocational and soclal 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMDER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
S~,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, Septembor 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
~,000 Bingo, 
For more !nformatlon 
~.~lono: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VIG 1M4 
635-~90& 
Weight Watchers meeting 
h~ld every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox Unlteq Church 
Holh 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Repo Relief 
Abortion Counselllng 
& Crlsls Llne for 
Women 
25. i PROPERT¥ ~ 
. . . .  FOR RE~NT WANTED DONATIUNS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used plecea of 
furniture, also any dlscar.ded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
C~II us et 635-2238 between 
oa.m. and ~ p.m. We will try 
to nlake errengements for 
pickup. 
Kltlmet A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmet: telephone 
632.3/13. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 0:38 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meatloge 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Mestlngs 8:30 
p.m. Skeene Health Unit, 
Kiflmet General Hcepltal. 
At.Anon Mestlnge - Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. Unltsd .Church.' 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
' THRIFT SHOP 
MIIIs~M~m0~Jel Hospital 
Aux l l l a~ .v~oQId appreciate 
any do~atl0ng of good, clean 
c lothl~l~ Eny household 
Item|,~,.ti~y¢" etc~ for their 
Thrlft*~:S.N()p~ For pickup 
service phone 635.S320 or 635. 
$233, or leave Oonatlons et 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelie 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank "you. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelee - 635.3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m.-  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
• Carol 6.15.$136. i ~ 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
Terrace Litt le Theatre 
welcomes new faces. If you 
are et ell Interested In any 
aspect of theatre --  scene 
painting, sot design, acting, 
ccetumlng, stage make-up, 
IIJhtlng, play reading - -  
we'll be d~ll0hted to eae you 
at Terrace Little Theatre, 
3625 Kalum St. on M~dey,  
Sept. 10, 1979. 
Business Mcetlng: 7230 p.m. 
Retreshments & Seclah 11250 
p.m. (nc-10S) 
A 10 week dog obedience REGISTRATION: OPPORTUNITY Piano for Sale. Ph 63.5.3382. Urgently wanted to  buy. A 
(pre.klndergerten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ep: 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Publlc health Inspectors cen 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such es food 
polsonln0s and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held et 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638;1~55). The audiologist 
will" .do hearing teats on 
referral by tomlly doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LUNG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tah 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. ' 
A ~t~I"U HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 i.azelle Ave. Tel. 
rehebl l l tat lon done by 
consultant. 
CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held Oct. 2,1 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltes School Gym. 
(nc-240) 
Year of the Child 
BANQUET 
& DANCE 
Sept. 22 • Manuel's Banquet 
Re. In aid of Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 
Cocktails, Refreshments • 7 
p.m. Dinner • 8 p.m. 
Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Dsnclng to 
fol low- Jim Ryan's Dance 
Band. 
$15 Single - -  $30 Couple 
To reserve a table call 635- 
4216. (nc-21S) 
Women's Night OUt presents 
"A  Look at Nutr i t ion".  
Speakers from Northern 
DeLights and Skeerm Health 
Unit. Thurs., Sept. 6 et 7:30 
p.m. 4711 Lazelle Ave. 635. 
5145. (no6S) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc-16N) 
The Pacific Northwest Musl¢ 
Festival's first nesting for 
the fell will 1eke place et 8:30 
p.m. on Sept. 11 at 4741 Loan 
Ave., Terrace. All persons 
Interested In attending will 
be more than welcome. (no. 
11S) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
~.~et every Tuesday night at 
B In Lee Skeena Health Unit, 
For more Information phone 
6.15-3747 or 635-3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
.,~ s~p~r)rt service for women 
~711 Lezelle Ave. 
63S.514S 
Drop In: Monday to Friday 
-- 9 a.m. to 4p.m. 
• ~n Thursday evenings - -  
7:30 o.m. to 10 p.m. 
CANADIAN CANCER 
SUCI ETY 
An organizational meeting 
will be held for ell those 
Interested In voluntearlng 
their time. 
Locat ion :  Nor thwest  
Community College 
Date: September 10 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Place: Room 103 (nc-10S) 
course for beginners wlll be 
held commencing Sept. 9 et 2 
p.m. st Thornhlll Comm. 
Center. Experienced han- 
dlers will be conducting the 
course with proceeds to go to 
the 'Skeene Guides and 
Brownies. For further In- 
Terrace Figure Skating" Club 
will be holding registration. 
Sept. 7, 1979 - 7 p;m. to 9 p.m. 
Sept. 8, 1979 - 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
In the Concourse of the 
Arena. There will also be a 
skate exchange, sale of TFS 
Cookbooks, club badges, 
formation please call Chris skates and sweaters. For 
at 635.2750 or Nalda at 635. more Information call 635. 
6724. (nc•7S) 5338. (nc-7S) 
ANNOUNCEMENT B.C. Old Penslohers Tea & 
The Catholic Women's Bazaar will be held Sat., 
League of Terrace will be Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
holding Its first fell general Arena Banquet Rm. from 
meeting In the Catholic h38 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
Church Meeting Room on 2N) 
8.  :,CARD OF 
,,. THANKS 
Wad. Sept. 12,1979, after 7:30 
p.m.Mass. All members and 
Interested women are car. 
dle!ly Invited to attend. (nc- 
12S) 
SINGING CLASSES 
The family of Bill Quan- 
strom wlsh to extend their 
warmest gratitude to his 
Children's singing (:lessee many friends and colleagues 
.forhoysendglr ls9yearsend for the help and en• 
over will begin Sept. 17. couragement given during 
Students are prepared fo r  his stay In hospital andthelr 
festivals, examinations, "end sympathy and kindness to us 
careers In singing. For In- since his passing. 
formation, call Joan 
Spencer, A.R.C.T., at 635- 
3382. (nc-165) 
OPEN HOUSE 
The official opening of the 
new premtses of the 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
will take place Sept. 15 at 2 
p.m. at ,1711 Lazelle Avenue. 
Mayor Maroney wlll of- 
f lclate at the openlng 
ceremony. Dlrectore of the 
Soclety and Prelect 
Managers wlll be on hand to 
answ~., any questions. 
Refreshments will be  ser- 
ved. 
The week of Sept. 16 has 
been proclaimed Community 
Services Week In honour of 
this occasion. Support YOUR 
community and become a 
member of the Terrace & 
Distr ict Community Set. 
vices Society. For more 
Information please call 635. 
3178. (nc-16S) 
Showing presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exot ic" ,  e prize.winning 
display of see life of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature and its pleasing 
and esfheftcal aspect should 
not miss this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Special thanks to Rev. M. 
Fowler, John Wenger, 
Dolores Davis and all Bill's 
co.workers. 
• Harry and Grace Quan- 
strata, Glen and Karen 
Carter, Janlce Froose. (pl- 
7S) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGHMENTend SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor- 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart  - 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley, 
635.5172. (~ctfn-4.9-79) 
Would l ike to meet In- 
te l l lg~t  lady 40.50 years old. 
, Preferably toecher or nurse. 
WIll take care to the best of 
my abilities. Ph 635.2817. 
(~.135) 
Swlngllme News 
Dances, ads, for swingers In 
B.C. Est. 1969. $4.00 current 
Museum hours: 12-Sexcept issue or free details. C.Y. 
Sundays. (nc-28S) '.~ ~ Club P.O. Box '2410 New 
Westmlnstor, B.C. V3L SBB~ 
Gymnastics registration for (p20-7S) 
Saturday .  morn ing  
Apartment In Terrace 
requires a Building 
Superintendent Manager to 
look after the operations end 
maintenance of a new 21 unit 
apar tment .  Apar tment  
rentals commence ap- 
proximately Nov. I, 1979 and 
the parson must be available 
for Inquiries no later than 
Sept. 30, 1979. Ideal op- 
portunity for retired person 
or keen moonlighter. Apply 
In writing to: 
Lakelse Development Ltd. 
,1711 Loon Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 17.6 
(c5-12S) 
TEXAS OIL COMPANY 
urgently needs Individual 
over 40 for protected In- 
dustrial sales territory. No 
relocation. AAA-1 f i rm 
established since 1933. 
Liberal commissions end 
bonus. Opportunity for 
advancement. For personal 
Interview, write R.C. Teeh 
Southwestern Petroleum 
Corporation, Box 789, Fort 
Worth, Tx. 76101. (a3. 
6,7,105) 
Local bank has opening for 
branch clerk. Must have 
aptitude for figures and 45 
wpm minimum typing. 
Contact Jean et 635.6391. 
(C5.12S) 
Join my creative Circle 
team. Our beautiful craft 
kits are fun to demonstrate 
'and easy to sell. Generous 
commtsslon. I need people In 
the Terrece.Kltlmst area. 
Manager positions available. 
Write Lydia Ksnla, Wlnlow, 
B.C. V0G 2J0 (96.125) 
Fully qualified motorcycle 
and snomob.lle mechanic 
required. Medical end dental 
plan. Ext. working cond. 
Write Box 1221, DO Terrace 
Dally Herald, 3212 Kelum St. 
(c5.11S) 
One sten0greph~-: ~5o0' to 
start. Apply In'* ~erion to 
Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce and ask for Mr. 
Barton. (c,l-7S) 
Small Logging Contractor to 
skid, buck and load and haul 
logs one mile to mill. Con. 
tact: Tay•fer Legging Ltd., 
General Del ivery, tsklut, 
B.C. V0J 1K0. (p~10p):~, 
Immediate openings for 
homemakers. Apply at 
Ter race  Homemakers  
Services - 4711 Lazelle Ave. 
recreational program will be COLLIER EXCAVATING Please call 
held on Sept. 8 from 1 to 4 pm 
In the Skeona Mall. Fees ere 
$10 par child for Sept.•Dec. 
session. Ages 4 to 15 are 
welcome. Registration Is 
limited, so please register 
early. (no7S) 
The Baha'ts of Terrace are 
hevlng e picnic meeting at 
Kleanze Creek Park on 
Sunday, Sept. 9 st 1 p.m. 
Phone 638•1319. (no7S) 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Qlrlstlan Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 
Thursday, September 20 at 
7:30 p.m. (nc-20S) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Set., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munrce St. (nc.10N) 
Terrace Homemakers  
Services to have orientation 
course offered In October (no 
charge). Dates to be an- 
nounced. All Interested 
persons end prospective 
homemakers please call 625• 
5138 to register end confirm 
your Interest. (nc-28S) 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxi l iary THRIFT SHOP 
BAG SALE. All Clothes and 
accessories In a grocery bag. 
for SHOO. Sat., Sept. 8from 11 
e.m. to 4 p.m. on Lazelle 
Ave., east of SpeeDee 
Printers, across from 
Manuel 's  Restaurant .  
~Empty bags appreciated. 
' (nc-7S) 
FALL CERAMIC CLASSES 
Start Sept. 17, 1979. Please 
regtster now. Address: 44*4 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace or 
I~one 635.9393. (nc-17S) 
Terrace Five Pin Bowling 
Association annual fall 
meeting • Elks Hall - -  Sun., 
Sept. 9 - $ p.m. All bowlers 
please at~md. (nc•7S) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
635-5135. Ap• 
pllcants must be mature, 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 6~.S340 after 6, (em- 
10.08•79) 
F ILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
63.1.7249 
(em.4-07•79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime ' 
(am-6-6.79) 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock, Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
6~•~29 
(am-6.6•79) 
rel iable, trustworthy and 
have e pleasing personality. 
Job related ski l ls,  valuable 
asset.• (c10.11S) 
Part time help required for 
egg grading plant. Starting 
wage Is S3.85 per hr. Must 
have own transportat ion. 
Phone 638•!706 after 6 p.m. 
(c5.11S) 
Contractor avai lable for 
smell remodell ing end 
construction lobs. Phone 635• 
3261. (c5.125) 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 635-6454 or 635-6757. 
(ctfn.I)4.09.79) 
Will do babysitting In my 
home, References available, 
Phone 635•7457. (pS-BS) 
One gold earring lost Friday 
night downtown. Circle on 
stud. Sentimental value. 
Reward offered. Ph. 638. 
8396. (p5.12S) 
For Rent: 120'x80' serviced 
lot for e mobile home. 
Fenced on Copper River 
Road In Copperslde Estates. 
Reasonable rent. Phone 845. 
7,567. (c4.105_).__ . . . .  
USED 
Meals on Wheels Services ORGAN SPECIALS 
require volunteer drivers. Come In and see our ealec. 
tlon at TIIIIcum Keyboards, 
Anyone Interested pleeee 4722 Lakelse Ave.or ph. 638. 
call Homemakers Services ~163. (c5.10S) 
et 635.5135. (nc-13S) 
Permanent Part Time Clerk 
I I I ,  Business Office. 2 years 
previous bookkeeping ex- 
perience requlr~KI. H.E.U. ~ • 
collective agreement In Viking frldge & stork, t3(X). 
effect. Apply to Personnel Ph 635.3211 after 5 pro. (c5. 
Director, Mil ls Memorial  14S) 
Holplteh 4/20 Hnugland 
Street, Terrace, B.C. VIIG One eet of bunk beds. Sl00 
2W7. (e4.2g,31,4,TS) FIRM. Ph. 635-6667. (c3-1OS) 
(p5-13S) female Pekinese puppy. Ph.. 
635-5543. (p3.75) 
FOR SALE 
30" electric stove. ~Rotleslere To give away: a beautiful 4 
and broi ler.  Like new. month old female k i t ten.  
Please call Grey and white, well trained 
790.2438 and affecftonete. Also comes 
fnc•stf) with 2 weeks food and klfly 
lifter utensils. Call Ed at 635. 
5417. (nc.sff) 
Seturdsy, Sept. 8 at 10 a .m.  
4738 Loen Ave. Large 
selection from four houses. 200 plus acres with mite or 
(c2•75) more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Corruesl, 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1G0. (c20-20) 
GL 1000.Exc.condlflon. New WANTED TO PURCHASE: 
tires. Phone 635.2154 or 635. (BCRIC) B.C. Resources 
7144. (stf.nc) Investment CorpDratlon 
shares. Please phone 635. 
1970 Triumph. Rebuilt. New 4226. Apt. 105 Cedar Grove, 
paint. 650 cc. Phone 638-1241 4530 Scott Ave. (c28-7S) 
after 3 pm. (C5.13S) 
WANTED TO BUY- -  old car 
1976 Yamaha 400. Rebuilt. end truck and cat batteries. 
Best offer takes. Ph 635.2771. Top price paid. Will Flck up. 
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20- 
(pl-7S) 40) 
Harley Davldsen 45 cu. In. LEEvlog fo~ Vancouver Sept. 
motor. Rigid frame. Needs 10,1979. Would like person to 
work. Asking S650. Ph. 638. share gag and expaneas on 
1493. (p5.11S) tr ip.  Phone 63S-3172 and 
leave message. (P3-7S) 
I 
Sensul AU-717 amp, M~t  J 
1 = ~ ~ P O T ~ C ~ X  ~ 
° b 
sell. SR•638 turntable. TWo" I Buy"- ~11 - Trade 
SP-Xe000 speakers. Larg'~ I :~ " ) : ' :  " : " '  
quantity of records, t.0t 11Q'. iWe .bt~t;,gold rings and 
Woodland Heights Trailer ~ Ilewell~v,.T.V,.'e working 
Park. (p5.13S) Jar not working. 
i 
....... J Gunsmlthleg 
CASH I Quality work guerEntsed 
Am purchasing BCRIC Icash paid for anything of 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also value. 
selling Suzuki dirt bike. US• 
100. 1979 model. Practically QUEENSWAY ! 
new. Ph 635.4226. (c20.50) TRADING 
25-  18 month old laying 3215 Ketum el. 
Leghorn chickens. S1.50 Ph.634-1613 
e , rh ,3--,o, (pl,S I , . ,  
Lot f()r " Id le In Copper:  . .  
Mountain. Electric heaterg 
10 feet long. Brand new 
flourescont lights 4 feet long 
end 2 feet long. Also lots 
more items. Ph 635.4041. 16 ft. aluminum boat and 
(p3.7,11,13S) t ra i ler  In A.1 condition. 
Reliable 40 HP Johnson 
1977 Yamaha YZ280. Llka motor with electric etert and 
new IS00. 100 lb. propane fuel tank. Firm S2500. For 
ta~nk $30. SV2 HP Johnson more Information call 6M- 
outboard with tank $300. Ph 1413 after 5:30 pm (p5.11S) 
: 635.7869, (p2-10Sf i'~ ~ ..... :~ """ 
17~ ft. K&C glesscrEft soft- 
Looking for Furniture? top. Deep V hull. 120 OMC 
Try the Terreca Auction Inhoerd-outbuerd & trailer. 
Mart Sales Floor. New & $5,000060.635-9502. (c5.7S) 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
and sell. Call the Terrace trailer with or without power 
Auction Mart, 4434 Lakeles winch. Designed to have 25 
Ave. 635.5172. (cffn•7.9.79) ft. boat. Phone 635.4777. 
(ctfn-4-9-79) 
For Sale: four 10x15 in. tires 
on white spoke rims. Fits 
ton. 18 hole. First 1300 takes. 
300 gal. fuel tank - S150. 
Small tandem axle trailer One 19711 DS Cat. Double 
with lights End lift Jack - angle flit, all wuther  CAt 
S300. Phone 63S-3S48. (cS- cab. Cargo free elXx)l winch 
11S) and arch. Contact Tay.fer 
LOGging LM. ,  Gee. I)111., 
Good eating and cooking Igku!t, B.C. VOJ IKO. (pS- 
apples for sale. Ph. 635.2748 10S) 
or call In at 4915 McOeak. 
(p2-7S) 1971 Mamy Fergueon froM' 
. . . . .  and loader. Comes with I and .L 
Yamsha C'A.100@ Amp and 1-3 cu. yd. bucket and Wldco 
Yamaha HP,1 hoedphones, log grapple and chains. 
Dual1219,turntsb!e, Pioneer Asking S7,500. Phone after d 
8 t rack ,  recorder, Pioneer pm 638.1628. (p10.14S) i 
tuner, JBL .Century 
speakers, 300 to 480 records 1958 HD4G AIIle.Chelmers 
and tapes. Phone 842.5922. track loader c.w lW yd. 
bucket blade, forks & winch. 
(pS•TS) $10,500 firm. 1941 Loraln 
Crane on rubber. 3 & 6 cyl. 
2 snow machines. Very good GM diesels. 6x24 Crescent 
condition. 400 cc Polaris 300 planer mill. Phone 63S-$370 
cc Sklrole with • double or 635.7950 Eftsr 6 pro. (pS- 
Inside t ra i ler  with 13" 12S) 
wheels. -Ph. 635.3930. (pSi: • 
11S) 
For Sale: truck canopy, 3 ;. 
camper lacks, 1 camper 
cushion, 1 snow skimmer, 1 1 BR for rent. Furntshnd. 
camper window 16"x45". Useof the rest of house. Ph, 
Mens size 10 ski boots. Merle 635.2817. (c5-13S) 
size 8 Bauer Supreme hockey " 48, SUITES L skates. Phone 635-50SS after 
4:so (p5.11s) FOR RENT 
Creosote tlmbore, enough to ~ i 
build well and roof structure 
for 5000 eq. ft. ghop. Cedar KEYSTONE COURT 
bulldlng logs for up to 1500 APARTMENTS 
~.  ft~ house. Phone 635.,4370 
or 635.7950 after 6 pm (p5- Office No. 2 • 4603 Scoff. 
12SI One, two and three 
bedroom apar tments .  
Laundry & storage am.  
|Near schools and dov~.l 
~town. Clean, qu)et,l[ 
HALL RENTALS ..... ~peclous, security k)ckup| 
land petrol.  Fuli .t lme~ 
Uddtsl low, Ha l l .  322~1 Jmanagor~4(~ca .  : !  
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 6,15-2794 or l(ctf.f) ' !  
635.SM1 fam.l-8.79.Tu, Fr) 
Tile . :  B.C. Housing 
Management Is taking ap. 
p!icatlons for ac.- 
commodatlon at the 
'Willm~s', 3404 Kalum Street 
for bachelor and I bedroom 
apartmonh~. A rent sup. 
plement Is available 
depending on Income. 
Interested. parsons over 
the age of 55 or single per. 
I~xls In Receipt of Gain for 
the Handicapped may obtain 
eppllceftons at No. 103. 3404 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
or by mall to: P.O. Box 310, 
Prlnce Rupert, B.C. VaJ 3P9. 
Phone Inquiries collect to 
627.7501. (affn.Fr.~4.0e-79) 
NILLSlDE LODES 
4450 klffle Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
~ousekeaptng units, con- 
hrelly located. Fully fur. 
Mshed. Reasonable rates 
)y day or week. Non. 
Irlnkers only. Phone i,l.S. 
~11. (off.f) 
R~dlrement or recreational 
homo on Vancouver Island 
near Bowler. W acre ocean 
view lot, fully landscaped. 5 
yr. old house, 1750 ~.  ft. 
living space. 2 bathrooms, 2 
flreplecm, 3 bdrml., W-W 
carpeting, carport and 
outbulldlngl. Mild climate, 
good fishing. "Price 1.55,000. 
For more Information call 
635-7915 after 6. (¢S-7S) . 
Small 3 Ixirm. house on 
75x300 lot. Greenhouse, 
cedar root collar and steel 
storage shed. Drilled well. 
For more Information or 
appalntmlmt Io.'.vlaw ~ pile; 
ph~e ~s.7610: ~c2~U) ~" ' 
1974 three Ixlrm. Knight 
modular home situated on I~ 
acre landscaped lot an 
Coplx~lde Subdivision. Has 
Vegetab le  garden ,  
grmmheuee, omokehouse & 
shed. Excall~mt condition. 
Please call after S p.m. 635. 
3014. (p10.13S) 
3: bdrm. home for sale on 
I~)rge lot 70x210. For rnQre 
I~lformatlon. please cell 638-" 
8141 and ask for .Rene or 
leave message. (ctfn.5.9.79) 
For Sale: 1056 sq. ft. 3 Ixlrm. 
house on V~ acre of land In 
Thornhlll. Partially finished 
basement w.addltlonal 
bedroom. Large sundeck & 
carport. Ph. 635.3295 for 
appelntmemt 1o view. (p3- 
7S) 
3 DR home ..~vlth..full 
basement on large lot. 
70x220'. Large kitchen. 
Ample wall to wall car- 
l:etlng. Full prlce 142,030. Ph 
635-9530. (pl0*20S) 
S BR house. Den, recreation 
room. Fireplace. Ph after 6 
PM625-3811 or 635-7502. (p5- 
135) 
FOR SALE 
BY OWN E R 
Quality 3 Ixlrm. home on 3 
secluded acres at 
Huck leberry  Lane, 
Woodland Park. 1136 sq. ft., 
oll heat. 2 fireplaces, 
hoatllator, sauna, carport, 
drilled well. Reliable, 
tested water supply. School 
bus. Drapes and ap- 
pllencas. Priced well below 
appraised value. Phone 
631-8314 (after 6 p.m.) 
i(clfn-Tu, Fr*09-,) 
WANTED 
TO RENT 
g or 3 bdrm. house with 
basement and fireplace 
preferred. Must be clean 
with 1 or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Williams at 567. 
4191 cofloct. (c20-2SS) 
Young responalble non. 
smoking couple le now 
seeking I place of residence, 
proferrably near Com. 
monlty College area. Not too 
big, but private. Phone Jesse 
at 431-1403, (pS-l~) 
WANTED TO RENT: Single 
businessmen required ec. 
commodatlon (furnished or 
unfurnllhnd) Immediately In 
Terrace area. Phone Crelg 
at 635.6231 or 635-~151 (no. 
373 evenings). (c6-14S) 
I 
WANTED 
A home for me end m,/ 
horse. Willing to help you 
plus PaY room & board. 
Terrlco.Kltlmat area. For 
furlher Information: 
m41/ /  
(clO.1|s) 
House with garage required 
as soon as pa~lble by couple 
with no children or .pats. 
References available. Phone 
~8-1g03. (¢tfn.4-9-79) 
We are a young responsible 
family of 4raking to rent a 3 
Ixlrm. home In town by Nay. 
1. Please call 638-1039 or 63,5. 
4694 anytime. (p10-14S) 
For Rent: 900 ~!. ft. on ~d 
floor. Air conditioned. 
Looeted at 4623 Lakelco Ave. 
Phone 635.2552. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
Ulflco space for rent -- 903 
El. ft. of air conditioned 
main floor offlc~ space. 
Separate street level on- 
france. Four yr. old building. 
Exc. downtown location, off 
street parking. Ph Mrs. 
Simpson 635.6595 8 am.4:30 
pro. (¢ffn-4-9-79) 
Warehouse or rnanufac- 
turlng space available Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtown location. Phone 
635-7e40. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
165 sci. ft. on 2ncl floor. 5200 
par month Includes heat and 
light. Phone 638.8195. (c- 
3h4,7,11,14S) 
I acre corner lot on 
pavement. Close to'schools. 
With 2 bdrm. house and shop 
plUS 4 rental units. 2 big 
gardens and lawn. Mostly all 
furnllhed..Plrlcad to sell. 
Phone 625.369e anytime after 
Spin (p10.14S) 
S acre farmeffe In' town. 
Ideal.for horse lovers. Barn, 
paddock, riding ring, 
pasture. 2 Ixlrm. basement 
home. Ideal holding 
IX~party. Phone 631-8480 for 
appointment to view. (c20- 
1~S) 
For Sale -- Old Remo. 1.2 
acre partially cleared lot. 
Nicely Weed. Creek fron- 
tage. Good ftshlng. Exc soil. 
Asking S10,000.635.2485 after 
pro. (c5.13S) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, 6.C., I 
mile-off- Hwy~ 16. Llghtl~ 
Weed. IS tulles from 
Houston. 2 tulles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
~nd 3 bdrm. trailer. A~klng 
151,500. For more In- 
h~'matlon contact: 
G.W. Glbson 
P.O. Box 148 
Toplay, B.C. 
or 
C,F. Glb~n 
Terrace, B.C. 
135-3tTS 
nc.sff) 
distributor (business or 
Individual) to merchandise a
high qualily reputable, built 
In vacuum system --for new 
Or existing homes, offices, 
businesses etc. in this area. 
Excel lent returns on 
minimum investments. 
Company repremmtatlve will 
be conducting Interviews the 
weak ~f Sept. 10. For further 
Into write or phone Beam of 
B.C. I09-20560 No. 10 Bypass, 
Langley, B.C. V3A6Ka. (604) 
530-2335. (e3-7S) 
plant, gifts & craft store 
located In downtown shop- 
ping centre in Prince 
Rupert. Good family 
business with exc. future 
petontial. Apply In writing: 
355 - 500 West 2nd Ave., 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VOJ 3T6. 
(c10-20S) 
'WHY SHOULD YOU 
BE INTERESTED IN 
A CAREER IN 
WELDING SALES?" 
We are one of the most 
successful Industrial cor- 
porations In North America, 
and we sell the finest weldlr t
products available In the 
maintenance field. We hove 
a unique opportunity for a 
successful sales pro or a 
welder with a sincere desire 
to enter the highly paid In- 
dustrial sales field. 
WE OFFER: 
high 5 figure salary 
first year Income potential 
extensive training while on a 
draw 
protected territory 
Family Assistance Program 
Few careers offer the 
challenge end Income of 
welding soles; Investigate 
the fastest growing welding 
alloy company ;n the In- 
dultry. Call co•act 
Murray Jones 
(604) m.TO~O 
Sept. 10th, 11th, 12111 
9A.M.-5 P.M. 
(a3.11S) 
J 1 ~ ~ ~ Ministry el 
• STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
• by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
ContracfST 1031.9.5 JS & 
CR Located Usk Ranger 
District Terrace Humber of 
hectares" 6.7 Viewing dale 
September 10, 1979, leavlng 
Ranger Station at 9 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract Is : mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 1:30 p.m. Sept. 18, 
1979. 
Tenders must. be sub- 
miffed on the form and Ip the 
envelopes supplied which, 
wlth particulars, may be 
obtained frown the Forest 
Ranger(S) Indlcated, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prlnce 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
wlll not neceltsarlly be ec- 
1971 Chevy Nova for sale. In 
good running cond. Ph 635- 
4246. (c3-7S) 
1969 Cortlne S100. as Is. Ph 
632.3460. (c5-11S) 
'67 Beaumont. Needs some 
work but have parts. Best 
offer. Alsoone harvest gold 
frldga In exc. cond. Ph 635. 
5044. (c3-1S) 
For Sale: 1973 Pontiac 
Venture. 61,030 miles. $1800. 
Ph 638-1884. (p3.7S) 
1975 Honda CIv!c Hatchback 
In Immaculate condition end 
loaded with extras. AM.FM 
radio, e track, roof rack, roof 
console clock radial fires. 
Plusl Plusll Get excellent 
;laS mileage. Phone after 5 
pm 638.1449. (p5.7S) 
1970 2.dr. Datsun 4 opd.. S250 
FIRM. Phone 635.2154 or635. 
7144. Ask for Mike. (cffn.sff) 
Reasonably priced 1975 Ford 
Van, 351 motor, power 
steering, power brakes, 
partially camparlzed. Phone 
635.4661 after 5 pro. (p3.11S) 
For Sale: 1972 Dedgo Colt, 4 
door, automatic, good 
condition. $1250 OBO. Phone 
635.2643. 
For Sale: 'Royal' desk 
typewriter, $65. 24" electric 
range, $50. Air cargo pet 
For Sale: 1969 Chevelle. 
Goodyear fires on CDN rims. 
New shocks & clutch. 11 and 
1 pistons. 650 Holley corb. 
Many more extras. Call 630- 
1427 or 635.5600. (p10.13S) 
1962 Ford Falcon 2 dr. HT, 
auto, runs well. First S200 
takes It. Phone 638.1916 or 
view at 4645 Corlbeu, Cop. 
perslde Eatotes. (c5.7S) 
cage, all chrome, 22'x22'x36" 
$20. For Sale: I bedroom 1972 GMC 4x4. 350 motor, 
house, w-full basement, auto, warn hubs. New rear 
partlally furnlshed. Located end. New palnt, 2 sets of fires 
on a large corner tot on Loan clean. 1942 Wlllys Jeep 4x4. 
& Monroe. S25,030 firm.' For Wlnch, new top, new springs 
more into call 635.2643. (p2- & paint. Clean, spare parts. 
Ph 635.7869. (p2-10S), 
7, "S) 
1956 Chevy Belalr wagon. For Sale 1977 Dodge Club 
RebuuIIt vg. 3 speed on the cab 4~c4. )7,000 kilometers. =/4 
floor.Bodylngoedcondiflon, ton. Ph 638.8443. (c20.10) 
Needs restoration. $900. Ph 1975 GMC =/, ton PU~ 454 
635.6903 in evenings. (p3. motor, auto, PS, PB, flit 
11S) 
1977 Honda Civic for sale. 
• Fairly good condition. Good 
rubber. Open to best offer. 
Phone 635.380~.. (p5.7S) 
1972 Datsun St. W. Summer 
& winter fires. AM.FM 
radio. Phone 635-5749. (p6- 
7S) 
1974 Datsun 710. 4 new tires 
(winter) and 3 spares. A-1 
shape. $1,200 aBe. Can be 
seen at 3967 Paquette Ave. or 
phone 635.9476. (p5.7S) 
New 1979 Mazda RX7 Red 
racing car with black and 
orange ' trim. Factory 
removable sun roof end wind 
deflector five meg 
aluminum wheels. 5 road 
hazard warranty radial 
tires. Automatic tree- 
• smlsslon. Console 3 spd. 
Special scoop trim on front, 
speller shadow rear hat- 
chbeck window. Opera rear 
corner side glass trim. 
Stripes etc. Rates 30 mpg 
highway with 5 year 80,450 
kilometer warranty yours 
for $14,000. Phone business 
635-6571 or write Box 354, 
Terrace, B.C..V8G 4B1. (p6- 
5,7,10,12,14,17S) 
steering, camper special. 
Plus extra H.D. springs and 
shocks. Excellent runnlng 
condition. Phone 635.5300 or 
635.6718. (p5.7S) 
1975 Fo;'d F250 4x4 350 V8. 
PS, PB complete wlth 
canopy, 23. channel 8 track 
tape player. Evenings please 
• cell 635.7517. (~fn.4-9.79) 
1978 GMC baby dual PUI 
Low gas tulle•go. Camper 
speclal. 197S Named 5th 
wheel travel trailer, 32'. 
Wlnt~Ized. In good con. 
dltlon. Send Inqulrles to Box 
1220, c.o Dally Herald, 3213 
Kalum St., Terrace, D.C. 
VaG 4B4. (p5-7S) 
• 1975 GMC customized van. 
P.S., .P.B., lots of exh'as. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclehKI. Phone 6354154 or 
635.7144. CUstom Interior and 
exterior paint Job. Ask for 
Mike. (nc.stf) 
1965 Chev 3 ton flatdack, new 
327 motor - $4500. Phone 635. 
5370 or 635.7950 after 6 pro.. 
(p5.12S) 
i 
1974 Dodge I ton. Adveh~ure 
club cab. Completely r.bbllt 
4 spd., 403 motor, g,000 miles 
on rebuilt motor, new clutch 
and pressure pipe. Phone 
after.3 pm 638-1241. (c5.7S) 
1971 Intornatlon~,l Scout with 
hydraulic system and snow 
blade. Asking $3200. Also 
• 1971 Toyota CoronaMark II 4 
door. Good cond. $1,100. Ph 
635.5043. (p3.10S) 
lore 
olassifleds 
pale 11 
MUSHROOM PIOKERS 
NEEDED!! 
Pine mushrooms are abundant In the Terrace - Kltlmat 
• Hazelton area and can be worth $3. $7.50 per lb. for 
youl .Anyone Interested In picking mushrooms for 
cash, please contact: 
Elaine Inou/e 
636'9461 
Lessons In identification of this valuable mushroom 
will be arranged. 
Career 
Opportunities 
The |istriet of Terraoe 
INSTRUOTORS NEEDEII 
For Two Recreation Department Programs 
From September to December, possibly January to 
March. Renumeratlon according to experience. 
1. to teach simple ethnic and season;'l cooking to senior 
citizens one morning a week. Experience teaching or 
working with senior citizens an asset. 
2. to lead a pre.school program two mornings a week -- 
must have two years e~rly Childhood Education course 
or similar course plus experience working with 
children. 
Call 638.1174, ask for Mary Margaret Smith or leave e' 
message. 
DJstriot of Terraoe 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
POSITION: 
Oreftsperson II 
DUTIES: 
Perform duties required for preparlrlg drawings 
from field notes and other datum. 
Be able to operate blueprinter and other equipment 
as directed. 
Assist In field surveys when requested. 
BO able to communicate orallyand In legible writing. 
Be able to meet the public In a courteous end tactful 
manner. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Minimum Grade XII education; technical training 
related to topographical drafting and knowledge and 
use of trlgonemetrlc functions. 
Previous experience in Munldpal Drafting may be 
accepted. 
Prevlous survey experlenre may be accepted. 
Must be able to use lettering equipment as well as 
legible hand lettering. 
Be able to show samples of his.her own drafting 
work. 
HOURS OF WORK: 
11:30 e.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday ;o r,'ioa~. 
RATE OF PAY: 
1451.68 BI.Weskly 
UNION: 
C.U.P.E. Local 2012 
PROBATION PERIOI~: 
3 Calendar months. 
BENEFITS: 
U.I.C. & Canada Pension Plan 
M.S.A. & Dental Plan 
Life Insurance Plan 
Pension Plan 
Further Information may be obtathed, b~ ~,~;,,,.~i,~; 
the undersigned. Appllcatlo,S in wrlflfig to tl~e un- 
dersigned by 4:30 p.m. September |4, i979. 
E.R. Green, 
Senior Draftsn~an 
Dlblrlcl of Terrace 
S.3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2X6 
635.6311 
. . . . .  ii i .... 
Northwest 
communily 
College 
VACANCY 
CLERK III- 
BOOKSTORE 
Northwest Community College has an Im- 
mediate opening for a Clerk III for the operation 
of the College Bookstore. 
Previous retail and-or bookstore experience 
would be an asset. 
The ability to handle cash, type 50 words per 
minute and to deal with the public, Is req~red. 
Salary. 51,109.00 (1978.79 rate) per month. 
Please reply In confidence to Mr. K.T. Nelson, 
Accountant.Analyst, Northwest Community 
College.. 
Application forms are available at the College or 
Canada Manpower. 
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COPY 
TYPIST 
This is a permanent full time 
position. Fast and aoourato 
typif, g is a nooessitl. Please 
phone for on appointment and 
typing test. 
IS H I{~I t .M I I~ I%I  
L erald 
635-6367 
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DEFICIT SEEN ! • ! 
By CAROL GOAR 
OTTAWA (CP) --  By mid- 
)'ear, the country was almmt 
exactly half-way to the $7- 
blUlon defleit in Its 
transactions with the rest of 
the world predicted by 
Finance Minister John 
Crmbte. 
Government figures 
released Thursday showed 
Canadians spent l.S billion 
more outside the country 
than foreilners pent here 
~dn8 the first elx months of 
year. Tids is the largost 
heft-year eurrent eccoun| 
deficit ever recorded. 
Fallb~ esp~t sales, large 
dividend payments to non- 
Canadian shareholders, 
r i~  interest end service 
phey menis to banks outside country and a decline in 
money flowing into the 
country from Canadian in- 
vestments abroad all 
contributed to the rapid 
I I STC'I'KS t was predicted I 
programs out of the 
government's spending Pal- 
orlttes. TORONTO (CP) -- The 
' "This kind of outlook will Torontostockmarketwasup 
net be very acceptable to the sharply at the eloee of active 
peopleofCanada and it in not trading Thursday 
acceptable to the The TSE 300 index rose 
government," 32.52 to 1694.44. 
The mid-year deficit is 60- The rise was fuelled by 
pereent higher than last Dome Petroleum's oil find in 
year's slxmonth current the Beaufort Sea. 
account deficit. Volume was 8.69 mlillsa 
In an analysis of its lats~t compared with 7.37 million 
current account figures, Wednesday. 
Statistics Canada pointed to Among lndustrlala, Bow 
several trouble spots: Valley Industry was up 6½ to 
$38, United Corp. 5 to ~4, 
--Weakening economic Aquitaine of Canada 4% to 
conditions in the United fd2%, Union Olk Canada 21/4 
States prevented Canada to ~32½ and Imperial Oil A 
from selling its usual VANCOUVER (CP) -  
amounts of wood, aurorae- Prices were up In heavy 
rive products, aluminum and_. trading Thursday on the 
newsprint. Vancouver Stock Exchange. Mountain Mining wu up ,M 
--Interest payments to Volume at close was at .84 on 44g,500 ~ and 
foreign banks and dividends S,427,574 shares. . 'AeUon Resource Warrants 
to forelgn shareholdara In the induntrinls, B.C. Re- w~ up ,07 at .37 on 140,M0. 
' . . . .  , • , 
' I Women break b,mrrier 
By BOB DOUGLAS 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Abent 20 
women will break the all- 
m.~in harrier nat  year nt nor ther ly  . inhabi ted 
Alert, a remote milltmV poet settlemest in Canada. 
in the A-,'etle. There . is no other 
regularly-inhabited 
emamunlty anywhere near 
Alert. 
GET NO LEAVE 
• Men are prated to Alert for 
there oppme IL elx months with no leave df 
The Alert experiment in the base durin~ their tour of 
another step In inereuing duty. By contrast, men 
the role of women in the servin~ with the recently- 
Canadian F~rcen. Former disbanded U~Red Nations 
Emersescy Force (UNEF) 
were allowed two weeks 
holiday in Europe midway 
through their six-month 
IdlometresaouthoftbeNorth What effect wLll womb' 
Pole, in on the northern tip of have in this atmeephore? 
Ellesmerelsland, the moet :'I have never seen 
anywhere lse that it hurt 
morale," McKlnnon said. 
Those who anticipate 
trouble are mainly husbands 
worried what heir wives will 
feel oheut women st the 
station, he said. 
"Women are at home and 
aren't barred from. any 
contact with men. I think the 
world has gone beyond these 
taboos we worried about 
years ago." 
The minister said he Is 
launching the experiment 
with 20 women because he 
had been told at least I0 per 
cent of the base personnel 
should he women for a true 
teat of hew wel) they do their 
jobs and how they get along 
with men, 
Search on 
for man 
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. 
deficit. 
Crmble, projected a $7- 
b/H/on deficit in hie mid- 
summer  s ta teo f - the  
economy address,• ae 
knowledIIn8 that thla was 
m~iderably tarter than last 
yesWa ;4.3 billion figure. 
The ConlmrvaUvea have 
repestodly said they 
~---'T]t.~'V'Nit~ l  f;77~ F:I~ R ~ 
[,~,~ f ~[~i.vz.;,][~.~ mmF~ H-41 
For Sale: 1973 GMC l/= ton 
P.U. 6 cylinder. Standard. 
Exc. oond. Ph 635,7996. (p5- 
12S) 
1996 GMC High Sierra 25 
with PS, PB, auto, air 
oundltlonlng. Alao with 5 foot 
Kit camper. Exc. cond. 
,Mklng ~,030. Phone Joe 
days 433-7181 or evenings 
~13.6411. (p3-1OS) 
l lr/ l  High Sierra P.U. One 
owner. Exc. shape. 36500 
Firm. Ph. &lS.TM,I or view at 
4/25 Park Ave. (p&13S) 
11r/3 Suburban GMC ~ ton 
with optimal 9 passenger 
lint, 350 vg, PB, PS, AT. 
Clann and In very ~ood 
cord., even some rust. S3S00 
O!30. Ph &12.M29. (p3.10S) 
1977 Ford F150 Ranger. 
Light green with white 
sanopy. 400 CU. In. motor, 
auto trans., 35,003 ml. Air 
conditioning and carpeting. 
Michelin steel belted radials, 
PS, PB, fraller hitch and 
wlrlr~, duel tanks. SS,750. 
:Phone 433.~222 and ask for 
Olff. (p3-7S) 
For Sate: 1977 Ford ~ ton 
4x4 In excellent shape. Auto,. 
PS, PB. Phone 53&644Z (pS- 
STAN D 
TENDING 
: CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
'following stand tending 
:¢onlra¢l(s) wlll be received 
!by the Regional Manager, 
'Ministry of Forests, Prince 
:Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
~hown below. 
: Contract ST 1031-1-1 CR 
• located 6 Mile Creek, Ranger 
DIIdrlct Kltwlnga, Number 
-of hocfIrOS 1.1. 
Viewing data Sept. i l ,  1979, 
::leaving Ranger Station at 9 
a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
"mA~rnlHIng a tender for this 
• contract I I  mandatory. 
Oeadllne for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. Sept. 19, 
' 1~.  
:. Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and In the 
esuetopas supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated or from 
the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prlnue 
Rupert, B.C. 
Ths lowest or any tender 
~ nscasearlly be ac 
This' call for tendsr Is 
under the hlrma of the 
Canada British Columbia 
in tens ive  Fores t  
Manepamont Agrsemsnt. 
(Ib10S) 
,66 ,  RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES .. 
i , 
67,  SER¥ICES~, i I 
Mutt SOIl: Diplomat 12)(68 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Many extras. 
Con be Been by appointment 
rely. Ph &M.35SS after S pm. 
(pS-12S) 
1~1~ 3 BR NHhu trailer 
.133(51. ~x40 finished IoeY 
/shack (heated). Asking 
17300. Ph 635-6251 for ap. 
polntmmt o view. ioS-13S) 
consider tne persistent 
current account deficits to he 
one of the most serious 
problems the country faces 
and one of the reof~ of lte 
economie weakness. 
Like an individnsl wi~o 
continually spends more 
than he earns, a eountry 
which chalks up ever.larger 
deficits in its international 
transactions has to borrow 
money to pay for its 
spending. As ito debts 
increase, a country risks 
lcalng its good eredl~ rating, 
which means its currency 
sterts to lcae value on world 
money markets. 
Treasury Board President 
Sinclair Stevens recently 
warned that ff current trends 
are allowed to continue, 28 
cents out of every tax dollar 
will he needed by 1962-83 .to 
pay Interest on the debts the 
country ia accumulating. 
Last year, interest 
payments amounted to 16.4 
per cent of federal spending 
- -  a larger proportion than 
the 12,4 per cent spent on old 
age payments, the 8.6 per 
cent on defence or the 6.9 per 
cent for health care. 
Stevens aid interest pay- 
meats could soon begin 
crowding other social 
1972 12x62'-Ambeas~dor 2
bdrm. mobile homo. In 
excellent shape. Phone 635. 
396e. (cS.TS) 
12x68 Atco Expando trailer 
for sale. Furnished wlth 
washer, dryer, frldge, stove, 
dlshwasher, freezer. Aaklng 
S14,500." Phone 635-6780 or 
635-2211, ask for local 264, 
Doris Smith. (plS-7S) 
For Sale: 12x56 ft. Knight 
trailer on large lot, 115x150 
ft. For further Information 
please call 635.5~96. (p20- 
19S) 
For Sale: 1973 2 bdrm. 
mobile home 12x34 Includes 
8x14 IOEY shack. NI ap- 
pliances. $10,000 firm. Phone 
• 13-27T/after 4 pm for ap- 
palntmont to view. (plO.lOS) 
For Sale: 1975 14x70 Manco 
mobile home, unfurnished, 
set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Phone 635.9736. 
(ctfn.4.9.79) 
1974 12)(66 Deluxe Diplomat 
mobile home. Will sell un. 
furnlahod. 2 bdrm., bullt In 
chlns cabinet, ralsod llvlng 
rm. wlth Imltetlon fireplace 
set up and skirted In Pine 
Park. To view phone 638.6429 
after 6 or 635-3213 days. (c7. 
13S) 
21 foot winterized travel 
trailer. 2 years old. Exc 
cord. Ph ~13-3,L%. (p10-19S) 
1Or= ft. camper In good 
condition. Features Include 
propane stove w-oven, 
propane frldge, propane 
furnace, sleeps four and has 
;eliot. Asking 52500. For 
more Information call 636. 
1413after 5:30 pm. (pAllS) 
For Sale: 1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
39,003. View at Reel inn 
Motel, Hwy. ld W. Last 
trailer on left. (ctfn-5-9.79) 
For Sale: 19/5 Jayco tent 
trailer with canopy. View at 
4710 Loen. (c3-7S) 
For Sale: tent trailer, soft 
top, aloepa five, canvas In 
good condition. Asking $400. 
Call 638-1641. (pS-13S) 
INCORPORATE 
QUICK-INEXPENSIVE 
Obtain your Incorporation 
over the phone - fast. For 
more Information call Self. 
Counsel Servlcas, the law 
office of JackD. James, 
M.B.A., LL.B. toll free 112. 
~ .3035 (In Vancouver 
Ares col! 986.3366~. ,(affn..F) 
Hay for sale: In storage. Top 
quality. Alfalfa, brome, 
timothy mix. Gov't tested. 
Average protein 10 percent. 
Ph Dick Redman at 84&5288. 
(c10-19S) 
HAY FOR SALE 
~.es per bale. MIn. delivery 
40 bales. High alfalfa con. 
tent. Can be seen at 3347 
gofoed Dr. (p-7,13,14,2.0S) 
during the first six months of sources Investment Corp. 
the year were $2,g billion was up .65 at M'.~ on ~6,940 
compared to $3.4 billion for snares aria uompm.rex 
the corresponding period-t~, nwes- wasu  .sol.inn.gee. a c
last year. .=x on 7,ooo. ureat x~auonal 
Land was up .09 at SIAM on 
• -Service paymente to B,000 shares and Dean, 
nonCansdians increased to Development was down 1-4 
t3.3 billion compared to $3.7 at $19 3-4 on 1,500. Caned:so 
billion for the first half of Javelin was unchanged at 
1978. $1.20 and Potter Distlller~ A 
I 
1% to ~8½. 
C and C Yachts dropped 20 Defence Minister Allan 
cents to ~.60. McKinoon My~ he will go 
Dome Mines was up 3V4 to ahead with the nhr-monW 
=K0½, Placer Developments experiment nezt fan even 
~Y, to $ ,~,  Mclntyre Minsa though many of the S)0 men 
s~, to ;67½. Gull:ream 
Resources fell 40 cents to 
$1.65 and Pamonr Porcupine 
a ~ to r/%. , 
Candlan Superior Oil rme 
4½ to $165½, Total defence minister Barney 
Petroleum North America Danson announced In 
1% to ~¥4 and Numac Oil January that the military 
and Gas 1½ to ;47. would place women in 
CanDci Oil dropped I to ;47 remote pats  on n tz¢slbmde; 
and Sogspe g Ltd. 10 cents to McKlnoen hoe picked the 
$1 10. ,, N~rthwent Territories base. 
' "I have met asveral of the 
was unchanged at $1.73. ' ~mes. . .  and certainly they 
On the resource and are far from enenimone in 
development board, Mid he, vial . women pasted in 
Alert," ssld McKlnoo~ sflar 
re t~ from the northern 
out~t  t l~  week, 
I~Ung. 
So this throws men more 
cleaely together socially 
than they might be in a 
southern Canadian base. 
Men are not allowed to  
wander too far from the 
camp in winter or summer. 
Weather and wolves are 
enemias to watch carefully. 
Station facilltiea are ex- 
salient. There ia a well. (CP) --  A search was un- 
equipped gymnasium, a derwdyTucaday for Lmter 
bowl/ng alley and archery Crumm, ?3, of 100 Mile 
range, an amateur radio House, who went mi,,,ing 
Sunday while on a hunting 
trip about 45 kUometrea 
northeast ofthis Peace River 
community. . . . _  
• Police said he was nonung 
with his grandson when he 
went minsing. 
"I mapect the ma|odt~ o~ 
them would uy  no." 
But he amid he later visited 
Hall Bosch, N.W,T,, where 
three civilian women work 
with about 90 ndlltary and 
civilian me= at a Dl~mtt 
Early Wurn~ (DEW) 
alto. "It Mmnod to create no 
calamity," 
Alert s military eumu-  
. nleaUons centre SSO 
Copper Giant wsa up .13 at 
31 on N,000 shares and Ac. 
aon Resources was up .14 at 
;3.10 on 70,766, SNA 
Reaonrcea was up .0l at .41 
and American Fluorite was 
.~5 at gl.S0. 
the curb exchenlo, O/- 
clone Development wu un- 
changed at .st on mJm 
shares 
ataUon with 5,030 records, 
~otolffapb~ club end other 
recreational facilities. 
• But b~anse it is so 
blointed, mess men endure 
rather than enjoy their Mx 
months at the station. 
HI 
BUSINESS DIRECTOBY 
.. . . '. 
I 
.~ 480  JOHN DEER ~r GRADING '~ I.AHO DLRAMON~ 
WiTH aTH WHEEL II~'BACKFILLINO '~ I, IVELaNO 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER 50FTENE RS-- AND MORE -- 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
635-7158 
TERRACE 
EASTSIDE 
GR OCER Y & LA UNDR OMf4 T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakeise 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONV[HIENCE STORE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLAN 635-3505 
.i 
/ i  
i 
:7 
CUlrI  
cl lJ,@l 1% 
C©-©P 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYON E CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY/~EMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
Wayside Groceries 
4711-G Keith Ave. 
~o, r  f r iend ly  ( 'onven ienee  s tore  
HOURS: 
Weekdays 7:30 am - 12:30 am , 
weesee~s 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
cleaners Ltd, 
FOR THE BEST 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
3 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenoe and Mini Mall  
(Next to Mr.  Mikes) 
635-2838 
ii 
Jl "" :B&6 ! C & H Industr ia l  C lean ing  Ltd.  
\ r ~ ~ L  -wvm'w' 'b 'TD, .  I I  ~ "WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
II : Steam Cleaning 0nd Pressure Washing 
I c ,~  , , ,~  I ,~,,L D - -  .. .~-~o-uL: I I Y 2701 Sootl Kalllm St. 
I ~]h J ' ' ' ' J ' J /U  i0LD LAI[£LS(~ t~Rn ~'/9~" I~D0~- i, I 635-61H ,~ P lmw 6DB-16D4 ev 635-DS4S 
I 
Cal l  us at  635 .635T  • 9 to 5 
I llll 
Herald 
01aaelfiBds 
136-116! 
STARBOARD 
TACH YACHTS 
21' t% 3%JUAI%I ,  ' 
i & Accessot'ies 
: 63 :3HOO' 
Plumbing. Heating. Commerclll fmrvlclng 
Residential. Industrial • SpKhillzlng Den FlfflnO 
and Sheet I l l  ShOp : , 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD." 
'Unique hthroum Boutique' 
4434 LAKELSI AVENUE 
P,O. Box 334 PHUNE 43&9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VBG 4gs OR d&~4rJ~O 
InstaU I service h i ,  Weed & a l  Fer'allese 
s 
Terraoe Elootronio Repairs Ltd. GLACIER 
SERViR6 TERRACE & KITIMAT L. . .~  4411 Leslie AttiRe 
re~/,"~ AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE A ,,_,~Y~" Terll=l,i.|; :: 
~ e  DEPOT 
t .~  Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith ~ , ~)t'~J 
Sanyo, Toshiba k.7 qO" Mon.-Set.- 9 a.m.. 6 p.m. .Gi A Complete Glass and 
Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4623 LakeS, ~U4S@ ~', A luminum Ser~ee 
FRE IEa " Ready Mix Cunorete, send, Gravel, TopSoil, Drain 
ROck, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, " ~ "  
Q tA Yard C~crete Ml~er Available for Rent. 
TERUC[ HOTEL GIFT CEMFICAUS w, DELIVER SATURSAYS 
For these Items PHOHI 
"k i0ar tooth , bear claws F.J,H. NIAOY MIX BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS I 
.k w01f teeth , beaver teeil ~ ~ ~ U  j' ~ ~ : ' -  " I ............ 
* moose or deer' antlers (slngleor pair) WE ALS~VK;E  & REPAIR ALL YOUR | 
• ~ HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS, l 
P i~t  "Off I~mRt  'n~d i 3213 KALUM STREET I 
lrhorldllll I TERRACE. B.C. PHONE 635.2473 ' 
I 
